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Court Martial Resumes For 4 Black Marines
Beautician Is Dead;
Wife Of(ME Official

SCLC Launch Drive
Mrs. Willie Ann Phillips celebrated her 90th birthday on
Dec. 28 in the home of her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Earnest Massey of
2034 S. Parkway East.
More than 75 members of the
family and friends gathered at
the Massey home for the occasion.
Five of her daughters and two
sons were present. She is the
mother of nine.
Present were Mrs. Irene Massey, hostess; Mrs. Rosie B.
White, Coldwater, Miss.; Mrs.
Elizabeth Porter, Mrs. Lucy
Mae Jackson and Mrs. Ethel
Hughey, all of Memphis; and
the two sons, Clarence Phillips
and Thomas Phillips. Two sons
who were unable to be present
were Willie B. Phillips and John
Henry Phillips,
Mrs. Phillips has more than
40 grandchildren and greatgrandchildren.
Also present for the party
were Mrs. Vina Smith, sister
of the honoree, and two life.
long friends from Coldwater,
Miss., Mrs. Lois Gillespie and
Mrs. Amanda Pitts.
Other guests included Rev. C.
Mickens, Rev. L. L. Guy. Rev.
L.A. Kelsey, Mrs. Lou Bertha
Farrow, Mr. and Mrs. George
Evands and
Mrs. Dardeen
Willis of Atlanta.
And Mr. and Mrs. Westly
Massey, Lewisburg, Miss.; Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Gooch, Mrs. LAWYER VISITS SCENE — Lance C p I.
Rosie
Chisom,
Mrs.
Ruth ; Perry Backstrom and Pfc. Arthur McCall,
Henson, Mrs. Laura Davis, center, are being represented in their genMr. and Mrs. Ben Butler, Mr. eral court martial at the Naval Air Station
and Mrs. Elmer Flowers and at Millington by Atty. W. Otis Higgs of
Mrs. Margaret Phillips.
! Memphis, and here they are sees ia bar-

Veterans Of Vietnam
Can Loose Benefits

The trial of four black ma- came into the Rathskeller, but
rines charged with rioting and she still maintained that she
conspiracy to riot resumed on had seen about 12.
Monday morning in the DisciLance Cpl. Carter said that
plinary Barracks at the Naval he was armed with a regulaAir Station at Millington follow- tion nightstick when he went
ing a two-week recess for the on duty at 9 p.m. that night,
holidays.
and said that he was told to
The defendants are all Viet- walk around and keep an eye
nam veterans and include Fri- open for anything that might
ate Oscar W. Terry, Jr., 19, happen. He said that he was
a winner of the Bronze Star Me- told that some black marines
dal, Paducah, Ky.; Lance Cpl. were in the woods and drinkPerry Backstrom, 21, Lauder- ing two and a half cases of
dale, Miss.; Pfc. Arthur Mc- wine.
Call, Birmingham, and P f c.
Later on. he said that 15
Charles L. Nickson, Memphis.
black marines, among them
All of the men, with the exLance Cpl. Perry Packstroni,
ception of Private Terry, acwho lived in the barracks,
cording to one of their former
came into Building North 40,
buddies at the base, were
and that when the fight began,
wounded to the extent that thir
he slipped behind a door, and
will be unable to hold jobs on
remained there until he was
discharge, and if they are dis-,
discovered.
honorably discharged they "ill
be ineligible for further treat- He said one of the black mament at government expense. rines tried to hit him with a
Cpl. Backstrom, who walks stick, and he managed to dewith a brace on his leg, was fend himself and strike Hee othmarried during the Christmas er man with his stick, before
he was knocked down aucl kickholidays.
Atty. Paul Kidd of Monroe, ed. He said that he lost conLa., is defending Private Ter- sciousness, and when he came
ry; Atty. W. Otis Higgs of to his stick was gone. He then
racks where military officials claim a tint
Memphis is the counsel for . ran out of the barracks and instarted on the night of July 30 by black
Cpl. Backstrom and Pfc. Mc- to the Rathskellar where he
marines awaiting reassignment. Two other
Call. and Pfc. Niekson are be- spread the alarm, helped hide
marines are also on trial for conspiracy to
ing
represented by Atty. W.K. the women working in the esriot, riot and assault. (Withers Photo)
Allison of Lexington, Ky. Mr. tablishment and the money that
'Kidd and Mr. Allison are em- was in the cash registers.
ployed by SLAM (Southern Le- Lance Cpl. Carter. during
gal Action Movementi. while cross examination by A t t y.
Mr. Higgs is in the employ of;Higgs stated that he was imthe Memphis bri.m.h of the pressed with the way the black
In order to obtain an agen- ingful for our community. So
marines' eyes appeared during
cy to fight poverty in the Hyde now, we plan to inject some The Memphis Chapter South-!Southern Christian Leadership the architect of the nonviolent ect in the nation as a memorial NAACP!
the
moments before the attack
Testifying
the
prosecution
for
Park-Hollywood community, ci- pclitical muscle."
ern Christian Leadership con.'Conference. Rev. BeU. a native structure of the Southern Chris- to Dr. King. Memphis SCLC oh Monday morning v.-ere Mrs. started.
tizens in that section of town Other takers are George
Leadership Coriferenee.is also urging -Ion to w r i 1 e Mary
tarn
gradvate
ference will launch its mem- of Memphis. auti
Ann Bullock. a waitress "Their eyes Were - MI glassy
have organized the Eighth Dis- Johnson, first vice president;
the Douglas High School began his Rev. Lawson, is Chairman or cards to Congressman .3 o h n who
was on duty in the Rath- and bloodshot,' he told the
trict Political Association.
Cla-•ence Greer, second vice bership drive January 15,
association with the SCLC while the Strategy Committee of the Ceni!ers. House Office Build- skellar on the
night of July 30, court.
Officers have been elected president; Mrs. Done McGraw, birthday of Dr. Martin Luther pastoring and working in the Memphis SCLC.
ing. Washington. D.C., endors- when
the incident
He also admitted that rumors
and insalted by the group secretary; Miss Marva Jones. King. Jr. Dr. King, who was Civil Rights struggle in Huntsdeclare
Bill
J
to
ing
his
ocured,any
! It is interesting to note that
ivhich feels that it has been assistant secretary; Mrs. Ber- assassinated in Memphis April ville, Alabama. It was in the the four Memphis ministers 15, the birthotay of Dr. King, a and Lance Cpl. William L. Car- had circulated for seven hours
ter. who was on duty that night before the fight that the black.
systematically deprived of tha Jones. corresponding sec•
4, 1968, while aiding the city's liontsville Movement that Rev who remained in Shelby Coun_ naticnal holiday.
as a security guard and armed marines were preparing for
Memphis War On Poverty proj- retary. Matthew Long. treasurwhere
locations
Bell and the Rev. James M. ty Jail during the 1969 Christ- Some of the
with a nightstick.
Sanitation
workers
something, and that there migh
ects.
;.w: zoid Wesley Cornelious, ser- striking
Lawson, Jr., who was then a mas holidays are all officers he $1.00 SCLC memberships
Mrs. Bullock said that about might be a fight.
founder
was
of
the
the
SouthIn order to he representative geant-at-arms.
.ember of the Executive Staff and members of the Board of can be gotten are: Morris Bar- a
dozen black marines invaded The court martial is being
Cnristian Leadership Con- mebrn
of the area, all political organi.eers were installed at a
o SCLC met. Rev. Lawson Directors of Memnhis SCLC. ' --Sho !. 1239 N. Evergreen: the
Rathskellar, an e n Ii s t- heard by a panel of eight perzations were ccntacted and toP meeting with City Judge Ray ference.
who is now pastor of the Cen- The ministers spent seventeen Katie's Millinery Shop, 1276
to send representatives.
as the principal Membership is $1.00 in the tenary United Methodist days in Shelby County .1 a i I .'ackson Avenue: Gert's Bar- ed men's club, following the sons, includim, a woman mafight in the Casual Comp
Company rine captain, a marine c a p.
whose
revered Church, is 'credited with being
C. B. Myers, the presid-nt. speaker and administering the organization
refusing to post the one dollar ber Shop, 1253 Thomas; Klon- barracks. Mrs. Bullock w as
tam, and six navy personnel,
.ounder was the foremost figure --said,•"In spite of the efforts of 1th of office.
1342
VollenSpot,
Handy
dv•:e
bond because they felt their
told by Atty. Higgs that allepr including three blacks, one an
our civic clubs, we have been• Harrell Moore was the mas- in the Civil Rights Movement T.
ho
p
,
S
Barber
Carter's
tine:
Constitutional rights as pastors
vious witnesses had said only officer and the other two enand whose direct action proj
unable to do anything mean- ter of ceremonies.
to counsel their congregations 4781 Horn Lake Road; St. Tho- two or three black In a r i n
e s; listed men.
ects with mammoth marches
S
1254
Church,
Catholic
mas
were being violated. T h e ar. ._ _.
across the country wrested the
Lauderdale: St. Patrick Cen
rests
of
grew
the
recent
out
Civti Rights Bills which have
school dispute in which school ter, 333 Linden; St. J a m e s
thus far been granted. Dr. King
AME Church, 600 N. 4th st..
children boycotted school.
i281
was awarded the Nobel Peace
The Rev. Ralph David Aber- St. Luke Baptist Church,
Aoard December 11, 1964, in
Barber
Porter's
goon
N.
Stonewall;
nath)-. who succeeded his
Oslo, Sweden, which brought State Representative James friend, Dr.
AME Minimum Salary
King as President Shop;i
said
Taylor,
District
Five
(5)
I.
him
to
,nternational acclaim
280 Hernando: Jean's
Building,
Lead_
s New
Year Arrives
of
the Southern Christian'
and the S-o uthern Christiat that he will stick to the linit ership Conference. was Jailed Beauty Shop. 2646 Deadrick:
Rule and not sign the 82 per
Dr. John E. Jordan, 1936 Chel. The Quadrennial Session of the Laymen's Council was held
Mr. and Mrs. Agee Green said, "and they came about an Lea dership Conference
cent rule as requested by some in the Shelby County Jail alter
Bell
Ezekiel
Burke's the National Institute of the; Monday night in the grand
Reverend
re. sea; Mrs. Priscilla
The
sitting
in their Ii v i n hour and a half later and wantwere
bond
and
post
refusing
to
leaders of the delegation.
Beauty Shop, 1431 Davis; Great- Connectional Laymen's Councilp ballroom of the hotel with
room at 10633 Cum mingsst. ed to know if we had any ene. pastor of Parkway Gardens
four
mained
in
the
the
jail
with
Representative Taylor said.
Presbyterian Church is presi
when the New Year came in.
mies."
other ministers which included er Middle Baptist Church, 821 of the Christian Methodist Episd Granville Smith presiding. The
ChapteiWhen
"
the Shelby Delegation
Memphis
the
Rev. Bell, Rev. Lawson, the Lane; St. Anthony Center. 1082,copal Church was held in Kan- speaker for the occasion was
When the shooting stopped,1 Mrs. Green said that she told dent of
was all white many years ago
Rev. Milton Guthrie, DirectorVollentine Avenue; Cnttendoeisas City, Mo., Dec. 28-30, and! Atty. Leonard V. Brady, court
they noticed a bullet hole in; the officers that she and her
it was all right. Now, since we
their living room wall, fired byl husband fed and clothed the The reason she knew that have several black legislators of St. Anthony Center and the Service Station, 1376 N. 2nd st.; a number of Memphians were commissioner of Milwaukee and
president of the Wiscon si n
someone who hed run up on destitute in the neighborhood they didn't, she said. was that hi the delegation, it is all wrong Rev. Malcolm D. Blackburn, Nick's Grocery Store, on Chel- in attendance.
their porch after firecrackers and they could think of no one she was unable to sleep and and they want to changefrom!pastor of Clayborne AME Tem- sea: Jones Barber Shop, 1599 Jamison Temple was the host Church Laity. His address was
ple, until the day after Christ- S. Lauderdale: Melrose Gro- je.hurch with its minister, the on "Man and the Sixties."
had been thrown against the who would want to shoot into watched for them.
the Unit Rule, or unanimous
eery Store, 2638 Park ave.; Al- Rev. Melvin Harrison.
side of the house.
He stated that all nations
their home and possibly kill
Mrs. Green said that she hat. consent, to the 75 per cent or was.
Memphis Chapter has ro-American Clean,ers, on Gaith- Institute classes were held seem to be divided,
The
Mrs. Green is the ilev. Mrs. them.
encoun
and he conone previous unpleasant
82 per cent of the majority.
accepted the challenge of non- er; Eureka Barber Shop, 2347 in the Muehlebach Hotel. The cluded his message by
Celestine Green. a radio mini• Mrs. Green said the officers ter with the police when somestating
If the Unit Rule was goon violent Civil Rights activities Park ate
Martin B a r b e i theme of the m e e
ster, whose program is broad. told her that they had heard one broke into their car v hilt 20 years ago, it is also good
t i n g was that "all religions must get toS•
Fort's
st.;
Beale
Shop.
347
his
issued by Dr. King during
cast over Radio Station WLOK about the good work that she she and a daughter visitin; today," said
Representative last visit here and the chal- Ion. 1276 Jackson ave.; Clark's "Stewardship and Witness — A gether."
Challenge to Laity."
each Sunday.
was doing in the area, and pro- from New York. stopped at a Taylor.
The meeting was ended on
lenge he issued to the nation Liquor Store on Jackson ave.;
Mrs. Green said that the bul- mised to patrol the area and grocery store on Porter st
Any and all meaningful legis- in his famous "I Have A Williams Barber Shop, 249( The opening session was held Tuesday at Jamison Temple
Sunday night, Dec. 28, and pre- with the election of Laymen
let plowed through their wall shine their light on her house. Stolen was some $26.00 worth lation which will benefit a I
delivered in Chelsea; Neeley Beauty Sup- siding was the
and knocked out a good-sized when they came in that direc- of merchandise and then the citizens of Memphis and Shel• )ream" speech
presiden t, Council Officers and 12 noon
Washington. ply. 1796 Chelsea; Tabernack George L.
chunk of plaster, but they have tion, but two nights later she car was abandoned after the by County will certainly get the 1963 March on
Prather. The main communion administered with
The Memphis Chapter South-Community Church, and Keel address was delivered
not been able to locate a..
by Bish- Bishop Bertram Doyle as chief
said they failed to do as pro- wires had been crossed to start unanimous support from memern Christian Leadership Con-Avenue Baptist Church!
"We called the police
she mised.
it.
hers of the delegation, he said. ference is striving to make its. Mrs. Alma Morris is Chair op N. S. Curry. who is chair- corn municant.
man of the General Board of
Laymen Council officers
chapter the largest and strong- inirn of Memberships.
Lay Acitivities
elected for the 1970-71 year
On the following day, group
were George Prather of Atlandiscussions were held at the
ta, president; Jack Jones, Los
Muehlebach Hotel with deleAngeles; Atty. Brady, Milwaugates from each of the nine
kee; Dr. E. Rankins, H o 1 1 y
Episcopal Districts of the CME
Springs. Miss.; Lucius Pitts,
Church participating.
Birmingham. and E. J. WalkThe Quadrennial Banquet of
er, vice presidents.
And Mrs. Jessye Moore, Oklahoma City, secretary; Mrs.
Mattie Fields, Kansas C i t y,
A local Baptist minister and will also speak. The Bureau
Mo . assistant secretary; and
and
school
a
an African student will be sponsors a
A. .1. Moreland, Berkeley, Calif.
featured speakers at a mass hsopital at Issele Uku.
treasurer.
- meeting for Foreign Missions Other program participants
at the Mt. Vernon Baptist will include Dr. S. A. Owen
Among the Memphians atChurch, 547 Mississippi Blvd.. pastor of Metropolitan Baptist
tending the meeting were Mr.
Sunday evening, January if. Church, and Mrs. Esther M.
The
W o m en's
Executive and Mrs. 0. C. Suttles, Willie
1970. at 8:00 P. M.
Smith, of Atlanta.Georgia Council of the Baptist General Lay, the Rev. E. L. Brown, Dr.
The meeting is sponsored by Field Representative of the Association will hold its in- John M. Exum, the Rev. D.S.
local churches affiliated with Foreign Missions Bureau. Mus- stallation service on Thursday Cunningham, Dr. and Mrs. C.
the Progressive National Bap- ic will be furnished by choirs afternoon, Jan. 8. at the Cas- D. Coleman, Howard Thomp'fist Convention to raise funds of the cooperating churches. talia Baptist Church at 1540 son, the Rev. M. C. Pettigrew,
Ed Lemons, L. C. Suttle s.
.' :to support the work of the Bap- Rev. A. R. Williams, pastot Castalia at 2 p.m.
tist Foreign Missions Bureau. of Greater Whitestone Baptist The _.,guest speaker for the Miss Velma Lois Jones, John
which has headquarters in Church, is General Chairman service will be the Rev. J. L. Moore and Mrs. Raychelle L.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
of the program. Mrs. Louise Ward.
Dorothy
Mrs.
M. Ca rhee.
Rev. W. C Holmes, pastor Nelson. President of the local Brown, the president, is asking
Jacksonians present from
ethew lAme, treasurer; Clarence Griser, second vice peed of the Beulah Baptist Church, Women's Auxiliary to the Fors all pastors and
NEW CROUP ORGANIZES — Officers of the Eighth Dismissionars West Tennessee were Dr. C.A.
installed
County
Association
Shelby
were
of
Political
dent; C. R. Myers, president: George Johnson, first vice
trict
will be the principal speaker. eign
Missions Bureau, will women to be present.
Kirkendoll, president of Lane
at a recent meeting. Seen here from left are Mrs. Bertha
presider*. Mrs. Done McGraw, secretary; Harrell C.
Uchebuego Okwumabua of lead the women's effort.
The Rev. Calvin Mims is College Alton J a rm on Leroy
Jones. corresponding secretary; Mrs. Marva Jams, assist
Moore. master of ceremonies, and City Court Judge R a y
Issele Uku, Nigeria, and stu- Mrs. Artie G. Nelson is pub. host pastor and moderator., Cunningham and Theodore
ant secretary; Wesley Cornelious, sergeant•at•arms; Mat
Churchill, administerhag oath of office.
;dent at LeMoyne-Owen College,,licity chairman.
Mrs. Fannie Bynum is reporter.' White.
Funeral services for Mrs
Juanita J. Thomas, wife of the
Rev. N. Charles Thomas, director of Christian Education for
the First Episcopal District of
the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church. will be held this
Friday night, Jan. 9, at the
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral at
the corner of Linden and Lauderdale.
Mrs. Thomas, who was the
owner of Juanita's Beauty and
Wig Lounge, died early last
Sunday morning at Baptist Memorial Hospital. She was 42.
Officiating at the funeral will
be her minister, the Rev. T.C.
Lightfoot, pastor of Mt. Olive,
and the Right Rev. B. Julian
Smith, presiding bishop of the
First Episcopal District of the
CME Church.
A wake for Mrs. Thomas will
MRS. JUANITA THOMAS
be held at the Victory Funeral
Home from 6 p.m. on Thurs- er, Mrs. Lucy Jefferson of Hot
day until 5 p.m. on Friday and Springs, Ark.; and two sisters,
from 5 p.m. on Friday until Mrs. Leola Arnold of Hot
the funeral begins at 8 on Fri- Springs and Mrs. Marg aday night.
ret Cowan of Topeka. Kan.
Aside from her husband, she
Mrs. Thomas lived at 664
is survived by a daughter, Gi- Vance ave.
na Charlise, a son, Nathaniel
Burial will be on Saturday in
Charles Thomas, Jr.: her moth- Hot Springs.

Funds To Fight Poverty
Is Goal Of New Group SCLC Leader
Arrested On Officer's Complaint

Living Room Blasted
A

or
Says
a y1
The Unit Rule
Is Still Okay

Memphians Back From
CME Quadrennial Meet

Nigerian Will Speak
For Foreign Missions

Women To Hold

'rrtallation
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Killer Of Dr. King
Wants New Quarters

By Diggs Dotroof h
WASHINGTON — The escalating rhubarb oyer the rift
be•
tween the Panthers and the police could produce
such a don.
nybrook in urban circles that matey meaningful
programs May
be nullified. Whatever the reason, members of
the various Po
lice departments are showing up at Panther
headquarters with
deadly regularity. In addition, the normal police
matter thal
produces ghetto friction over law enforcement
is raising its
ugly head with the same degree of regularit
y. Up in Siam
ford, Conn.. recently an officer shot a young
black in t b e
course of his robbing a liquor store. and marches
and demon
orations ensued. When police shot a Negro youth
in flousion
recently, the mayor ordered an investigation
of the incident
.XII over sporadic groups are being beard
no this issue. There
is some concern iii some quarters that protest
groups may
end up defending felons not quite worthy
of such concern.
That would be a tragedy.
NOTES FROM A BUS: There is a state of confusion
ex
isting among integrationists and separatists alike over the
Su.
preme Court handling of Georgia's school deseeregation plan.
Gov. Lester Maddox has vowed to fight any move. Court
or
not. loot the Nienn Administration has gone around the gover
nor and ordered desegregation by the local boards of education. This does not mean that local boards hay e the right to
delay or stall. It does mean that they have the power to act
— with certain minimum requirements. They are backing this
up with the hard fact that most Georgia school districts rely
upon the lederal government for about 80 per cent of,t heir
budgets. . . If Maddox runs for governor again next year at
he has indicated, he will no doubt face opposition in the form
of a Negro attorney from Atlanta who has said that he will
run for the highest (rice C. B. King says that he hopes
to attract as many whites as blacks to his candidac y. .
Anthony Davis has been elected program coordinator of
the
Washington Technical Institute's technology program.

NASHVILLE -- James Earl ously rorkel into ar-eine tRay. admitted and convicted a 99-' ear-sentence in exchang
e
assinator of Dr. Martin Luther for a guilty plea in a scenario
King Jr.,. came back into courtl script-type trial in which
al.
here last week and won new,most n) details of the event
limited concessions from Ten-I leadin
to the slaying were
nessee corrections officials but brought out,
has been trying to
was denied what he wanted— get a new trial
since he was
freedom from his cramped transferred
to the new maximaximum security quarters. mum security cell
a day after
Although Asst. State Afton the trial.
'ney-General Thomas E. Fox
At last weeks hearing, Judge
and State Corrections Com- William Miller ordered
c rrec.
missioner 1.uke Russell and tions officals
to submit ba Jan.
Ray himself, all mentioned the 12 a olan
providing a work
subject of possible co-canspir-- 1 program and
better exercise
!tors. the names were not re- faailities or Ray,
who is now
vealed in any tes.imony.
kept in solitary confinement in
Asked if there were co-con- a 9-fao -by-six foot cell at the
spirators on the outside, State Prison here in Nashville
i"wouldn't you have to be pro- Judge Miller
suggested that
tected from them?" Ray, at , perhaps Ray could
be given a
one point, answered:
!white-collar job around the
"If the state is interested in Iprison which might bring him
a conspiracy, let them have a into a minimum ,:ontact with
trial."
'individuals at the prison.
Ray, who says he was devi- • Ray himself had
intimated in

I

EW PGH. JUDGE — Atty. Henry R.
Smith, lett state president of Pennsylvania
N lACP ((inference of branches is sworn into office as a Common Pleas Court Judge
of Allegheny C011/1:s ;n Pittsburgh last week
by veteran Common Pleas Court Judge

Homer S. Brown, rig., who is serving his
second term. Judge Warren Watson, w h o
was elected in 1966. not shown, is the third
black member of the 18-man Allegheny
Couniy Common Pleas (ourt bench

Detroit Police
Seek Killer Of
Prominent Dr.

ARTHRITIS
True Life Story

Paul McCoy was an arthritic during lue
lifetime. This condition also struck his two
Sisters and his son. They tried so many
things. Then one day a friend in pharrna.
Cal circles told him about a wonderful
tnedicine. He was so grateful ha amulet
to tell everyone about Norkon, the wonderful medicine for temporary relief lb
easing the minor pains and aches of
arthritis, rheurnattsm, sciatica, neuralgia,
neuritis, lumbago or bursitis.
Write for his remarkable experience
and how thousands of other, are now
praising Norkon. too. It's free, costa
nothing and you may %OE so much. Send
name and address to:
1101505, Dept
tot ears Ave. ice 10e17

New Approach
:een For 70s

NAROBIA, Kenya — The
late lamented Tom
Mboya
i probably reflected the attitude
lof a typical, highly trained
!black man, anywhere in the
!world, when asked whether his
preferences favored the Chris.
tian, Judeo or Mohammandian
ter, Carmen; brothers, Aubrey forms
of religion.
and Dr. Linden C. Leslie, of Ja"Having
found :-11 the great
maica. sisters. Mrs. Linda McCallam, Mrs. Ina Gordon, Ed- Religious accursed with the
CLEANING
CLEANING
na and Gladys Leslie, and Mrs. limi:ations of their administra••111.111
U
C
O
PON
Ira
tors
and
COUPON
the
narrow
tradition
s
•
Monica West, and many neices,
.7.
that limit them. I confess to a
nephews and friends.
I• Mtn
Interment was made in Elm- retrogression: you may define
1111
• Liao
my spiritual address as being
wood cemetery.
pagan." Those were Mboya's
III
words of reply.
0• III
0
There is a great inclination, •8
0 •
a.oday, to supply black imagery
11§01111••••••11111111•••1111•W lirmaiwilias•••••••••••••
•
and outmode yesterday's all.
divining white imagery — in
all things. Black, brown 'beige
Santa Clauses and Black Madonnas and B1 ,ck Messiahs are
sure to reach a new crest. in
111242
3Z LAUNDRY
tiniss
b,
11.4 Ft-2- Q
the 1970s.
.•. COUPON•;NEN•
COUP
ON EN•
•
•
Religious mystics, like FathC m
•
• ..
7
1
er Divine and Elder Simon :
4
i
•,- ii.
•
•n o
R -, al Buy one $1.85 Loeb 6-paca— -,-•ig •
Lightfoot Michaeux and Daddy, •
Zw
°
III 1gi Get one 50e pt. Loeb BBQ Buns: II
Grace, have proved, beyond
'Ox
II
doubt, that black men are of- •Er,g
ten endowed with an afflatus,
:!,
Pa 1
from on high.
BEE
WITH THIS COUPON
▪
he
sisal
••••
sis
••••■•••sum
They have had no opposites
in the Caucasian whole — at
least in the West. this century.
The prove, beyond ciTubt, that;
a Black Messiah may envolve,'
during Gee of these decades,
and weld the world's 250 milC
lion blacks into an African ap
perented dispensatioa.
Black pride may he. expacted
to give birth to such an oddity,
a; early as the mid-Seventies
Time is the silent enemy' of all
.the world's major religions.
.,issaFRICAts inligsear,ome

DETROIT — Police were
still searching this week for the
THE BOILING POT: so pleased are the black congressslayers and the real motive in
men with their on-the-scene hearings on the Panther shootout the mystery
shooting of one
in Chicago that they may try this tactic on other issues. With of Detroit's best-known medipracticioners
Charles Diggs of Michigan serving as chairman, the others cal
who was
found mysteriously killed at
Powell. of Harlem. Stokes of Cleveland. Conyers of
Michigan his home.
and Clay of St. Louie, gave the local natives a real good
show
Funeral services were held at
on the effectiveness of a congressional inquiry when the ques the Ma,. flower Congrega
tional
dopers hold all the cards. The Chicagoans who witnessed the Church last week for the promsessions left feeling that their Washington brothers realle inent and prosperous black physicians, Dr. Clarence G. Leslie.
cared, and poor Ralph Metcalfe saw his planned entrance
in who was found gunned-down in
to -their" club as a dubious honor. The word is going around: the drivewa
y of his home at
Make no mistake about it. The new breed of blacks in C
o o- 15900 Birwood. wi h his pocket;
gress is not about to be passive. If they plan to get electen emptied and turned inside out.
he Revs.
again, the name of the game, man, is action. All these lads Officatine were
Gene Caro .ck and E. Gladstone
need to do Is stay alert and trust that The Man will hand
Scott. The rites were preceded
them the proper issues in time.
by a family hour earlier in the
week at the Charles T. Cole
NEW IDEAS ON OLD HEADS: The Nixon Administratml.
Funeral Chapel.
has scored some Brownie points with its thrust of the Phila. Dr. Leslie
was fund dead in
cielphia Plan. Opposed by labor unions, the program is aimeo his driveway with a bullet in
at putting more blacks in skilled trade jobs. The moving force his ches'.
Police advanced the robbery
behind the fight all the way to the Hill was Assistant Secretheory after finding tee pockets
tary of Labor Art Fletcher who is the most forceful Brother
empty and turned inside out.
in the Nixon hierarchy. Fletcher was backed all the tatty by According to his
grief-stricken
Secretary of Labor Shultz. Republicans could push this propos. widow, who was on a shopping
al with gusto. Opposed principally by Demo-oriented unions trip when the slay ing occurred.
the White House could see the value of scoring with blacks the doctor uswally brought his
day's aeceitas liNme with him.
now chafing at lucrative construction jobs around the coun
Dr Leslie maietained offices
try. . . Look for Mayor Lindsay to head a Third Party in the Great Lakes Bldg..
8401
thrust nationally. At present, the personable Republican turn- Woodward.
ed independent, has no intention of bolting his own party, buy Jamaican-born, Dr. Leslie
there is a strong grass roots movement throughout the states was the youngest of 12 children
and was reared in New York.
that wants him.
lie was a graduate of City colINSIDE TIPS: When the black puhlsihers convene in Las lege in New York and honor
X'egas in the middle of January, there is no doubt that they graduate of Howard University.
LitAy.
He also took post-graduaate
will resolve their present differences in favor of common
courses
prob
at Wayne State Univerlems. Notable among these is the proposed Summit Conferen
ce sity.
in Washington later in the spring and the nearly $100,00o debt Dr. I.eslie moved to Detroit
in 1946 and was a practicing
still banging from the Democratic National Committ
DEMAND'
ee. When
the new minority specialist, John Dean arrives at the meet physician here until 1953 when Some rnen are
he entered the Air Force as starved for Im.,P
MC he is expected to be bringing some answers to this burn a captain. He
returned in 1955
hog question. . . Rep. John Conyers had a hall snagging those and re-established his
private
segregated country clubs in ole Dixie that were tryin
g te practice.
A member of Phi Beta Sigqualify for a government loan. They discovered the club
c'
black members were actually employees of some of the mem. ma fraternity, Dr. Leslie was
also affiliated with several lohers. The plan didn't work and now the spots are either
go cal and national medical asing to lower their bars or not expect to live off Uncle
sociations, as well as social and
Sam's dough. They have now counted about 40 clubs
Uhd,s, IS No, Admitseo
without civic organizations.
black members who want or are supping at the C.
b. money He is survived by his wife.
trough.
Sharlene: son, Michael: claugh
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at all 147 Loeb Drive-ins!
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing will be held by the Memphi
s Housing Authority on the plan
for the
Medical Center Urban Renewal Area III, Project
Tennessee R-75, which is being planned
the Memphis Housing Authority under the Housin
by
g Act of. 1949, as amended.
The hearing will be held in the Council
Chambe
Memphis. Tennessee, at 10:15 A.M. o'clock, CDT, r, City Hall, 125 North Main Street,
on January 22, 1970.
The Project area is bounded as shown below:

you've got
cpllege
dreams
mg

The purpose of the hearing is to consider a proposa
l
development plan. under State and LOcal Law, with tor this undertaking of the reFederal financial assistance under
Title I of the Housing Act of 1949, as amende
d.
to acquire the land in the Project area, to demolish or(Public Law 171 -81st. Congress),
remove buildings and improvements. to install, construct or reconstruct streets,
utilities, parks and playgrounds or
other site improvements, and to make the land availab
le for development or redevelopment by private enterprise or public agencies as
authorized by law. Relocation proposals by the Memphis Housing Authority will be open
to discussion by those interested.
Any person or organization desiring to be heard
will be afforded an opportunity to
be heard at this hearing.
Plans of the proposed redevelopment plan are on display
Housing Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tenness in the office of the Memphis
ee.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
ORELLE LEDBETTER
SECRETARY
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z••„,-?
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WEAK PRINT

his affidavit requesting the
latest hearing on grounds put
forth by his attorneys that he
Is being subjected to cruel and
unusual punishment, that he
might know of things he could
do at the prison.
Judge Miller said that "cruel
iqid unusual eunishment" is in
violrti n of he Eighth Amend
men' to the Constitution. He
sai the t-ail mnst decide that
issue and apparently Judge
a,te- he?ring both sides,
is convinced that Ray's stay
in prison can be made purely
a matter of routine punishment.
He did no order Ray rele isea
into the general prison population as Ray had requested.
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Mallory Knights Bring Cheer To City's Poor

HOSPITAL CALL — The Frank Tobey Memorial Hospital
Is always the first stop on Christmas morning for the
Mallory Knights Charitable Organization, and Harry L.
Strong, the founder, is shown here after presenting a toy
to one young patient., Eric Perkins, suffering from burns, RS
Miss B. Browning bolds the child. With Mr. Strong at the
hospital were the Rev. D. B. Herring, president, and Charlie
E. Neal, business manager.

FILLING THE STOCKINGS to be delivered
later in the day to underprivileged children
of Memphis, both black and white, a r e
three members of the Mallory Knights
Charitable Organization. From left are

Charlie E. Neal, business manager; t h e
Rev. D. E. Herring, Jr., president; a n d
Harry L. Strong, founder and director. Hundreds of children were helped from funds
given to the organization.

Negro History Calendar
Published By Seagram

dren of Mrs. Bessie Lou Oliver of 1373
Richmond, Apartment 4, are shown receiving oranges and other food from H a r r y
L. Strong, founder and director of the Mallory Knights Charitable Organization. Mr.

Strong said that this case was later referred to the Memphis Health Department because the youngsters appeared to be suffering from malnutrition. He said the Knights
will continue to check on the family.

Drive WasA Success,
HOGUE & KNOTT' BREAD BUNS, ROLLS
Say Mallory Knights are your very. best buy in Memphis
11

'rite Mallory Knights Chsui-IDrive as one of their Public
table Organizaton following its Service Projects. They swell
annual Christmas Drive was the drive by selling The Tri
able to help the poor and needy'State Defender Paper in the
with baskets along with cloth- downtown areas and other
ing, and toys, Christmas Eve. parts of the city to help raise
Mr. Harry L. Strong said. funds to feed the poor.

"All of this was accomplished Harry L. Strong, directm
with the help of the good citi- of the Mallory Knights Charizens of Memphis", individuals table Organization, said that
The second annual Negro His- Jan Ernst Matzeliger, pioneer
this is the type of spirit that
and clubs, etc.
torical Calendar has been pre- publisher Robert Sengstacke
we hope will continue to be
In its drive the organization
pared for 1970 by Seagram Dis- Abbott, "Father of the Blues"
manifested by other concerned
received a great boost from:
tillers Company to again fo- William C. Handy, and abolicitizens of Memphis and Shelby
cus attention on the contribu- tionist and civil war heroine
I. Ten Ladies Social Club, 2.
County through out the yeai
tions of black Americans to the Sojourner Truth.
D.A.C. Chanty Club, 3. Les
our drive to help the
because
development of the country.
Petite Chere's Social Club, 4.
The calendar will receive broad Each date on the calendar
year round project
is
a
poor
Hohenberg,
Mrs. Julian J.
5.
initial distribution to individ- carries a note on some signiMemphis Bluff City Branch,
The president, Rev. D.E.
uals and black organizations. ficant black accomplishment or
of National Alliance of Postal
Herring
Jr. and the entire
Employees, 6. Blue Velvet
Each month the calendar advancement. For example, on
board
directors expressed
Club,
of
7.
Friend
Good
Social
highlights a distinguished Ne- July 24 as far back as 1826 an PIONEER BLACK newspapet
Club, 8. House Wives Corn- their deepest thanks to all the
gro man or woman who has American Negro distinguished publisher Robert Sengstacke
Ab- mtmity Club, 9. Alpha Kappa citizens that helped us to make
enriched America and t h e
bott is remembered for his in- Alpha Sorority Inc. Beta Epsi- Christmas more mean in ghimself
as
an
actor:
"tea
Alworld in such fields as science,
fluential, hard-hitting editorials lon Omega Chapter, 10. Needle ful. Tha nks again and rethe arts, statesmanship, medi- dredge, former slave and Ne- demanding
justice for blacks Craft Sewing Circle, and 11. member that God's work here'
exploration
education or gro actor acclaimed throughcine
and encouraging Negroes from Columbus Baptist Church.
on earth must truly be our own
charity. There is a portrait of out Europe as greatest Shakethe South to leave and seek beteach individual, accompanied speare's OTHELLO."
Then, in ter lives elsewhere. He is one The Pyramid Club of Delta "Your help is needed for
by a sketch of the subject work- 1963 on August 28th: "March
Of 1' prominent blacks fea- Epsilon Chapter of Delta Sigma the year of 1970 if we are to
ing at the occupation in which on Washington
for jobs and tured in Seagram's 1970 Negro Theta of Memphis State chose, help the poor that call upon us
he is most renowned.
freedom led by Martin Luther Calendar.
the Mallory Knights Christmas for help," Mr. Strong said.
The new calendar depicts King." Each item is aimed at
such prominent figures as Book- tracing a Negro heritage with
er T. Washington, Negro his- which today's black American
torian Carter Goodwin Wood- can identify.
son. U.S. Senator from Missis- The art in the calendar was
sippi Blanche Kelso Bruce, Dr. executed in pencil
and wash
Martin Luther King, inventor by Michael Lowenbein, a
noted
and engineer Benjamin Banne- Norwalk, Connecticut illustraker, physician Dr. Charles tor.
Drew, and banker, organizer
and civic leader Maggie Lena The calendars are printed oil
heavy, rich 20/
1
2 by 14-inch papWalker.
er that is solidly mounted for
Other featured individuals in- hanging. Sets of 8/
1
2-by-11-inch
clude scholar and writer Wil- portraits from the calendar
liam Edward Burghart Du- are available, trimmed for
bois, inventor and businessman framing.
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.
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LIMA
BEANS
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LB.

FRESH GROUND
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing will be held by the Memphis Housing Authority on the plan for the
Kansas Street Urban Renewal Area, Project Tennessee R-121, which is being planned by
the Memphis Housing Authority under the Housing Act of 1949, as amended.
The hearing will be held in the Council Chamber, City Hall, 125 North Main Street,
Memphis, Tennessee, at 3:00 P.M. o'clock, CDT, on January 22, 1970.
The Proiect area is bounded as shown below:

Thy purpose of the hearing is to consider a proposal for this undertaking of the redevelopment plan, under State and Local Law, with Federal financial assistance under
Title I of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended, (Public Law 171-81st. Congress),
to acquire the land in the Project area, to demolish or remove buildings and improvements, to install, construct or reconstruct streets, utilities, parks and playgrounds or
other site improvements, and to make the land available for development or redevelopment by private enterprise or public agencies as authorized by law. Relocation proposals by the Memphis Housing Authority will be open to discussion by those interested.
Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded an opportunity to
be heard at this hearing.
Plans of the proposed redevelopment plan are on display in the office of the Memphis
Housing Authority, 700 Adams Avenue. Memphis, Tennessee.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
ORELLE LEDBE1TER
SECRETARY

MIMI:LOAD

BIGHEARTED WORKERS — The Civil Engineering Division
of Defense Depot Memphis has a heart larger than a warehouse, and they proved it Christmas Eve when food, clothing
and toys were carried to six needy families. The division
Santa Claus collected $400 from employees :n Post Engineer•

ing to buy.essential food for the adults and some 29 children
in the families. Capt. Keith Bennett, SC, USN, is commander
at the Defense Depot Memphis. The installation is a major
field activity of the Defense Supply Agency. (Official DSA
:Moto)

Another Woolco
Watching Purchaso
Durable...decorator-bright household

Lustro-ware Plastics
below manufacturer's cost!

your choice

•46 Quart Basket
•Round Bushel Basket
*Oval Laundry Basket

LE ‘VE: MEMPHIS JAIL — The Rev. Ralph David Abernathy, t--ad of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. is shown emerging unshaven and a bit thinner after
a week of casting in the Shelby County Jail in Memphis.

Tenn. .thernathy and dour Memphig min 'es had refused
n
to po Si bond on c' rg
recent
in i
school boycott.

National Prayer Week Explained By Founder
National Prayer Week is be- Prayer Week. They agreed
ing celebrated this year from that U was a good idea, but they
Sunday, Jan. 4, through Sunl felt that scmeone else Ehould
day, Jan. 11, according to Ed- org.nize it. I had pl-nned to
gar T. Stewart, who founded become an editor and kw, er.
the week several years ago.
"When I lost my first leg in
He says, "Prayer Week is 1958, I changed my mind. Then
not to ask you to pray only one in 1960, I lost the other. I deweek and stop, but it is es- cided to devote my time to
tablished so that those who do Prayer Week," he explained.
not pray may start, and those "Many things happened to
who do pray to pray more of- cause me to believe God wanted
ten."
me to do it. In a dream, I went
He adds: "When I started to Heaven. In another one an
Prayer Week in 1954. I was Angel came up the ramp of
working for a newspaper, driv- my front porch and talked with
ing my own car, and had two
—— —
good legs.
"I tried to get sortie vellgious
leaders to help the.-initiate

me," he recalled.
e
ould drive the players and
In a pamphlet he is-,ties pro- deny them rn -,ny things that
rnotin', Prr—er Wee!- Mr Ste".- hey
i not 'r—cause they
art wrote: "I have had more :tato: them, but because we
suffering and disappointments
them and wanted to
since I started Prayer Week loved
than ever before. I was puz- get them ready for the big
zled for a while. It seemed the game
more I tried to do for religion, "It seems that God drives
the worse time I would have.',those He wants to use to get
"I read the book of Job again.'them ready for the big move
I now think I understand. All
suffering is not punishment. (Check the Bible.) I am seeing
Some of it is preparation:Hav- many things that cause me to
ing been a football captain and believe God wants me to push
coach, I can understand how Prayer Week."

—

to$202ea.

your choice

Church Is
Locked By
Militants
NEW YORK — The Young
Lords; a group of Puerto Rican
militants, Belled an East Harlem Church here recently, and
nailed the doors shut with 100
members of the congregation
still in side.

•48 -Quail Waste.basket
•32 Qt. Flip-Top Basket
•32 Qt. Spring-Top Basket
•48 Qt. Floral Basket
•48 Qt. Spring-Top Basket
•Extra Large Laundry
Basket

WSW
SelITIMATI
IMO Obi UN IL
Ma baba lira
STORE HOURS: 10 A.M. a 9:30 P.M. DAILY, CLOSED SUNDAYS
EASTIATE
gm park lift

The group, attempting to
persuade the congregation to
set up a free breakfast program for area children, gather
sd in front of the nailed church,
and sang and prayed in
Spanish.
While they were singing,
"Onward Christian Soldiers,"
a side door was opened, and
the congregation was allowed
to leave. The door was then
chained shut.
The Rev. Norman Eddy, a
congregant, and head of the
Interfaith Council of Churches
of which the First Spanish
Methodist Church at 11th
Street and Lexington is a member of, said there was no violence, during the brief capture
of the church.
Church officials contend that
their congregation cannot afford to sponsor a free break• fast program.

MAME PROM THE HIGH COST OP LUXURY!
Sal Tito

1970 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass Supreme Holiday Coupe

THE -ESCAPE MACHINE
wolocinTicap,..
WE'LL vionk WITH YOU

PRYOR
Ot.D.SMOIIIILIE CO.
gUillitgRe 3244141
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Merger Makes North Carolina
Mutual $100 Million Business
The nation's first, black-opera- have been "reinsured" by other pany in Michigan operated by
ted, one hundred million dollar life companies, there was no Negroes and the ninth largest
financial institution became a record of a "merger of mutual hi the United States. North
reality earlier this week when companies in accordance with l Carolina Mutual is the largest
North
Carolina's
Insurance the statutes."
Negro-operated life insurance
Commissioner, Ed Lanier, sign-I
Consistent with merger pro- company in the United States
ed "the articles of merger'',
cedures, officials of the two and is number forty-nine among
whereby Great Lakes Mutual.
the nation's mutual companies
companies
were required to fol- when ranked by asset
Life Insurance Company of Destrength.
low
a long and involved process.
troit was merged with the
The combined assets of the
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL Details of the proposed merger merged
companies
approxihis Insurance Company of Dur- were first filed with the insur- mate $114 million with insurham with the latter firm being ance commissioners of the two ance in force in excess of a
states. Then, the merger inten- half-billion
the surviving company.
dollars. Joseph W.
tion was announced in newsFor the past two months, of- paper advertising columns and Goodloe, president of North
ficials of the Great Lakes Mu- by direct mail and hand-deliv- Carolina Mutual and Thaddeus
tual Life Insurance Company of ered notices to the thousands or B. Gaillard, C.L.U., president
Detroit, Michigan, and the policyowners of the two com- of Great Lakes Mutual, stated:
"Ppoth companies have a rich
North Carolina Mutual Life In- panies.
heritage of community servsurance Company of Durham,
These last We're provided ice. By pooling our manpowNorth Carolina, have been folwith an opportunity to express er, we are now in a position to
lowing the long and precedent- their
desires by ballot sent to 1 effect certain cost reductions
setting process outlined by the specially
designated post officei and put the combined firm in
insurance commissioners of the boxes
and in person at special- a more competitive position.
states of Michigan and North ly
called policy-owners' meet- Since both firms are "muCarolina in effecting the "first'ings in
Detroit and Durham at tual' companies, all the admerger of mutual life insur- which
BLACK MEMBERS of the 1969 Kodak Allthe merger proposal vantages of a policy-holderfinsive end. Southern Cal: and defensive
ance campanies in the history was
America Team autograph a football f o r
overwhelmingly endorsed. owned company will not only
hack Jack Tatum of Ohio State. The team,
of the two states" and probably
F:astman Kodak Compans's Dr. Norwood
After a review of the entire continue but can be expanded
selected annually by members of the AmenI.. Simmons. Shessn are, from left, Mike
of the country.
series of merger documents in to benefit present policyholdea-s,
lean Football Coaches Association, w a s
U.C.L.A. linebacker; Jim Gunn, deInsurance commissioners of separate hearings held by North company personnel and the
hosted in New York by Kodak.
-the two states, along with the Carolina Insurance Commission- general insuring
public. We exlegal staffs of the two corn-er, Ed Lanier, and Michigan pect
to expand the business
All:1 1
panies. found no precedent foriCommissioner, Russel E. Van particularly
in Michigan, Ohio
the "merger of mutual life in-4fooser, the merger was finally and the District
of Columbia.
surance companies with home authorized with an effective date And, we look forward
to the
offices in separate states." Al- of January 1, 1970.
rich opportunity for increased
though a number of life insur- Great Lakes Mutual is the service to the
policyholders of
ance firms in the two states largest life insurance corn the merged companies.
"
NEW YORK — More than the blizzard of gifts that
will
$2e.000 worth of toys. games make this a memorable
Cliiistand dolls — contributed by mas for us
as well as for a lot
more than 100 business firms of
little girls and boys."
in New York City — were
distributed in the Harlem community through the Better
Buriness Bureau of Harlem
to make needy children happy
this Christmas.

Harlem Firms Shower
Gifts For Children

Mr. Fischer wrote letters
to 250 business firms and more
than half of them responded,
swamping the Bureau's offices
with the gifts. Volunteers from
the Junior League augmented
the Bureau's staff in a giftwrapping operation.
Under a police escort, volunteers from "We Care," a group
that Mr. Fischer describes
as "elderly teen-agers and
young adults." delivered the
gifts to schools, churches.
;libraries. the Harlem community center and social service
i workers. The "We Care" group
were helpers to Santa Claus.
represented by Fischer in costume.

$100 MILLION MERGER • Presidents of
C.L.U., Great Lakes Mutual, I e ft. and
Joseph W. Goodloe, North Carolina Mutual

Stitch And Chat
Has Xmas Party
The Stitch and Chat Sewing
Club held its 19th annual Christmas party on Saturday night,
Dec. 27, in the borne of Mrs.
Edna Gillard of 1060 Cummings
St.
Members and their guests
exchanged gifts, secret pals
were revealed and new ones
drawn for the coming year.

Life Insurance Company, are shown review•
ing the articles of merger" which became
erfeeti‘, January 1,

-All I asked members of
the Bureau and its contributors was 'How would you like
to participate?' and the results
were phenomenal," Mr. Fischer said. "Managers of two
Woolworth stores were the
first to walk into my office
and they just asked where I
wanted the gifts delivered and
when."
"That was the beginning of

If You

ROUND STEAK
oo

Sliced Breakfast

(2—LBS. 1.47‘

Bacon

Lb.

750

Small Lean Meaty

Spare Ribs

Lb.

— Have an operation

680

— Bite a dog

Pork Loin Sliced Into

— Get married

Pork Chops Lb69C
Hamburger Lb 59

— Have a baby
— Get divorced

3 LB. Pkg. or MORE

Fresh Ground

— Find gold
— Get hurt
— Recover from illness
— Inherit a fortune
— Lose your shirt
— Have a party
— Attend a Convention

Po.•(-:!

— Are in a wreck

Meat 1

— Take a trip

-

— Are honored

3oz. Cons

$1,

;

— Or do or know
anything unusual

Red or Golder, Delicious

IT'S NEWS
WE WANT IT

Apples 12/590

PICK YOUR DEAL AT HOEHN
'70 IMPALA COUPE

'70 IMPALA 4-DOOR

NOW

NOW

$2620

120.73

$2607

Mrs. Lula Joe Gibson. president of the club, expressed appreciation to friends for cooperating with the club.

3King

Coca
Colas

Size Ctns. SI
Pkg. of 6
•

Jane P a rke

WHITE BREAD

Mrs. Julia Leonard will be
hostess for the next meeting.
Mrs. Ruth Odell Burke is
secretary of the club, and Mrs.
Eva Hill reporter.

—3 79c

'70 BEL AIR 4-DOOR
This Adyertisemen, is neitner an
offer to sell nor a solititation or
an offer to Our any of these
Securities, the Offering is made
only by the

Super Right Choice

Buy U.S.

Saving Bonds

It started with a remark by
Lucy Ramos, 22. a Bureau
employee of Puerto
Rican
ancestry who suggested to her
boss, Peter Fischer executive
director, "Wouldnt' it be nice
if we could have a party like
they have at the Pan American
building?"

Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!

sect

L2°°e'

NOW
$2502

A6,F) Cream Style Yellow or White

Corn
Green Beans
Tomatoes

CASH
PRICK

PROSPECTUS
65,000 SHARES

YOUR CHOiCi_

ch Style

M-T MANUFACTURING
COMPANY Inc
COMMON STOCK
No Par Value
Price 85.00 Per share
To Residents or Tonnage*, Only

MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER

Copies

of the Prospectus may be
obtained from the Underwriter
who Is a registered Dealer In
Securities In this Slate
h"?fl W

McGoldr:cl,

saorephis 1 ennessee

CHEVROLET
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2833 Laden Ave
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Black Mayor For Newark?
The plot thickens in New Jersey politics. But out of the thickness better political days for the
blacks seem to be dawning. The big
question in Newark is whether a
black man can become Mayor of
New Jersey's largest city, now
shaken up by indictments against
its mayor, three councilmen and
several other city officials.
I

Before Mayor Hugh Addonizio
was brought before the Grand Jury
last week, both black and white
voters had expected a tight threeway mayoral race next May among
black candidate Kenneth Gibson,
conservative Councilman Anthony
Imperiale and Addonizio.
The whole black community in
Newark is convinced that Addonizio's political career is finished
whether the indictment stands up
or not, and that Gibson's chances
are improved.
"This now strengthens our
black and Puerto Ricans candidates," said LeRoi Jones, the poetplaywright who lives in Newark and
is involved in the campaign to elect
a black mayor.
However, this optimism is not
shared by Mrs. Constance Woodruff, community relations director
of its political action committee.
"Newark is not ready for a black
mayor," said Mrs. Woodruff. It's

going to be difficult to elect a black

man without a party line."
The Newark election is nonpartisan. Petitions to get on the
ballot will start circulating in early
January. Gibson expressed new confidence that he will win the $35,000a-year mayoralty, a large set up
from his present $14,900 city job
as a structural engineer. Will Imperiale now provide him major opposition in the election?
"I think he will get some
votes, but the voters will be very
careful in selecting the next chief
of the city," Gibson said. "I don't
think they'll send an Imperiale to
that high office." Imperiale gained national notoriety after the
Newark riots in 1967 when he formed a white vigilante squad in the
north ward of the city — a predominantly white area.
"Blacks in this city will never
forget the time he referred to Dr.
Martin Luther King as "Dr. Martin
Luther Coon," said Mrs. Woodruff.
Most detached observers make this
analysis: between Imperiale, an
Italian, and Gibson, a black man,
white voters might choose the latter in reaction 'to the scandal surrounding Addonizio, who is also an
Italian. This may be one of those
instances in which a candidate's
color of the skin may prove to be an
advantageous denominator.

A Bad Teachers Move
In a dramatic reversal of a
judicial doctrine that had stood the
test of time for over half a century, the Supreme Court outlawed
the separate but equal order in 1954.
It thus swept away the long standing impediment to racial balance
in America's public school system.
To the dismay and chagrin of
many people who had applauded
this landmark decision, Negro
teachers, 15 years later, were organizing across the nation to demand separate but equal power in
running big city schools.
In New York City, the militant
African-American Teachers Association is trying to decide whether its
members should sever ties with the
United Federation of Teachers. The
ATA did not support the union's
strike. While Negro teachers are
organizing in their own camps, the
National Education Association, the

most powerful teacher union, is doing its utmost to merge white and
black affiliates in Dixie. It has gone
so far as to threaten to remove from
membership the white Southern affiliates that fail to integrate their
ranks.
Nevertheless, a committee is
already planning a winter or spring
conference to discuss formation of
a national Jim Crow organization
of Negro teachers. The only saving
grace is that leaders of other
groups of Negro teachers have not
endorsed the proposal. They are
hesitant to consider final disaffiliation from the NEA or AFT.
It is our considered judgment
that such a separation would be a
tragic mistake. Negro teachers
must work steadfastly toward the
democratization of existing teacher organizations rather than establishing a separate, meaningkgs unit
of their own.

The Future Is Dark
Interviewed shortly before a
testimonial dinner marking hia 70th
birthday, the Rev. Martin Luther
King, Sr., father of slain civil rights
leader Martin Luther King, Jr.,
said the loss of his son was not
too great a price to pay "for helping free his people." But he worries
about continued white prejudice.
He thinks that race prejudice
and hate could result in mass killings by both races
King has ministered for 38
years at Ebenezer Baptist Church
in Atlanta, site of the funeral of
both of his sons — Martin shot to
death in Memphis, Tenn., April 4,
1968, and the Rev. A. D. King who
drowned in a swimming pool 15

months later. He has only one child,
a daughter.
"I have got a great deal of
strength even in the loss of my
sons. They're just not dead. To me,
they live, but they're just away."
"America still hates. American
white men won't atop hating. And
they hate Jews worse than Negroes.
The only reason they accept Jews
is because Jews have money."
Desipte his bitter experience,
Dr. King senior is remarkably gently and forgiving. But his age does
not obscure the fact that the relations between the races in America are far from being peaceful and
inspiring.
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How One Spirited
Lady Opened New
Doors For Blacks

By LOUIS MARTIN
passing
Nellie Watts is dead. The news of the
noted
little
be
may
of this exceptional human being
teacher
school
Detroit
by most Americans. She was a
in the
who almost single-handedly started a new era
cultural life of her community.
other
Most of the black concert artists and many
duacclaim
talented Negroes who have won national
well.
her
ring the last four decades will remember
They will deeply mourn her passing.
Teaching in the Detroit school
system was a challenge but it was
never enough for Nellie Watts. She had
a strong sense of black pride and even
black power, long before Stokely Carmichael and his comrades were born.
Further, she insisted on her freedom,
as the moderns would put it, to do her
own thing.
This spirited schoolmarm loved
classical music, the theater and the fine
arts. She had come to Detroit from
Georgia where she had first become aware of the rich
talent and great artistic gifts of black folk. She felt
it was criminal that so much talent was wasted, unknown and unexpressed.
When I first met Nellie Watts her hands were
full of tickets for a concert which she was promoting
on her own. She wanted our new newspaper in Detroit,
The Michigan Chronicle, to publicize the concert. She
said if she had the money she would like to buy a
full page ad.
Her enthusiasm and determination were overwhelming. Pointing her finger, Nellie said that everyone had an obligation to help struggling black artists,
especially the young ones who had talent but no opport unities.
The concert she was promoting then was for a
young girl from Philadelphia who had attracted the
excited attention of the New York critics. Nellie said
she was going to introduce this talented newcomer
to Detroit. She was certain of success because the
young lady had one of the greatest voices of all time.
Thereupon she presented me with a photograph
she wanted us to run in the newspaper. I think it was
the first picture I had ever seen of Marian Anderson. We printed it.
I learned later that Nellie Watts had started
out cold as an impersario with only her personal
savings and with no previous promotion and experience of any kind. She presented several black
artists each season and her presentations were known
as the Nellie Watts concert series. She competed
directly with established white concert promoters,
selling tickets to whites as well as blacks and often
using the same concert hall, the Masonic Temple,
Nellie related some of her experiences and discussed ways and means of beating the deficit which
faced her at the close of every concert season. While
Marian Anderson and the big name artists became
regular sell outs, the concert crowds failed to show
for artists less well known.
In 1943 at a meeting of her friends and supporters at our office, a proposal was agreed upon
that helped greatly. Everyone saw the necessity of
selling at a discount rate season tickets covering all
her concerts. It was agreed that those who bought
season tickets were to be given a free bonus. The
bonus was to be the most recently published book
by a promising Negro author.
I think it was Mrs. Haley Bell who first suggested at the meeting that a permanent organization
should be formed by the group and the new organization should be called the Patrons of the Arts. Every
decision was supported unanimously.
As I remember it now, in that first year of operation under the new plan, over 200 season tickets to
the concerts were sold. The first bonus to the ticket
holders was the book written by Roi Ottley, "New
World A-Coming," which was winning critical acclaim. We were also intrigued by the title.
Nellie Watts was a teacher in the greatest and
noblest sense of that word. Her passion for music
and the fine arts led her to stake out this
sphere of
interest as a field for action. She did more than protest the failure of established agencies to
book black
artists. She put her money and heart on the line
and
worked to give black talent an
opportunity. She
taught both by precept and example. She
was, as I
said earlier, an exceptional human being.

Arthur Earl Withers
WELL DONE!
All communities particularly regret the passing
of its stable and useful citizens. The loss cannot be
measured in terms of words and figures. Yet, some
how the loss compensates itself, because so much
that is still useful and significant remains.
The death of Senior Citizen Arthur Earl Withers,
Sr., has left such a void. Mr. Withers' life filled a
great need for this community. Just like the lives of
men like him fill similar needs in other communities.
Mr. Withers' contributions to Memphis and the
Mid-South were: A fine family ... an untarnished
reputation .. . respect for tradition . • . a lesson of
dependable and useful work.., sterling character...
alert intelligence . . . self-respect ... courage . .
the will to live . . . and above all, an abiding faith
in his God and in himself. That is the legacy he has
left his children, grandchildren, and. greatgrandchildren.
So, it was very much in order that his grandson joined at his obsequies in paying a moving
eulogy to a country-born grandsire, who came to
town and mad* good!

MY VIEW

The President And The South
Mr. Nixon's bill the Justice Department
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
It seems that President Nixon is would no longer have the automatic
praying this prayer: "Make me a cap- right to intervene in states practising
tive, Lord — to the South!" I shall discrimination. The Justice Department,
give four examples to justify my reason- under the Nixon-supported bill, could
ing in making this assertion: 1) The 'move in only after the Department had
administration's "Southern Strategy" established the fact that there was diswas victorious in the House when it de- crimination. The 1965 Act was preventafeated the extension of the Voting tive; the present administration's bill
Rights Act of 1965. The administra- brings in the Justice Department after
tion won by a the discrimination has occured. If proven
narrow margin — that discrimination had taken place,
208 to 203. The nothing could be done about it.
Nixon's White House bill applies
Voting Rights
Act of 1965 was to all fifty states. He argues that the
aimed at those 1965 Act discriminates against the
states that seven southern states. This isn't true,
were discriminat- because other states, like New York, for
ing against Ne- example, do not discriminate in their
groes by using registration and voting practices. This
methods to keep is a concession to the South. The 800,000
a large number of Negroes who have registered to vote
Negroes from vot- since the 1965 Act frighten the white
against those South.
moved
ing. The 1965 Act
percent of
than
50
The second bid for the South was
states where fewer
or
in not withdrawing Haynesworth's name
the eligible voters were registered
voted in the 1964 presidential election. when opposition to his confirmation
The literacy test and other methods used mounted on wings. The South can say
to keep Negroes from voting were ab- "the President did all he could." The
olished. The 1965 Act expires next Au- President concedes to the South in the
gust. A key provision in the 1965 Act third place when he wants to transfer
authorized the Justice Department to to the states control over the antimove against voter registration in Vir- poverty program which means more
ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, discrimination against Negroes if the
Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, and Mis- transfer is made. The President is also
sissippi. Under the 1965 Act, the At- willing, it seems, to turn control of
torney General could and did appoint Federal education money over to the
Federal examiners to supervise voter states. He is courting the South again
when he argues that the South needs
registration in these seven states.
Under the recent administration more time to desegregate its schools. I
bill, the Attorney General could do this. understand that the administration is
The 1965 Act also provides that all elec- asking the Supreme Court to give the
tion law changes in the seven states South until the fall of 1970 to abolish
named above had to be approved by the the dual system, not now. "Make me a
Justice Department or the United States captive, Lord — to the South!" seems
District Court in Washington. Under to be the President's prayer.
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A Point Of View
months are freed from all the libitum, and mix with a vim.
past. Have them as fresh and Cook thoroughly in a fervent
clean as when they first came heart; garnish with a few
Following is a contribution to from a great storehouse of smiles and a sprig of joy; then
serve with quietness, unselfthis column made by a good Time.
friend, Mr. 0. B. Johnson, a Cut these months into thirty ishness and a HAPPY NEW
veteran Social Studies teacher or thirty-one equal parts. This YEAR IS A CERTAINTY.
at Porter Junior High School. batch will keep for just one
Mr. Johnson is one of the year. Do not attempt to make
most "concerned" Social Stu- up the whole batch at one THE MITCHELL CASE
dies teachers in Memphis, Ten- time, but prepare one day at Dear Editor:
nessee, and the nation. He has a time as follows:
I am taking the liberty of
made his concern apparent in
writing to you to express
Into
each
day
put
twelve
areas.
all three
my commendation of your
Yet, he finds time out to seek, parts of faith, eleven o f
journalistic efforts in reselect, and present excerpts patience, ten of courage, nine of gard
to a recent story about
such as the following, which work (some people omit this the Rev. Henry
Mitchell,
from this point of view is a ingredient and so spoil the fla- the founder and director
of
vor
of
the
rest),
eight
of
hope,
great community contribution
the
North
Star
Mission
and
for this New Year, 1970! We seven of fidelity, six of libera- school on the west side of
quote Mr. Johnsorfit contribu- lity, five of kindness, four of Chicago.
rest (leaving this out is like
tion:
Rev. Mitchell was badly
leaving
the oil out of the salad used by your competing
RECIPE FOR A HAPPY
—don't
do
it,
three of prayer, newspaper, the
NEW YEAR
Chicago
Take twelve fine, full-grown two of meditation, and one well- Sun-Times, and contrary
months, see that these are selected resolution. If you have to their slanted distortion
thoroughly free from all old no conscientious scruples, put of the facts, your paper saw
memories of bitterness, rancor, in about a teaspoonful of good fit to give the Rev. Mitchell
hate and jealousy; cleanse spirits, a dash of fun, a pinch the proper space and comthem completely from every of folly, a sprinkling of play, ment in a factual manner.
clinging spite; pick off all and a heaping cupful of good For this I think you are to
be congratuLatad.
specks of pettiness and little- humor.
ness; in short, see that these Pour into the whole, love and
RICHARD P. RUNZX
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
THE INGREDIENTS
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Symposium Study Shows
The Goodness Of Wine

Pat* 7 9

Jewish Group
Blasts School
Bias In N.Y.

Nine of the world's experts . . . Wine, although it may be fort, and frustration,"
he said.
on wine and its effects on therapeutic in its own right, A French biochemist said
man's body and emotions held should be considered an ad- that modern scientific research NEW YORK — The New
a symposium Saturday at the juvant to therapy of most pa- has shown that wine
is a living York chapter of the American
University of Chicago and con- tients."
liquid of extreme complexity Jewish Committee declared
cluded that wine is not only Speaking on the bodily bene- which must certainly exert
its that if Manhattan's present
good, but it is good for you. fits of wine, Dr. Giorgio Lolli, influence on the body in many
The International Symposium president of the Internatonal ways. Besides having vitamins, six school districts are redividon Wine and Health was spon- Center for
Psychodietetics, minerals, sugars, and gums, ed into five, this "will result in
sored by the Medical Research which has offices in Rome, it contains "about 50" phenolic the division of existing districts
Sub-Committee of the Wine Italy, and New York City, said substances, some of which are along racial lines."
Advisory Board, which is an that "the use of- wine in the potent germ killers. Wine, said
agency of the California State diet of diabetic patients, often Dr. Pascal Ribereau-Gayon of In telegrams sent to all mem
Department
of
Agriculture. is ostracizPd or neglected, the University of Bordeaux, bees of the Board of Education
The evidence presented at sometimes is tolerated, and "possesses an aggregate of as well as to Commissioner
the morning and afternoon ses- seldom is encouraged in this biological
properties
which Ewald B. Nyquist of the Statel
sions showed clearly why wine country," although it is used justify exhaustive studies in
has persisted through the mil- regularly abroad in the diets relationship with the alimentary Education Department, Dr. Nalennia as our most ancient of diabetics. He said that re- and hygienic
properties of than Brown, acting superintendmedicine.
cent research shows that Itali- wine." New laboratory techni- ent, and Sally Bowles, educaDr. Lucia, who Is also Di- ans who don't drink wine have ques to identify constituents in tional advisor to Mayor LindFive of the speakers told how higher blood sugar levels than wine have also been used to say, the human relations agenbeneficial wine is for our emo- do those who do drink wine identify different wines — even cy
stated that "this is in direct
tions and attitudes; the other regularly and moderately. Oth- to detect fraudulent practices
four explained that wine is an er studies show how diabetics among French winemakers re- violation of the Constitution, the
Supreme Court decisions, and
immensely complex dietary who drink wine are better able cently," he said.
beverage of benefit in heart to keep their condition stable Dr. John J. Powers, food the provisions of the 1969 Dedisease, cancer and stroke, and than are diabetics who don't science professor at the U n centralization Law."
/IDLIDAYS QUEEN -- That is the title bestowed upon
in diabetes and obesity as well. drink wine.
versity of Georgia, who has
l'f-year-old Helen Alm Davis, a senior at Immaculate High
rector of Medical Research for The chief of medical services also conducted research on the The telegrams were signed
Wool. She topped a bevy of 45 queens from Detroit area
the Wine Advisory Board, open- of Brooklyn, N. Y., Veteran's antibiotic properties of wine, by Edward D. Moldover, chaplagb schools in a contest; held at Cobo Arena last week.
ed the symposium. He detailed Administration Hospital, en- told of new studies on the pig- ter president, and Peter
J.
The crowning took place between the Pistons' regular
the results of recent scientific dorsed wine for use in patients ments that give wine its color.
Strauss.
chairman
of
the
chapgame, and one by the Harlem Magicians, who played a
with
heart disease, cancer, These are the anthocyanins.
research which pinpoints its
ter's Education Committee, who
select group of Detroit Lions footballers, (?) basketballers.
tranquilizing
benefits
more and stroke. Dr. William Dock They are able to slow the beat
Lem Barney, the All-Pro defensive back, placed the
certainly than at any other said wine, "in food prepara- of hearts of animals apparent- added:
crown as Wayne Walker, and Mel Farr, looked on. The
time in wine's 5000-year-old tion and at meals, does make ly, said Dr. Powers, by a sub- "If five districts are unavoidbubbling queen is a harpist and also plays the piano.
medical history. It involves diets, essential for all types of stitution which affects certain able, the district lines must be
chemicals which act as mild vascular disease, easier to enzymes. Other studies by Dr. drawn to preserve and maxianesthetics in the brain of man tolerate year after year." For Powers indicate that there is mize existing patterns of inteto produce relaxation. "Too cancer patients, it is an easily no substance to some persons' gration rather than legitimize
many people have assumed for assimilated food with "power claims that they are "allergic" de facto segregation."
too long that wine's effects to allay apprehension, discom- to red wine.
were directly attributable to its
alcohol. This simply is not the
•
case," Dr. Lucia said.
Dr. Leon A. Greenberg of
Rutgers University then told
of experiments in animals and
ANNOUNCEMENT
people which show quantitaTO
THE PUBLIC
Do
ever
you
have
severe
others.
The
results
each
of
tively how wine relaxes at no
cost in performance. In his headaches? Do you sometimes test are fed into the computer.
manutacturing Company.
animal experiments, Dr. Green- experience insomnia? Do you At one of the stations is the
Inc. Is Pleased to Announce the
drink
occasionally?
Frequentmedical-histor
taker,
y
where
Acquisition by merges of Powell
berg was able to prevent seCommunion co., inc. Alan u
the computer "interviews" the
vere emotional reactions to a ly?
tact u rer of Pre-Filled Pre-Sealed,
loud bell with the blood-alcohol Those are doctors' questions, patient by posing questions on
Disposable Communion Service.
--- •
equivalent of one glass of wine. but in this case they come from a video screen. The patient
In studies on people, emotional a computer at a newly com- merely has to push the approSecretary of Agriculture Clif-1 In releasing these funds, reactions
to a loud horn were puterized health screening cen- priate button to answer the yes
ford M. Hardin says that an USDA's Food and Nutritions prevented when subjects had ter of the Alta Bates communi- or no type questions.
additional $15 million is being Service defined four priority approximately 12 ounces of ty hospital in Berkeley, Cali- Whether all people will want
fornia.
to give intimate details of their
specially allocated to States areas where the funds will be wine; yet at the same time, The center — the first
medical history to a faceless
of
its
their
ability
to work effeciently
this fiscal year to expand and applied:
kind in a community hospital computer is a queston that
was not altered.
and one of the most sophisti- has concerned the staff at Alta
improve the Commodity Distri- To start a commodity disDr. Robert Kastenbaum of cated systems in the
country Bates. But it may be the probtribution
program
for
low
inbution Program to help to get
Wayne State University, De- — is computer-equi
pped
to lem is more imagined than
a family food program into come families in areas were troit, told of a study he con- "screen" up to 95
patients a real.
there is neither a Commodity ducted in Framingham,
Mass., day for unsuspected diseases
every county and independent Distribution
"Many people prefer the imProgram nor a , and of another conducted
in or abnormalities.
city before June 30, 1970.
personality
Food Stamp Program.
of the computerized
two hospitals in California The patients, referred
to the system," says Mrs. Zeanette
Secretary Hardin said the To improve and expand exist- which showed that patients center by their own doctors, Roberts,
hospital spokesman,
Distribution who were served a glass of spend only two hours at the "It is a very
funds are being released sped - 1 ing Commodity
fast system,"
Programs to better serve par- wine were friendlier among center and pay a fee of $.35.
Mrs. Roberts says. "Our refically to help State and local
ticipating families, through such themselves and toward the For their investment in time
sults can come in 12 to 24 hours
governments to meet the costs means as establishing addition- staff and were, in general, and money,
they receive over — with a complete report. And
of opening new programs for al distribution points close tc more content than patients who 40 different lab tests, plus a
we can make comparative relow-income families, as well as the people, distribution at more were not given wine.
computeradministered medical ports on the same patient —
STAMP
improving the operation and ad.!frequent times during t h e Similar results were obtained history test. Under normal pro- say a year later — because the
QUALITY
ministration of on-going pro- month, and better warehouse in a just-completed study of cedures, hospital officials say, computer has a memory bank."
COMPANY INC
facilities to assure the continu- geriatric patients at Wright- the same number of tests and
Mrs. Roberts explained
grams in their areas.
ing availability of all commodi- wood Extended Care Facility their results would take days that the system gives a comin Chicago, as reported by its to complete and cost upwards prehensive picture of the paAt present, 290 counties and, ties offered.
medical director, Dr. Vincent of $155.
tient's condition, but is not
independent cities do not have To
encourage
low-income C. Sarley. "Wine," said Dr. Here is how the system meant
to compete with other,
a food assistance program nor families, including special Sarley, is a gracious but eco- works. When a patient comes
more elaborate tescs for special
plans for one. Many of these groups such as the aged In- nomical way of simultaneously into the center, he is sent from problems.
say a reason they have nol. dians. and migrants, to parti- improving the patient's lot and station to station where tech- "It is designed mainly for
cipate in the Commodity Dis- lightening the staff's burdens." nicians give lab tests which the 'well'
persons," she says.
started a program is that they tribution Program.
The study found tnat patients include urinalysis, pulse and "But it will detect problems
could not afford to pay the ad
who took wine with their din- blood pressure readings, hear- range. And then the patient's
To coordinate nutrition eduMinistrative costs.
ners were more cooperative ing, vision, electro-cardiogram, doctor can procede from there.'
cational efforts to benefit
with the nurses, were happier and chest x-ray — plus many falling outside the normal
The special assistance funds families participating in the with their
rooms and with their
announced are being released program.
Ifood, and needed less sedaton
through Section 32 authority
Specific regulations spelling and less sleeping medication
They are being made available out complete details of this at bedtime.
Dr. Robert C. Stepto, who
to States, Puerto Rico. Virgin program will be published in
participated in the study with
the Federal
Islands, Guam, Samoa, and the . immediately
being made avail- Dr. Sarley, said that there
American Trust Territories.
needs to be greater acceptance
, able to all the States.
by doctors and hospital administrators of the benefits to
patients of wine. Too many
hospitals, at least in the Midwest, he said, "have wine obtainable on prescription but do
not publicize its availability

U.S.D.A. Sets
$15 Million Fund
For Hunger Fight

Computer, M.D.

THE VIOLENT SIXTIES
Tbit violent rootless sixties
Are drifting towards their tragic end.
Into the ages they are shifting
To join the souls of slain young men.
Other decades may be remembered
For merriment, gayety or gaudy things.
Assassinations plagued the sixties
Of men seeking justice for human beings.
So early in their lives they died.
Did they a triumph leave behind?
Too short was time for complete liberation.
Their greatest victory was in freeing black mind.
They dared to erase the hopeless myth.
That all black fold were not worth while.
They dramatized the plight of the poor
Exposed the treatment of a hungry child.
They ran a gauntlet for liberation
"Have confidence, black folk, in yourselves," they cried.
A potent legacy to black folk
From positive strong men tho' young; they died.
ETAM ROYRP
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ED EXTRA MONE
We specialize in a money raising plan
for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy, handsome profit.

Independent Candy Co.
254 Vance Ave. 526 2
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE

or WIRE

CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7.9320

Memphis, Tennessee
'YOUR Company Makes What Yea Ask For Ani
Creates What You Think or

QUALITY
STAMPS
1 BIG REASON

'Mid-Americas Favorite Gift Stamp"

bA4

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is on• of th• outstandingautomobile salesmen
in th• Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chevrolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstandIng sfilection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
H. can be of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No. I
on America's No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.

Second Reduction in our
Semi-Annual QualiCraft

Friendly Club
Thanks Patrons
The Business Men and Women's Friendly Club wishes to
thank the many patrons and
friends for their cooperation
during 1969, and says that without such support it would have
been impossible to have been
so generous to the less fortunate during the recent holidays.
"We ask that you continuel
to patronize our businesses and I
give to us your support that we
might be able to continue giving a helping hand wherever
and whenever there is a need,"
a spokesman for the club said.
Mrs. Spencer Brooks is president of the club and Mrs. D.
W. Bailey reporter.
TV STATION ENGINEER
excaiiver ....rnamvtee IE oresilenced

TV Engineers. Flail Oats
P.C.C. license rewired. Whyss tv
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fashion shoes! Still lots of great styles to pick.
Hurry in to enjoy the best selection in your size.
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late model Ring'. or triad•m
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purchasing thin t ypa of equipment
We are a Class I heavy and specialised
carrier operating throughout the United
State. Owner-Operators must be
least 25, have 2 pews verifiable am,
experience and capable of pooping
DOT physicist! requirement. You al •
welcome to come In In person or
call 405473-335.0 or 314-3S2-0067.
Dr•ALERS TRANSIT. INC.
RI 5. Rom 26. 1501 Southeast 44th
, St. Oklahoma city, Okla. 73108. or
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Ford Foundation Grant
Of $31650,000 Will Aid
Urban League In 1970

•Iews.

•
•
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Pearl Gordon, Joe and Dot torate in June.
Carr, Harold and Jo Bernice She's in the field of College
Institutional
Brooks, Lawrence and Joyce Counseling and
Blackmon, Bill and Gerri Little, Management and is doing her
promote the interest of
NEW YORK, — The NaDr. Joe and Barbara Atkins, dissertion on Black Studies.
low-income buyers...
Helen Cooke, Her fiance whom she'll wed
tional Urban League has reLoagino and
ceived a grant of $3,650,000, (3) The acceleration ;of a
Anderson and Josephine Brid- in June is a Chemist at the
Black Executive Exehange
ges, Lemuel and JoAnne Os- Frigidair Company in Dayton:
from The Ford Foundation to,
Program in which
expand and initiate a variety ,
borne, William and Althea They were visiting her parents
*pricing in top managtment
of innovative programs aimed,
Woodruff, the Emmitt Simons, Sallie and Caffrey Bartholojobs in private industry
at improving t he quality of
Jr., Harold and Debris Lewis, mew as was her brother,
teach courses at blab collife in the nation's ghettos and
Dr. Andrew "Buddy" a n d Bill Bartholomew who's also
leges and umversities7
upgrading the economic,
Arlie Dancy, John and Joan pursuing doctoral studies at the
(4)
The establishment of a
other
miblacks
and
etta
Johns
Hopkins
University
of
in
strength
Lot
and
Charles
Johnson,
technical assistance, pronorities.
Baltimore. His field is the HisJones and Frank Buford.
gram for nonprofit .hous•
The grant, along with those
And on New Year's Day the tory of Art.
ing.
of several other foundations,
Memphians Inc. were holding And then Dr. Augustus
will assure second-year financ- (5) The continuation tif the
sway at Maballa's with their White was here from theYale ,
Labor Education Adiranceing of the program activities
scintillating party. Memphians University School of Medicine'
schoolmarm,
his
along
with
ment Program (LEAP),
thrust
Leagues
new
with
Year
off
under
the
New
the
starting
ERMA LEE LAWS
which is concerned': with
as well as initiating a number
a blast and their better halves mom, Vivian White and they
widening
a p prentstreship
of new programs directed at
are Hoawrd and Jonsie Sims, were visiting his aunt and her
training for blacks- and
"A professor once said that
ing the Rubaiyats were kick. he's the prexy; Dr. E. Frank sister and brother in law.
"unleashing the neglected poit
creating a pool of -black
matter if one said. ing up their heels at the Chisca. and Jeanette White, he's chair' Addle and Dr. C. S. Jones.
tential" of the black ghettos.
and Bernie
contractors.
Everybody was in his own joy man of the social committee; And Paulette
"
If stied," if One realls had
In accepting the Ford grant.
seen-something" apples of mood, much to the delight of Lawton and Ruby Jackson, Porch and their little
Whitney M. Young, Jr., League
CaIIkt.
Rubaiyats Peggy and Harper Bill and Ann Weathers, Louis Stephanie were from- Silver
executive director, said: "We
•••
Springs, Maryland visiting her
are deeply grateful to the Ford
Wedding Vows. . . were re- Brewer, Lorene and Isom Bu- and Clara Hobson, Emmitt parents Juanita and John BrinkCarmen LaJuana ford, Lavonia and Clifford De- and Warren Hawkins, Floyd
Foundation for this expression
peated by
Betty and Elbert and Lillian Newman, Ike and ley.
confidence in our efforts in
of
berry,
Bassett
Denis
Johnii/11- and
The Hollis Price Jrs., were
Payne, Lois
the ghettos of America. This is
in e mindlelight ceremony at i.:aynes,,,
, and Clifford Stock- Julia Wilson, the Richard But here from Antioch Colleg el
CarolYn and State Rem- lets, John and Walterine Outa recognition of the unique abilthe &Jonah Baptist Church be. wn. •sentative Alvin King, HazeHl law, Hannibal and E z z e I I where he heads the Blacir Studity
of the League to organize
fore-lie pastor the Rev. R. W.
and Ned Sims. Jewel and Ike Parks. Sam and Mary Joint- ies visiting his parents AlthesU
constructive programs in housNorsworthy last week.
Walker, Gloria and William son, Oscar and Cora Smith and and Dr. Hollis Price in the
ing, education, economic welPresidential home on the camThe bride is the daughter of Ward, Maxine and Turner Wil- George and Ethel Isabel.
OPENING PRESENTS at her birthday party is Mrs. Willie fare and social action. This
Collegc.
pus of LeMoyne-Owen
Joan and Johnny Johnson and hams, Emma and Commodore
Ann Phillips who was honored by some 75 guests at her gives us more determination to
And the Frontier Explorers And Helorna McFall, Chicago
the groom is the son of the Primous, Anne and A. C. Curparts
on Dec. 28 in the home of her daughter and son-in-law, work with ghetto residents to
at
invested in a family day
social worker with Cook County
Leonard Bassetts of Gary, tis, and Clara and Sylvester
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Massey.
get tangible and realistic goals,
where they Welfare was here visiting her
Peyton
Place
Indiana.
Ford.
to speak for themselves as no
spread the bountiful table with aunt and uncle Mattie a n d
gm in MB UM 1199
The JOhnsons feted the young Perfect Rubaiyat hostesses
NIS IMMO MI
o
one else can."
just whatever needs to insure a Whittier Sengstacke. She was
couple with a lavish reception were Helen Greene. C I a - Mitchell Sviridoff, vice presi'
r good evening and a bar stock1
immediately following the cere- Parker, Mary Rhodes. Doris ed with the where with all for here in '66 during the time of
dent in charge of the Ford
the
Meredith
March.
mony in the Kingston Room of Walls, and Norman II i in S. a delightful day.
Foundation's National Affairs
The Sengstackes son. Whitthe Rivermont. The newlyweds Mettle and Louis Little were
Division said: "The Urban
president
of
is
Otis
Brown
tier,
Jr..
has
begun
studies
at
will- live in Knoxville \'here holidaying it in New York City.
League plays an important
who're
young
men
group
of
this
the University of Chicago. He'll
LaJuana is a student at KnoxAnd the Flamingoes did their
role in providing leadership for I • tai ss. Slisselroup •24118 III•16 I
0,ith be gone for a semester. TSD
ville College and her groin is share uerciertratin)a happiness. looking ahead and he ..% as
•553 5,416••••••filekbpsol.
the black community as it •Immo
then
G.rri,
(itimi
headed
sa wen Ma we Mk
his
Scope"
will
miss
"Black
his
The Rev. Ezekiel Bell, pas- B. F. Molnar, the young mini- seeks to take its rightful place a •
a student in the graduate school they chose Mahalia's Chicken
Good Frt., Jan. 9,Sat.. Jan.10.
;fester
were A. D. ;,nd
articles.
tor of Parkway Gardens Presof the University of Tennessee. Hall in the Internationi)1 HeadB aum,Jam lg. WITH COL/POW
Miller, Longino and H e 1 s n And the E. W. Willinmsons byterian Church, was arrestedi ster was released on $500 bond. in the mainstream of AmeriFiftieth Wedding Anniversaiy quarters. The bar remainsd a ""'`r,
The Rev, Mr. Bell said that can life.
,
LlrPiT 2 TO CU5TOMeR
VintO'Ferrel
an
were here from their new home on New Year's Eve at his of- ,he
ow as am Howl Mini=
The -aura was golden for Mr. rallying point throughout the Cooke'
made no threat to the offi- 1, "The League, through its
Evie
and
Nelson,
Judge
Odell
in
Chicago.
Their
daughter
fice at the church after a Mem- cer, although the man had
and ,Mrs. William Bruce cele- evening and their records that
been programs, and with skills and • MANAUA JACKSON:
brating their fiftieth we Wing caused some to shed their .hoes Horton' Bennie and II len Bats, Gwen is a freshman a: Gus- phis policeman accused him of'seen near while he and others!experience acquired in .1- •
V e r a ('ark, tavus Aldolphus College in St. having threatened him.
George and
anniversary at the home on N. and really get into it.
were talking about the case.
most sixty years of existence,
Swearing out the warrant was
Decatur December 2s, 1969 This group of gals who sport- Charles and Curlie Patterson, Peter. Minn.
Capt.
is
Molnar
moving into activities such
told
Rev.
Bell
The - cat, u p 1 e, who are the ed glittering plumage in a the John Westleys, the Free- Schoolmarm Eleanor Addison Patrolman B. A. Norwood, who over the phone that the war- as economic development, poRobinson,
Oliver
a
n
d
man
was
here
also
from
Chicago
had been in court on a
, rant had been issued for him, lice-community relations, housparents of eleven children, mixture of evening pant suits
ol- Mg a relative of one
mater'ni
of and that he could come to the ing and welfare, and other
celebrated their anniversary and minis are Vera and her Frances Johnson, Willie E. Lind- and social worker Delores
S
•63 lasiodaret
111
on the exact date they weie George Clark, Rio and Henry sey, Jr., and W Ilace Wilburn, Stockton was here visiting the the Rev. Mr. Bell's members. station. But Mr. Bell told him areas related to the social and
849 Voss.tin*in 44111, ...
rest
of
the
Clan,
Stockton
':'towing his arrest by Capt. to come to his office
Jackson, Jessie and Willie Jr.
wed fifty years ago.
and make economic plight of low-income ,li Good Frt, Jan. 9,Sat. Jan. 24 1,1
WITH COUPON-1
The Midas-touch showed in Presley, Wilma and Leonard And of course Modeane a n d
'he arrest.
residents of the black commu- ISun., Jan.211,
TO CUSTOMER'og
go
LIMIT
the beautiful arrangements of Campbell, Jean and Robert Harry Thompson feted friends
The case was continued after nity.
osumanommaisell
Igold ...with white flowers in Yarbrough, Bertha and Ray. with their annual open house
haying been scheduled for Fri- "This new grant will enable
JACKSON I
StAMAtIA
I
service., plates and a mass of mond Dillard, Mary and Haw. at their comfortable and ever
day.
the League to continue and
The Rev. Mr. B e hi is presi- expand these programs to I
gold,candles lighting the table. ard Robertson, and Chastene so attractive home on Edward
Avenue. Modeane's talents in
dent of the Memphis chapter reach additional people in adChildren of the happy couple and James Cowan.
Doz.
i
of the Southern Christian Iditional cities in new ways."
are ,glanche Bruce, Florence Vera
Stevenson's abs.nce the culinary field is well
I
Price
Regular
I
Leadership Conference and the This is the second year that
(Mrs. Arnold) Williams, Car- was deeply felt. . . she lost her known and was tastefully dis.I
2nd Don.
Black Coalition, which backed Ford Foundation has contribut- i
de -Bruce Trammel, Mable teenage son just before the played in the gourmand delicacies
she
prepared.
.
.
black
1
/
2
the
Prics
strike
at
St.
Joseph Hospi- ed to support of the League'r
(Mrs, Lee A.) Mead, Kathryn holidays. Eleanor Currie was
I
Hi E. Mateessoce
tal and school absenteeism.
(Mrs. Iris) Taylor, Ruth (Mrs. home abed but her Garmer beans, the proverbial hog head
work in urban and rural
I
NOM* Ave. at 41k.
I
444
Albert) Potts, William Bruce, came for a while: and the n and black eyed peas, sweet The 1968-69 edition of Who's and South America.
A former president of the ghettos. Some 80 programs .in
Good Fel., Jan. 9, Sat, Jan. 10,I
and
sour
pork,
beef
short
ribs,
COUPON—
Jr., _Charles Bruce, Robert Warliese and Thaddeus Horne
sun., Am. IL WITH
Who Among Students in Amer- Dr. Raipa a. Br:son, profes• Memphis branch of the NAACP, 58 cities are currently in operaLIMIT 2 TO CUSTOMER el
Brice, Sammie Bruce
and couldn't make it and Fannie slaw, sweet potatoes, tossed ican Universities and Colleges sac. and head of the Department he was one of four ministers tion.
difieseali au Me MD IND MI me
Doris, Jean t Mrs. Frank) Stew- and Dorsey West were down in green salad, corn muffins, and will carry the names of 30 stu- of English and Foreign Lan- who spent Christmas in the
While a portion jof the grant
the sunny climes of Florida. dessert. . . fruit cake and egg dents from Alabama State Uni- ' guages at Alab. ma State, along Shelby County Jail rather than has been designed" for general • MAHALIA'S CLEARER
art. _
purposes as well as new thrust .
s1 o•
Holiday Echoes . . . 1 he And the Loafers ga‘e their nog and pumpkin pie.
yersity who have been selected , with university president, Dr.. post one dollar bond.
Here gathered Jean a n d as being among the country's Levi
PATS, brightened the holidays mad mad New Year's Eve
Watkins.
commented, In jail with him were t h e activities, other funds h a v e . Sob GA lle el••••••• •••••••• I
Alt AM 11•••100 el•••••••
with t he i r p a r t y in the red Ball in the Skyway oi t h e Robert Yarbrough, George and most out.!anding campus lead- '''(lie' - students represent some Res. James Lawson, pastor of, been earmarked for the follow.
IAN9=
Methodist ing:
carpeted Olympic Room of the Sheraton-Peabody whieli abso- Vera Clark, Sarah and Horace ers.
of the finest young
peo- Centenary United
,Church;
the
lutely
Rev.
everybody
M
Chandler,
Marie
a
1
c
o
1
m
but
everybody
Bradford
with
(1)
establishment
of
s.
the
The
Sheraaqn-Motor Inn- Here
Pie : , e . 2r ( ame to Alabama
It 2I
gals glamorized the scene with tries to make. Twas truly a her sister Helen Bradford C.impss n. min ting c^mmit- State.- D-. Bryson is coordi- Blackburn, minister of Claytechnical assistance p r co.
Ma Pork Ave.
tees
and
editors of the annual nator of the actibity.
born Temple AME Church, and
Ai
their
gram to help set up c o m
asamisimisa• seLshil.t.
eir . -haute
te couture cocktail blast. . . . the biggest pleasure from Chicago; %alter Elkins,
the Rev. Dr. Ralph Ahernemunity corporations to oppants ,suits,
snatch of the year 2nd what visiting home from Detroit: dires or . have i n c I u d e d
Good Fri, Jan. 9, Sat, Jan. 10,1
thy, president of the Southern
erate day-care centers.
PATS and their mates spark- else would you expect from Rio and Henry Jackson, the the names of these students ,
11, WITH COUPON'
Christian Leadership Confer- (2) The creation of a consum- keen., Jan.Mali
ing the.evening were Emil and the Loafers?
P. H. Nichols, Modeane's youth- b a s e d on their academic '
MO SWIM MI.
achievement,
service
to
t
h
e
ence.
er products project to
Hannibal Parks, Euralia and In a sea of balloons, noise ful looking parents: John ailcommunity,
leadership
in
extraCharles Fletcher, Shirley and makers and crazy hats at the ders, Aline and Samuel Upcurricular activities and future
Leroy- Johnson, Ethel an,stroke of midnight were the church and yours truly.
George Isabel, Wilhemein and' affable President Ray Thom- Scods and Scads of folks potential.
Charles Thompson, Julia and as and his Lillie who is wear. came home for the holidays They jam n an elite group of
Bill Woodard, and Mollie Fields ing that diamond ring on the Ann Bartholomew Harris and students selected from more
1NC.
with Marion Carter from Chi- proper finger; Clifford and ,her fiance Frederick Shearer than 1,000 institutions of higher
•
cago,:40 Thelma Miller and Lois Stockton, Charles "Bocko"lwere here from Ohio. . . she learning in all 50 ststes, the
Hazel Lee.
and Elaine Campbell, Leonard from Ohio University in Athens District of Columbia and sevAnd then on that same even- and Wilma Campbell, John and where she'll receive her doc- eral foreign nations in North
—
the Veerans Administration
(Downstairs)
has aimounced a record number of veterans and servicemen
doaantoass • union n‘e.
are now in training programs
.outhiand mall
under the newest GI. Bill.
' An even larger enrollment is
*expected next month when
many schools begin their sec.3
ond semesters.
fashion specialists in sizes
Administrator of Veterans
18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 32'/a
Affairs Donald E. Johnson said
that as of Nov. 30 there were
more than 736,000 participants
in training programs of all
types. This includes trainees
in programs at the c
ley
el, below college level, and onthe-job tsainirg.
According to Johnson, November's enrollment figure rep'resents an increase of 36 per
cent over the same period last
specially sized
year when enrollees totaled
542,000.
/
2
1
2lu 241
16/
So far, 1,551,000 trainees have
taken advantage of educational
benefits provided under the
latest G.I. Bill since it went into effect June 1, 1966.
A snow white jacket tops the
short sleeved overblouse
and elasticized waist skirt
. jacket is trimmed hi this
all of Coloray
skirt color .
rayon knit bonded to ace
choose navy
tate tricot
co. red with white
DOUBLE ACTION
sw.a.
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100% Haman Hair
SHORTIE WIG
TAPERED WIG
HAND MADE WIG
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Hurry for fabulous buys in open, closed casual or
dress styles! New shapes,toes, heels. Most sizes!
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SLICK BLACK

/031ORS filtiY MMUS
2DRESSES HAIR IIPIE!
AT YOUR DRUGGIST

NERVOUS

I described my distress to a noted consulting
Doctor in New York If. explained that "taut nfrves
or anxiety, a jittery feeling or shaky stomach are
erptoins of simple nervous distress. Others are
sleeplessness, headache, digestive upset. loss of
appetite, cold perseuint,1141VOUS irritability." Then
Ane
the Doctor told roe about a treneutiiring inedi,
with a remarkable Safety Factor against side ef
lids—tar calming without dopiness on the job.
tor refreshing sleep, for tontiortable days sod
nights. I !NM so grateful, I will send full informs
tine to anyone who snites. Free. No
66/1Nelere, Apt. , ,1 111 I. WItt.)1,,,,101112
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Ditto, Kornegay On
Profiles In Black'

. nurras

KORNEGAT

FRANK DITTO

Francis ICornegay, executive Ditto was recently named
director of the Detroit Urban "Man of the Year" by several
League, and Frank Ditto, head East Side block clubs. His
of the Eastaide Voice of Indeemphasizes edupendent Detroit (MID), will group, ESVID,
particularly among
cation
—
host
with
issues
social
discuss
who Ditto feels
Gilbert Maddox on WWJ-TV's young people,
meaning
"Profiles in Black," Saturday, must understand "the
of political
importance
n
d
a
p.m.
8:30
January 10,
Hornegay, who also founded power."
the Citizens' Campaign for "P tofiles in Black" is a
Crime Prevention, is an advo-, prime-time public service precate of group participation in sentation of WWJ-TV seen each
attacking community problems. Saturday at 8:30 p.m. Host and
He discusses his ideas and the coordinator is Gilbert Maddox;
Urban League's accomplish- producer-director is Victor Hurments in "getting people involv- witz; cinematographer is James
ed" on the Channel 4 program. Jewell.

NEWLYWEDS AT RECEPTION
Miss
Eva Roneil Thompson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Nick Freeman of 1884 Nelson at., became the bride of Dewey Gribbs of Sulligent. Ala., on Sunday, Dec. 28, and they

Sweets Led
Battle For
Housing

:-re seen here cutting the cake following
the ceremony. The bride is a gradtkate of
Hamilton High School. Mr. Cribb., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Cribbs, attenderthe LaMan- Training School.
"*
,
."4:'4,43ietexe.StiltSVqoei

GuidePost
•*a.•

Governor Warns
Whites Against
Racist'Actions'

By CARLOTTA S. WATSON the weight must be in the
Final rites for the last of
The
pace is swift the stakes home, at the ageof..ONE; bewho
figurbrothers
the sweet
are high
fore Kindergarten
ed in Detroit's first violent
The journey is made up of
This social and, spiritual
eruptiJn over the housing
detours, sharp turns, delays, training must begin in the home
shortage for Negroes. were
but don't give up . . . .this in order t o
.effective at
held both in Detroit and Baris your direction to a new
school. Acts that-are "cute"
tow, Floridi, .
at 14 months (tantrums, etc)
'Dr. Otis Sweet died in Chi- decade.
Dear Carlotta: I am a ,poor l can spill over and..become an
cago last week where he had
resided since the 1967 race riot young working mother with two adjustment probterrr•lit 6. This
in Detroit. shortly after his of- small school aged children. lack of adjustment. may grow
fice at Mack at McClellan was One is in the second grade and grow into unrecognizable
burned down during the re- and still seems unable to ad- proportions.
just. The other is in the fifth, Because of thie'ffrany times
bellion.
"I don't want ti see it: he grade and is beginning to show when the parent" comes to
a candlelight ceremotv ; maid of honor and she and the Sonja Malunda. daughter of
is rep,irted to have stated when a back of interest in her les- school,
she
surprised,
Monday December 22, 1969,1 bridesmaids
informed that his office had sons.
wore
matching Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Malunda,
amazed and disaPpolnted when
ILtas Shirley Annette Peace be- long
Jr.,
were
flower
girls.
They
been
burned.
"Its
too
much,
dresses of red velvet and
The other is in the fifth grade the teacher discusses with her
came the bride of Donnell
like o hers in Mississinpi. voic- this is the third time I've been Lately, as you
wore white. Lloyd A. Bell, son
By PHILLIP D. HEARN
know, a lot, the child's attitude. I think
white
crepe.
A
soft
ruffle
enof
establishment
Roosevelt Cobbins at the Metroof Mr. and Mrs. Willard Bell JACKSON, Miss. — (UPI) — ed support for
'through this he is quoted as of talk is going on about com- parents should take. inore time
politan Baptist Church with the chanced the high neck line and'and William Little. Jr., son of Gov. John Bell Williams has a strong p-iv te school sys- stating from his home at 2511 petent and dedicated teachers. off
to go to sebteal and expastor, the Rev. S. A. Owen of- sleeve of the velvet empire bo- Mr. and Mrs. William Lit:le called for a statewide private tem."
McDougall.
I am at a loss. I am not able' change ideas withuthe teacher.
ficiating.
school system in Mississippi,
dice. The slim white skirts were ringbearers.
The 'first lime (white-black to furnish clothes and other Some t imes the -:qacher has
same breath, Wiland reason But in the
restraint
urged
but
violence)
was in September of things demanded by children said, "If I had known the cirwere
banded
at
the
high
closing
waist Mrs. Peace wore a long bone
tliams warned against
The winsome young bride is
during 't b n state's impending
1925 when a mob of whites and society today. The older cumstances I •• would have
' all public schools.
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs., with narrow satin ribbons. Tiny brocade gown with the empire school desegregation crisis.
stormed hi': home—then locat- girl looks at other children handled the problem ciiffereSamuel Peace of 4819 Horne satin covered buttons added waist and ermine fur at t h e
"We must preserve our pub- ed at Garland at CharlevAx, and comes home and sulks. I ly."
Lake Road. The groom is the back interest to the bodice.
cuffs. Her pillbox hat was en- "It is my hope that we can
school system as an abso- the only Negro home in the am afraid of what may be
,son of Mrs. Thelma Cobbins of
crusted with pearls and se- stand up to this crisis unified lic
necessity for the good of area. Dr. Sweet and his broth- going on in her mind. Worried Don't think the jfilld is perlute
bridesmaids
were
Miss
The
Memphis and Theodore Cobbins
quins. Her corsage was a pur- as one in a determination to
fect, even if he has all "A's"
he said. "While a majori- ers, Henry, an attorney, and mother.
all,"
Miss
Gengia
LynElla Pore,
_ef New York City.
ple orchid. Mrs. Cobbins, the preserve the peace and dignity
on his card. Each
in the
will
schools
._
public
Ossian
H., a medical doctor,
om, cousin of the bride; Miss groom's mother wore a long of our state." Williams declar- ty of our
Dear mother: I should say family is an hidivIdual and
:The bride approached the
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- Sparkling Magicians
Take On CBC Friday
Coach Jerry Johnson's spark- The Memphians' victory was
ling Magicians of LeMoyne- attributed to excellent team
Owen College tackle their sec- work and clever ball handling.
cond Volunteer State Athletic Two of the shining stars for
o p ponent when LeMoyne-Owen were Kenneth
Conference
Brothers Petty and Donald Womack
Christian
on
1. they take
College of Memphis in Bruce who were inserted into the
.1 Hall this Friday night, Jan. lineup when the Magicians
were in trouble. Womack, the
9. Tipoff time is 8 o'c)ock.
The Magicians are 1-0 in 5-10 sophomore guard from
the VSAC race with an 81-68 New York, dropped in eaglevictory over the Vols of UT- eyed shots for a total of 11
points, and Petty, the 6-3 freshMartin.
Following the engagement man forward from Detroit,
with CBC, Johnson's charges'. was a rough man on defense as
will be on the road for three well as stacking up nine points.
games. They'll be at Tougaloo, Jerry Dover, the 5-7 junior
Jan. 12, Union. Jan. 15, and guard of Memphis, lived up
to his reputation as an expert
at Lane, Jan. 17.
Two more home games are floor general. He came through
on LeMoyne-Owen's schedule with 18 points, and shared
this month. Lincoln invades, honors with Charles Edge, the
groes, were sentenced to death in 1953 forEDGAR LABAT, left, who spent 14 years
23 and Bethel will be 6-5 freshman center from DeJan.
Collins,
Herbert
Oscar
Lieut.
and a cousin,
the 1950 rape of a white woman. Rousseauat Louisiana's Angola Prison,
row
COACMUARD FAMILY — Chief
death
on
Unit who scored 22 points and
here Jan. 24.
Si! three are in the Coast Giuril
1). BOW, United States Coast Guard, takes
spent years writing about the case an&
greets reporter John Rousseau following
17 rebounds, and
The Magicians ran their grabbed
p. .,,e1 0: it.
a stee41.—iii Washington. D. C.. with h i s
finding witnesses who would testify to the:
from Orleans Parirh Prison,
release
his
win-lost record to 9-1 Saturday rough and tough Edward Fros—r7 Lieut. Maxie M. Berry, Jr., I e ft.
brotius
innocence of both men. (UPI Telephoto).
Dec. as. Labatt and Clifton Poret, both Nenight by defeating the taller, kins, the 6-5 junior forward
points
17
put
Red of Memphis who
Dillard
sharp-shooting
minorities do not know that the
Devils, 86-85, in Bruce Hall. on the score board.
Coast Guard exists.
The Chief has tried to do
semething about that. He goes
to Urban League branch offices
local YMCA's, churches, and
similar community groups to
A major step toward decen- sential in guiding the restruc-I present school district undEr
tell his people about the opportralization of the Detroit Public turing of Michigan's largest Public Act No 244, with each to
-If they can make it so can years service. Berry's father. tunities of service in the Coast
School system took place last school system. The decentrali- have its own locally elect
I." says Chief Engiteman Os- Maxie M. Berry, Sr., served Guard.
week when the Board of Educa2 years in the Coast Guard
/
car D.- Berry, a U.S. Coast 271
Chief Berry feels the Coast
was mandated board of education. Guidelines
tion announced the appoint- zation plan
Guard recruiter in Alexandria. and retired as a Chief Boat- Guard is making an hunest efMichi gan for the operations of the new
August
the
11 by
ment of a decentralization
Va. He It referring to the fact swains Mate.
fort to improve relations and
Lawrence
Doss,
coordinator.
school regions are to be pris
Legislature.
State
that a•irsimber of his family Oscar Berry. originally from feels that "advancements are'
Internal Reve- Seven to eleven school re- pared by the present board al
the
of
Director
enthe
through
up
gone
have
Manteo, N.C. has been in the better today and relations are
profes- nue Service Data Center in gions will be carved from the education.
listed riihks to officer status. Coast Guard for 151
2 years and better between petty officers NEW YORK — In a field of Colorado economics
/
the
in which blacks need to rise sor. that the economic theory's Detroit, and president of
His brother, Maxie 1-I. Berry, has served on various shore and officers."
ImproveBusiness
Inner-City
and
capital
land,
into
division
field
—the
America
in
at
most
Jr., is a lieutenant stationed
and floating units. This is his In talking to minority group
reflected ment Forum, takes over the
a
Coast GU-3rd Headquarters in second tour of duty as a Coast applicants, the chief has found of economics—there's hardly labor, may well have
which Doss brings to this important
culture
Century
18th
the
individualsof
group
scarce
their
is
aas
a
C.,
D.
Washi*telll,
that many of them find it hard
Guard Recruiter.
had a laded and propertied job more than a decade of
cousin,-Ineutenant Herbert Col- As a recruiter he remarked to believe that blacks have gone black economics experts.
a rising merchant- experience in business managethat he has many applicants for into the Coast Guard and have There's only a few hundred aristocracy,
lins.
and the lower ment and operations research.
class
capitalist
The Berry family is steeped enlistment into the Coast Guard become first class and chic! such blacks in the entire na-,
With the Internal Revenue Servworkers.
of
class
Coast 'Guard tradition dating but not many of them are mem- petty officers, and tha. they ti
1 Dr. Vivian Henderson, presi- ice since 1949 he has helped
a
had
back to the days when the bers of minority groups. He could become officers is in con- But last week, they
College, said that direct the design and developat the dent of Clark
Engineman national convention
Chief
Coast Guard was known as the feels there are a variety of ceivable.
if blacks are to get the large ment of data processing for that
City
York
New
chief's
in
Hotel
The
this
Probfor
Service.
can
problem.
Berry
reasons
it
Lifesaving
Hilton
knows
Oscar D.
number of black economics agency.
D325 UNION AVE.
grandfather. Joseph M. Berry, ably the major reason is that be done. His family has proved and tried to devise methods
experts which the black popula- According to A. L. Zwerdling,1
275-1148
••12.11
and str e s s the extreme urretired as a Surfman with 32 black people and other ethnic'it!
ns of America and the world president of the Board, Doss(
gencytio
3250 SUMMER
of getting more black
12.
January
require, then the training will new post
324-4444
sealed Texas' doom James economics experts.
Street rallied the Longhorns One of the paneliss at the con- have to be done on a mass will provide the objectivity
and analytical ability so eswith two fourth down gambles vention,
Cleveland basis in the black colleges.
Dr.
for a 21-17 decision in the Cot- A. Chanlder of the economics
Memphis State has its walk- ton Bowl.
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administration
business
and
The LeMoyne-0 w e n Mad .ng wounded nearly healed but Archie Manning won his per- department at Morgan State
Magicians returned to friendly the Tigers now must face most- sonal duel with Arkansas' Bill College in Baltimore, Md.,
Bruce Hall last Saturday night ly NIVC opponents and home Montgomery and led the Ole told the group that before more
and beat a good Dillard Univer- fans know what this is like. Miss Rebels to a 27-22 cliffhang- Negroes can be persuaded to
sity quintet, 86-85. The victory The MSU drouth against Val- er in the Sugar Bowl. The Raz- enter this field "an effective
was the Magicians ninth in 10,ley teams was extended to 22 orbacks simply couldn't contain i plan must improve the reoutings The Purple Waves are games without a win when the versatile Manning. USC levance and applicability of the
McKay has been,
undefeated in eight outings on North Texas left town last CoaJohnch
science of economics to diverse
their home floor. The other L-0,week with an 86-77 victory over criticized since O.J. Simpson's'economic phenomena in human
•
win was. a decisive verdict over I Moe Iba's hopefuls. Already a days for overworking his run- populations."
Lincolq,University in Jefferson victim of Tulsa in the finals of ning backs but he keeps pri- One of the most relevant dis1 OW oz..
Heinz 6 limit
the Liberty Bowl tourney the ducinq winners. The Trojans,
City, Missouri.
cussions on "black economics"
Charlie. Edge, 6-5 freshman Tigers will attempt to gain fe- led by bl ck signal caller Jim- was read for Vernon J. Dixon,
tonight sS.turday
in my Jones, edged Michigan 10-3
from Detroit, continues to veng
a Princeton University gradamaze L-0 fans vii!h his ex- the Mid-South Coliseum against before over 103,000 in the Pasa- uate student, who could not
cellent all around play. Edge the invading Golden Hurricane. dena Rose Bowl.
1-1b. Box
Dixie Belle 3 limit
attend the conference.
led all rebounders with 17 and, Tulsa is led by guard Ron SUPER BOWL
His paper told the 100 black
found time to throw in 22 points,i Carson and 6-10 Dana Lewis. It look like the Minnesota Vik- economists
there,
gathered
making. him I,-O's top poin t!Lewis was voted the Most ings will not be stopped in thei that:
producer. Edge was joined in Valuable Player in the Liberty very near future. This is bad "Economics is formulated by
Riceland 4 limit Extra Long Grains
news for the Kansas City Chiefs,
double figures by Ed Hoskins Bowl hoop festival.
people, who, in turn, are shapwho
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RaidOakland
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with
with 17-, .Jerry Dover
ed in a large measure by their
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"This,
iod in 'the first half the Magi- some first class head knock- vincing 27-7 win over the CleNo return
provide some incentive for
cians get their fast break click- ing. On the negative side, Penn veland Browns. The Vikings':
to
students
blacks
American
btls.
ing to near perfection and led,State. a 10-3 winner over Mis- Purple Gang. Allan Page, Jimi
enter the profession as well
the visifing Blue Devils from,souri in the Orange Bowl, once Marshall, Carl Eller and Greg
as to suggest to both white
New Orleans, 37-31 at intermis- again has been relegated to the Larson demoralized the Browns
Eagle Brand (Banana Pudding
1 51/202. can
Armour's 3 limit
black economists, a new apFilling Kind)
sion. Dillard perked up be- role of the nation's second best while Joe Kapp and a slippery
proach to the formulation of
hind the deadly accuracy of grid power. The Nittany Lions field was responsible for geteconomic theory."
1IV.
George Johnson but the gallant haven't tasted defeat in over 30 ting the Vikings off to a flying
center cut boneless chuck
He was augmented in this
L-0 defense managed to hold games, however, w it h the start in cold Minneapolis.
E.
Kenneth
Dr.
by
approach
off a last ditch rally by the blessing of President Nixon, Many Memphians had a great
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visitors, who like the Magicians the University of Texas was interest in the Vikings' victory
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a
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have split a pair of thrillers named the nation's top eleven. because they are glad to see
The Longhorns had almost a former Booker T. Washington
with Alcorn A&M.
LeMoyne returns to the fir- carbon copy of their late win star Oscar Reed get a chance, running backs Bill Brown and
U.S. D.A. Grade A
ing line twice this week, mak- overArkansas back in Decem- at the $25,000 purse which will Dave Osborne. Reed told this
Giant Size
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Cold Power 2 limit
College Inn
ing a -stop in Holly Springs, ber when the Texans put to- go to the Super winner. Reed reporter after the Vikings' vicMississippi at Rust College ear- gether a determined drive in . h as w on the admiration of tory here in August over the
lier in the week and hosting the final two minutes last week Coach Bud Grant for his con- Cardinals that Minnesota was
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CBC tonight (Fridayl in a to overcome a tough Notre sistent performances on the the best team in the league in
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Tomato Soup 3/29*

MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES

Rice

SOUTH--1132 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN'

190

Saltine Crackers

EAST-5014 POPLAR 1 MiNDENHALLI
MIDTOWN —16:0 MADISON

2/290

Veg. Oleo

Beef Tamales

Drinks

HEAVY
BEEF
Roast

230

6/590

Milk

37.

Salt

260z. 21190

lb 75*

Corn or Peas 2/29*
Detergent

Grape Drink

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

Fred Montesi

A public hearing will be held by the Memphis Housing Authority on the plan for the
Beale Street Urban Renewal Area II, Project Tennessee R-119,which is being planned by
the Memphis Housing Authority under the Housing Act of 1949, as amended.
The hearing will be held in thit Council Chamber, City Hall, 125 North Main
Memphis, Tennessee, at 1:30 P.M. o'clock, CDT, on January 22, 1970.

Street,

Fryers
370 Boned Chicken 39*
35,

590

46 oz. 25

Grade A Larae
all white infertle

Eggs

Dozen

650

State Fair

16 or.

Tomatoes

2/35*

Thc Project area is bounded as shown below:

Dressing
I.
tnt

reThe purpose of the hearing is to consider a proposal for this undertaking of the
under
assistance
financial
Federal
with
Law,
Local
and
State
under
development plan,
171-81st. Congress),
Title I of the Housing Act of 1949, as amended, (Public Law
and improvebuildings
remove
or
demolish
to
area,
ro acquire the land in the Project
or
playgrounds
and
parks
utilities,
streets.
reconstruct
or
4nents, to install, construct
or
redevelopdevelopment
for
available
land
the
make
to
and
improvements,
other site
pro'Thent by private enterprise or public agencies as authorized by law. Relocation
interested.
those
by
discussion
to
open
be
will
posals by the Memphis Housing Authority
an opportunity to
Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded
hearing.
be heard at this
Plans of the proposed redevelopment plan are on display in the office of the Memphis
Housing Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
ORELLE LEDBETTER
SECRETARY

Fred Montesi Smooth 18 oz.

center cut lb. 1.09

8oz. 290

Soft-Weve
Tissue

8 oz.

Biscuits 6/490

PORK
Chitterlings
10 lb.
pail I;

Peanut Butter 49*
Miss Dixie

frisk

Wishbone 1 000 Island

r

Green Asparagus 29*

Ham
Slices

12 oz.

3-79

Shasta Drinks 9.
SOFT-WEVE
TISSUE

2-Roll Pkgs.
(4-Rolls)

WITH COUPON & 5.00 addit. GROCERY PURCHASE

2

(2 roll pkg.)1
(4 Rolls).

.:

With coupon and 5.00 additionai pontos** •acf..idii4'
.
ualu• of coupon inerchan die*( fresh milk otuducts
end tobacco •Iso •acluditd in conoollentAt
stete;
lea). rieupon •apires noon Wednesde7 Jan. 14
Anti-freeze
purches• not included in ciaottor yr
demotion ONE COUPOt. PER FAMILY PER WEEKS

a

FRED MONTESI Country Styla
2 lb. bag

Pure Pork

SAUSAGE

89*

fresh Ground

HAMBURGER
4 lb. pkg. or more

157$
lb.

Short Rib of Beef
choice per lb. 490
par lb. 27*
for boiling
Slab BACON
sliced per. lb.66$

62.

piece per lb.

a

W
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lumr.poorviul
...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
• FOR LESS MONEY...
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!
You can't do as well
anywhere else!
GIANT

BANQUET
FRUIT PIES

TIDE

3-lbs.
1-oz.
pkg.

MEL-O-SOFT
BREAD

(
"441411nrulki

r
BRINGING CHRISTMAS CHEER — A cooperative effort involving the Better Business Bureau of Harlem and mer-

leading contributors. Assisting in gift wrapping the toys
were members of the New York Junior League shown here

chants in New York City resulted in more than $20,000 in
toys being distributed to needy Harlem children this Christ-

with the managers of Harlem's Woolworth stores. Left to
right are: Leo McBryde, manager of the Woolworth at
Lenox Ave. and 116th Street; Nan Lawrence, Sharon Reppert
and Dorothy Schlottaner, all Jindor League members; and
H. E. Brown, manager of the Woolworth on 125th Street.

mas. At the request of the Bureau's executive director,
Peter Fischer, over 100 merchants came through with donations with the two Woolworth stores in Harlem being the
_

Jail Was Jail; Xmas Season Witness Say
Jail is still jail.
"A minister should stay out
No wonder the jails and priMake no mistake about that. of things that don't have any- sons of our land for the most
Jail means•living -behind iron thing to do with religion."
part do not rehabilitate — do
bars which shut you in and Jail
breaks you away from not help persons who commit
shut out the living you normwork. And I vastly enjoy being l crimes to learn more human
ally pursue.

1-lb.
4-oz. pkg.

or GIANT BRIGHT 3 lbs. 1-oz. 19c

a pastor in Memphis today.
Jail is separation from the How God everyday challenges
family you enjoy, the wife you me with the chance for vital
love and the children who born- ministeries! Literally, I get

4 1-lb.
4-oz. loaves

bard you with the need to be to feed the hungry, visit the
more human.
sick of body and heart, speak
Jail brings the stigma of to the captives. Whether it's

Apple. Peach, Custard, Cherry
or Coconut Custard

with our coupon offer!
U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

COUNTRY STYLE

COASTAL

,CHUCK ROAST

11-oz. pkg.

lb.

SLICED
BACON

FISH STICKS

19 6

disgrace. Even those friends standing with the delinquent
who remain friends
harbor in court or standing by the bed
hidden suspicions about your of the dying, ministries through
• the church today excite me and
behavior and motives.
"Maybe he's guilty. After have my total commitment.
all don't you have to obey law,
Jail remains a
traumatic
no matter whether the law is ' interruption of the living arjust or unjust?"
lragements a man has made
"Why doesn't he mind his for himself. . . family, friends

own business?"

! and work.

RED
POTATOES

SWEET
POTATOES

211-lb. bag

We were much like Paul and
Silas. The jail became a house
of worship and Christian learning for us. Dr. Abernathy, Reverend Bell, Father
Guthrie.

Texas Marsh Seedless Or Pink

GRAPEFRUIT

25' 4
5-lb. bag

2 lbs.

sok

590

SPOTLIGHT COFFEE
Cut
FRYING

Mixed Parts

lb.
Cream Stile or Whole Kernel

LIBBY GOLDEN CORN

BONUS COUPON
FOR RXTRA TOP VALLI, STAMPS UP.
I/13/7

4 1-1b. tans890

Krogo

69t

SHORTENING

31b. can

„,

It's an

Old Forester
kind of

lb.291
39

s

so

Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,
good food and the flavor of a great Kentudcy Bourbon.

with 2 pkgs.. Kroger Frozen Peas,
Mix. Veg., Baby or
Fordhook Limas
with TWO 1-lb. flip.
Kroger Saltines
with TWO 2-lb. pits. Country
Oven Sandwich Cookies,
any flavor
with 3.11i. can • Kruger Coffee,
14-tat. spotii ht Instant
Li
with any TWO CANS Kruger
Corned Beef Hash or
Beef Stew
wit any THREF.
p&p.
xitotIER GELATK .w
TIP TOP TOPPINI:141X
any TWO nteisl N./bung
Danish
Vfl 1
2or more mu
•Patties
G
2
'me C
nr Center Cot Pori (Alps
with
or more
Potatoes

00
so
so

100 EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this
coupon and

GIANT TIDE 3-lbs.
1-oz. 3911
or
GIANT BRIGHT, 3-lba.
1-oz.

11•••

awe
.
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int
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with this coupon and
$5.00 additional our.
chaseexcluding tobacco
and fresh Of frozen

urrucs

25 lá3.1bt ONIONS, or awn
tiw

ox chiding tobacco and
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Two keen

because God calls us to such bill being offered as bait by
the Administration has little
more than temporary changes
For all of us Christmas prov- from the originall
y defeated
ed to be the most tremendous House Bill
(11750)," etimmentin our lives. .
intent- ed Smith.
obedience today!

,
I11.

ly the love of God, we understood the child who found "no

Smith said, "postal 'Pay and
room in the inn" . .
.being postal reform should bte' handlin jail for trying to do the right, ed separately. I fail to•fiee the
we better felt what Jesus felt logic of the Administration's
In being despised and rejected position. If, as it contends,
of men. Being in jail made us the House Passed H. k 13000
realize that we Christians do is inilatinary, bow does it become less inflationary,. when
not honor Christmas because
tied to a reform bill."
of

II

Milk products.

$5.00 perches.,

trash or frozen milk
products and in addition to any other purchase requirements.
Good thru Tues.. Jan 1
Limit one.

so
90
SO
25

wae
ze.
ewe

S9e RAKAHAR, ot moisi

Esping Jan. 13

swe

I

NAPFE Dubs
Postal Corp..
Bids 'Bribe:

We found ourselves in jail.
yet, we were a "new race".
We were black and white, Baptist, Methodist, Roman Catholic
and Presbyterian. Yet, st
were brothers of one heart,
mind and spirit. As such we
were a small symbol of what
we see the ministries of God
today trying to do, . . that is
to make friends of men and
WASHINGTON
— .Ashby
women so that they become G. Smith,
president of the
brothers oand sisters, not of
predominantly-black
National
the flesh or the will of man, but
Alliance of Postal and-Pederal

of the will of God. Brothers
Employees ( NAPFE j announcwho will work together on beed last week that the Alliance
half of the poor, brothers who
is opposed to the blackmail
will risk disgrace in their ef"deal" being offered by the
forts to overturn those tables'
Administration to some postal
of oppression today which preunions for their support of Posvent million
from achieving tal Corporation being
tied to a
their real dignity, brothers who proposed
Postal pay bill.
intend to remain right here
"The corporation side of the
in Memphis to work and labor

50
COUPON ilrgr tiger

ways of living. So our prisons
We left jail with the deterhave become the
graduate
schools for criminals rather mination that we will not turn
than the places where the caus- back now! Life is at stake!
es of criminal behavior can be The future of our faikilas, our
understood and in many cases churches, our nation and our
(for most cases) bring about world are at stake unless women and men discover the moral
transformation.
compassion and courage 10 conStill, the five of us in the cretely replace injustice with
Shelby County Jail found a justice: poverty with general
staff largely able to accept welfare of all persons; uiolence
the fact that we were political with nonviolence; the future
prisoners — men of the cloth is dismal indeed! I am here
who were in jail because of being an utter realist.. We still
conscience. Hence
we
were live in a universe madelvy God.
treated with dignity and re- No civilization has survived
spect. We found a number of half rich and half poor:
Accordyoung jailers fair minded men ing to many historians- of the
who treated us in that fash- major world civilizations which
ion.
men have built, all -Of them

corroded from the inside because they could not re_spon to
the needs of their peoples.
There is no magic by Which we
can escape the rap of _history.
40 million people living in povand Reverend Blackburn and I.
erty and cruelty in. America
could not have chosen better
will either be given and priouscell mates. We found ourselves
ly offered their dignity and
thinking alike — easily living
equality or the plight.'of the 40
together with freedom, yes,
million will so blind the, rest of
even behind bars. We talked a
us that we will have little ingreed deal about our work as sight
to cope with histiiiy. Dr.
ministers and the work we do
King was right "Where,,Do We
for establishing "the new
Go From Here; Chaos..or ComHeaven and the new earth".
munity?
.
We know that too many peoThose of us in jaiFili'Shelby
ple in the churches think that
County during Christmas or
a minister should preach on
1909 vote for community
Sunday and that's all. But we
not just black commUlay. .
know that Jesus was not crucibut beloved community - where
fied because he spoke in the
all people have a chance' for
church buildings of His day on
life; where every childli given
the Sabbath. He was killed bethe opportunity of serious educause He tried to make the
cation and learning; where
temple "a place of all peoples"
we can truly walk tog,e-ther in
He was executed as a common
freedom and dignity! ! A
criminal because he went about
the highways of Palestine calling women and men to a new
kingdom, to be the children of
God here and now.

lb.

Center-Cut

Limit on5.
TOP
vsiLUR

the birth of a baby

A11111111111 IVE

Bishop James K. Matthews
of Boston said when ..visiting
with us on December. gi, "We
came to the jail expecting to
find five, we found six.".

At 56 or 100 proof There is nothing
better in the market.KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • 86
PROOF
• 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN BONO
DROWN-FORIAAN DISTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE
IN KENTUCKY Et 1969.
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LOOK HAIR
PREPARATIONS
At your local Costri•tic
-Counter'There is a Look Hair
Preparation
„Ear Efotery Hair Need

1
7 11741114-

.LOOK HAIR
4-.
:TREPARATION.:. DIVISION of
IMANNES & SON
*-

P.O. Box 1124
Carbondale, Illinios

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVENIENPT
MORE

"
•

8

lv

LOCATIONS
JHEke. FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE

CHRISTMAS CHEER — Members of t h e
Memphis Citizens Committee Council are
seen just before delivering Christmas cheer
to a number of poor families here. From
left are L. Raymond Lynom, chairman of
the board; Noble Thornton, retiring presi•

THAN'S
LOAN

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.

dent: Roscoe Dixon and H. Marcellns. A
cash fund provides for assistance for those
in dire need. The Citizens Committee Couptil is a civic end service organization promoting chiliad!, patriotic and charitable oranizations.

FICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SNOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

493 S. Main St.

176 & 178 UAL!.STRIET JAÔ5300

LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Willie Davenport, 1968 Olympic
gold medalist, announced Monday that he has entered the
Sunkist Invitational indoor
track meet at the Sports Arena ,Jan 17.

PEST

410411a4110110414041044.4e•44

Save a bundle!

LEARN TO DRIVE

Lease trucks from

EXTERNEM CO.
TIIIMPTIES410A DINES
INA.T111111111111-11ATS

If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver Licenst

CARL CARSON!

Buy U.S.
Bonds

Sunkist Meet
Gets Davenport

4

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

•
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2. Appointments Madeterrment'
At South Central Bell
William 0 McCoy, assistant
vice president of South Central Bell in Birmingham, has
been named general commercial manager for the telephone company's operations
in Tennessee. The appointment,
effective January 1, was announced by the company's Vice
President and General Manager, V. E. New.
Mr. McCoy succeeds B. H.
Snow, who was recently appointed General Plant Manager
for the state. As General Commerical Manager, Mr. McCoy
will be in charge of the company's business -office operations and public relations in
Tennessee.
He is a native of Snow Hill,
N. C., and a graduate of the
University of North Carolina
At Chapel Hill. In 1968, he received a master of arts degree
in management while on a
Sloan Fellowship at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr, McCoy began his telephone career as a supervisor
with Southern Bell in Charlotte,
N. C., in 1959. He worked in
the plant and commerical departments of North Carolina
for eight years. In July 1968,
when South Central Bell was
formed, he moved to Birmingham to be the General Em-!
ployment Manager for the new
company. He was appointed
Assistant Vice President of
Public relations in April of this
year.
Active in church and civic
affairs, Mr. McCoy is
a
steward
of
the
Methodist
Church of Birmingham and
Vice President of the Methodist Men's Club. He is a member of the National Office'
Managers Association, and the
Sloan Fellow Society, and has
Junior
been
with
active

and Boy Semi, and Louisiana.
He and his wife, the former
He is married to the former Mollye Wilson, are members
Sara Hart and they have two of Brentwood Methodist Church
and reside at 503 Williamschildren.
burg Road in Brentwood.
Mr. Snow, the new General Mr. Snow is presently servPlant Manager, is a native'ing as the Middle Tennessee
of Florida and a graduate of Chairman of the Heart Fund
the University of Miami. He Campaign. He ka on the board
was employed by Southern', of directors for the Nashville
Bell in Miami in 1940 and Boys Club, board of managers
moved to Nashville in May of for the YMCA, and a member
1962 after having worked in of the Chamber of Commerce
Florida, New York, Georgia and Nashville Kiwanis Club

NAACP Membership
Rates Are Increased
The National Association for cession the Tennessee Conferthe Advancement of Colored ence has topped other states in
People has increased its annual the southeast region in memminimum
membership dues berships" reported Miss Land.
from two dollars to four dollars,
effective 1970.
This increase represents the i
FOR SALE BY
first change in dues since 194,8
when the annual minimum was
U.S. GOVERNMENT
changed from one dollar to two
VETERANS
dollars.

W. 0. McCoy

ADMINISTRATION
Other memberships are $6.,
810., $25., and life membership
at $500. The increase in annual' 1468 Boxwood St.
S (1,500
membership fee was passed in
4 rooms 1 bath frame - 2.50 down
a resolution by delegates attending the 1969 Annual Convention
Bradley
9,S 00
held last summer in Jackson, 1031
4 rooms, 1 bath, frame-250 dowl
Mississippi.
The NAACP, a membership 884 Decatur
8, 950
organization, is the oldest, larg7 rooms, 1 bath, brick-150 down
est and most effective civil
rights organization. The , or- 735 E. Mallory
9.750
ganization has as its main aim 6 room; 1 bath, brick-500
down
the removal from public life
segregation and discrimination based on race. Membership 121 E McKellar
9,500
is open to all, regardless of 4 rooms. 1 bath, frame-250 down
race, who believe in its objective.
NO DISCRIMINATION
Miss
Hazel
M. Land,
NAACP State Field Director
Lon,- tam, 10I, Loans Available
states that the Tennessee State
Conference of Branches reachANYONE CAN BUY
ed an all-time high in memberSee In
Br(>1,e,
ships in 1969.
"For the second year in sue_

n. H. Snow
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Licensed cnd Bonded
Call us before you are
Embarrassed

"WE KILL TO UVE"

CALL

01. EVERS

eYearSavice-Ple Extra Charg

FOI FREE ESTIMATES

FA7-6033

4444.0-41•1Dee•
•40-44-401.

Including Parts, Labor and Service Call
Within 25 milts radius of Memphis city limits.

"It's Lucky For Me"
3471 Poplar at Highland
1471 Florida at Parkway
4804 Navy Rd., Millington
549 South Parkway East
661 Chelsea
4280 Macon Road
452 E. Shelby Drive
2219 Flor;do

Color Console TV's

On All
1478
3152
4701
2481

National
Johnson
Highway 51 South
Dwight Road

zz,2fi3s

We Do Our Own Service „,
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ERJOW
F

17 RADIO
DISPATCHED TRUCKS

2121 Young Avenue
4571 Quince
5205 Highway 61$.
1693 Lauderdale

Limited Time Offer
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NEW UN IN COLOR
COmmANDEB
Now one Snob adjusts contrast,
tele, ;oral and briliMms in
proper believe sinvalianeosnly
--and they slay perfectly in
isalmice al. yee adjust the
er *chars to match chenaina
lieler levels ;n the room
ThAnii Ile 1014.0e •Ry 111***1 40
twin sepawato con+rols.
The AWRY
Mead A4114111

QUALITY STAMPS

OUR
OWN SERVICE

a

iis••••ik. frost waif

laisCees

ALL NEW 1970

Spiniker.

NOW

1111 KRIEN lrPONIAHIuivx

FINE-FURNITURE STYLED

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing will be held by the Memphis Housing Authority on the plan for the
Medical Center Urban Renewal Area II, Project Tennessee R-68, which is being planned by
the Memphis Housing Authority under the Housing Act of 1949, as amended.
The hearing will be held in the Council Chamber, City Hall, 125 North
-Memphis, Tennessee, at 9:00 A.M. o'clock, CDT, on January 22, 1970.
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WE DO

Cimessieg Early
Americae styled
canard ceemsle Is
eseels• Maple veneers
mid seise Immersed
stalk 'massive

Where You Always Receive

te

Main

illle-STAIL CONNIE STEREO
WIT/4 FM/AM/STEREO FM RADIO

Street,

The Project area it bounded as shown below:

The CHALLENGER • A2001C
Tn. Vim Lino Sod**
Gracefully dem portable TV in a Witweight milled two-tone color cablnet.
Charcoal color and 011-Whoe color.
Top Carry Handle. Monopole Antenna,

A906W•THE BELLWOOD
Distinctive Contemporary styled cabinet in genuine oil finished Walnut veneers and select
hardwood solids with Tape Input/OutPul lacks
plus provision for optional
extension speakers with
optional *doctor kit

WELL LIGHTED
PARKING AT ALL
5 LOCATIONS

BUY ON ACE APPLIANCE EASY PAY PLAN

appliance company

Floes* fer
QUICK Delivery

OPEN
NV S LM. TO 1P.M.

'
1299

'
1999
SATUPI

WHITIHAVENI

ALL I STORES

5431 $eimeaor
Phone 354.4404

ails INT. II Se.
Phoebe 396-III/II

PRAYSER
Veer.pe_p
N,i
Phew. 3$11-455S

O. KINK'S

L S. GATLIN Jlt.

LAmArt

1 POPLAR I

IS lauser
Phols• 743-5375

111.17 Napier
7/6
•460 552-1661

ii.

The purpose of the neanng is to consider a proposal for this undertaking of the redevelopment plan, under State and Local Law, with Federal financial assistance under
Title I of the Housiloo Act of 1949, as amended, (Public Law 171-81st. Congress).
to acquire the land in the Project area, to demolish or remove buildings and improvements. to install, construct or reconstruct streets, utilities, parks and playgrounds or
other site improvements, and to make the land available for developmtnt or redevelopment by private enterprise or public agencies as authorized by law. Relocation proposals by the Memphis Housing Authority will be open to discussion by those interested
Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded an opportunity to
_ be heard at this hearing.
:Plans of the proposed redevelopment plan are on display in the office of the Memphis
Housing Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis. Tennessee.
MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
ORELLE LEDBETTER
SECRETARY
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Marine Wins Freedom
Memphis Will Host 100 Illegal Confinement
Black PR Consultants
Ends For Young Hero

More than 100 of the nation's 60 black-owned and opernted
minority communications lead- public relations, advertising A 19-year old biack marine !Atty. Thomas F. Turley, Priers will attend the board meet- and marketing consultant firms hero, who had been kept in the vate Terry described how he
ing of the American Associa- will hear Mr. Gibson and other!brig at the Naval Air Stationhad been tormented while in
tion of Minority Consultants speakers including Al Bell and'at Millington, Tenn., for almost:the brig, and how he had been
(AAMC) here Jan. 16-18, at the Moses Shapiro.
six months following a fightjmade to sleep in the "hard
invitation of the Memphis Area Mr. Bell
is executive viceI between black and white ma- cell," a place like solitary conChamber of Commerce.
president of- Stax Record Co., al rinee at the base on the nightfinement, for three-fourths of
The principal speaker will be leading
force in developing the of July 30, was released last his time in the brig.
D. Parke Gibson of New York,
Memphis Sound. Last month he'Friday following a hearing in
Part of his troubles in the
author of the book. "The 30
was named "Producer of t h e'Federal Court.
brig, he said, was caused by
lion Dollar Negro," and presi- Year"
by the regional music in- Private Oscar W. Terry,
mistaken belief that he was
dent of the black public rela- dustry.
Mr. Shapiro is chief Bronze Star winner and veter-.the
ordered,a black militant, which he detions firm which_. bears his executive
officer and chairman an of Vietnam, was
af. nied being. He admitted that
name. He is also president of of
the board, General Instru- placed in restrictive custody
the AAMC.
ter Federal Judge Robert M. he had fought to defend himRepresentatives of more than
See Page 2
McRae said that he was being self on several occasions.
One night, he said, after bayillegally
confined.
TO HEAR BRUTALITY COMPLAINTS — This panel at
ters, Shelby County Squire Jesse H. Turner, former CrimPrivate Terry will n.)w live ing slept on a hard surface for
five has been asked to hear complaints of police brutality,
inal Court Judge Ben L. Hooks and City Councilman J.
in a restrictive barracks like a long time, he said the brig
and here they are announcing plans to get started. From
0. Patterson, Jr.
his three co-defendants in the I keepers told him that he
left are City Councilmen Fred L. Davis and James L. Net
tress into the
,case charging them with coniru
aridd etealkiewaithmhaitm
Ispiracy to riot, riot and assault
'after a drinking spree in which' He said that he dragged the
'!Change of Mind" is the!transplant operation to save his some black marines consumed'mattress into the cell, placed
story of the world's first brain !life, must begin a new life With three and a half cases of wine, his sheet and blanket on it and
then assaulted marines in bar-had crawled in to sleep for the
transplant.
the body of a black man.
A transplant from the brain Susan Oliver portrays St. racks and a nearby cafe for night, when the Navy jailers
men. the Rathskellar. came and told him to surrenA black supervisor for Cleoigarage, he said he was beateni of a white man into a black Jacques' wife in the film. She enlisted
pre-Christmas
court mar- der the mattress.
as
film
It
is
body.
A
a
man's
has
appeared
in
such
films
Wrap company, in a sworn over the head with blackjacks
tial for Private Terry ended in, Private Terry admitted that
timely as today's headlines and as, "Your Cheating The ad hoc, or temporary ination in employment and pro- statement to the Memphis by Officers Ciaypoole
and!dares to answer difficult ques"Butterfield 8." "The Disorder- a mistrial after one member of he told his tormentors that they
committee to investigate com- motion of Negroes in law en- branch of the NAACP, has acs Smith.
the transplant. Who ly Orderly." and on practically the court told a fellow member would have to come in and
after
tions
plaints of police brutality will forcement agencies.
cused Memphis policemen of Following the booking, he
begin hearings within 30 days. A report by the United States beating him following an alleg-'said his wife clme down to the.is he? Is he black or white?.every leading TV series, includ- ' that he was losing his im- try to take the maltress from
him if they wanted it.
The committee is composed Civil Rights Commission stated ed traffic violation on Dec. 29. station and put up $113.00 bondi What happens ts his family.ing her appearance as a regu- partiality in the matter.
yshort
was
the scuffle which fol,,the long-running "Peyton l
of five black political figures, that. Negroes are not employ-,and again the following nightfor his release and they got the;his friends, his career and
•
future?
TeArr
r'ialyowuinth
rohuilgeht lto
atetr
bw
g!lomp•Ildr,inhge said it was quite posIP
alra coen.
including: State Senator and ied in significant numbers in!en route to jail for no reason car back after paying a
$1.5.0W The Sagittarius Production Leslie Nielsen who plays a the other three marines, includ- sible that he might have kickCity Councilman' J. 0. Patter- police departments and that at all.
,towing fee.
son, Jr.; Councilmen Fred Da- Negro policemen hold almost' Raymond Partee of 1483 Oak- Mr. Partee said that he was form Cinerama Releasing Cor- bigoted sheriff on trial for his mg Pfc. Charles L. Nickson,.ed one of the sailors in the
poration which opens January life, has been a p pe a ring Memphis; Pfc. Arthur McCall, head.
vis, and James Netters; Coun- no positions in the officer lawn told the NAACP that he then taken to Baptist
Hospital
Daisytheater, in films and on TV for 22 ears Birmingham. and Lance Cpl. On one occasion, after a
N
at the2
ty Court Squire Jesse Turner, ranks.
was driving -west on Linden onlfor treatment and referred to
•
Perry Backstrom. Lauderdale. mistrial had been declared in
stars RaymondJacques, This narticular role
and ofrmer criminal Court In Memphis, no black officer I Dec. 29, when he noticed a po-la neurosurgeon.
Judge Ben Hooks.
bolds rank above lieutenant'lice car following him and! On the night of Dec.,30, he Leslie Nielsen, Susan Oliver iite of his, as he prefers to play Miss. All have served in Viet- his first court martial, he said
.
he returned to the brig with a
and Janet MacLachlan, with !character parts such as "the nam•
The committee has been at- and there are only three black!blinking a light.
to bed around
Appearing in court on Friday smile on his face and was told
featured heavies."
a
Rhodes
in
Donnelly
lieutenants.
tacked by , Frank Holloman.
He said that the officers call- 9:30 p.m. when some six of- role. It was directed by Emmy Janet hfacLachlan, a rising on behalf of Private Terry was to go to the hard cell for th.t
Fire and Police Director, who
ed him a nigger, cursed at him ficers came to his home and Award winner Robert Stevens new star, is featured as St. i Marine Capt. Robert A. Jones, reason alone.
says that the committee is a
.and told him to pull over, then gave him a minute to get dres- and co-produced and co-author- Jacques' first wife; the wifel who along with Navy Lt. James A lengthy log had been kept
civilian police review board in
!accused him of having beenised or go to jail in his bed ed by Seeleg Lester and Rich- ,who was married to him be-!W. Hodges, is prosecuting the on Private Terry while he .- vas
disguise.
,driving 56 miles an hour in a'clothing•
four black marines in the gen- in the Millington brig, hut
ard Wesson. Duke Ellington has fore the brain transplant.
Earlier this month, Mr. Hol135-mile-an-hour zone.
Among the officers, he said, written an exciting original Director Robert Stevens won eral court martial at Milling-'Judge McRae not-- '^:st up unloman told a group attending
Mr. Partee said one officer were the same aro Mtn had score for the film.
an Emmy for his Alfred Hitch-iltm• ,
tit his imprisoameni th.,:rz:. he
Mayor Henry Loeb's Dutch
the other that Partee was beaten him the night before.
cock Presents drama, ."nw Capt. Jones said that he had had a relatively clean roe ird
Jacques,
Raymond
who
St.
Treat Luncheon at Robilins
a "smart nigger and doesn't On the way to jail, Mr. ParGlass Eye." He has previouslyiinformed Col. D. L. Davis, corn- in the Corps.
resturant. "In my two years
Memphis will observe Dr.'know how to say 'yes sir' tee said, the policemen drove has quickly established him- directed such
films as, -Theimander of the marine detach- Appearing as defense lawyers
black
leading
one
self
of
the
as
as Fire and Police director, I Martin Luth e r King, Jr.'s ,'no sir' to policemen."
onto a parking lot and gave actors of today in such films Big Caper," "Never Love a jment at the base, on two oc- in the Federal Court dispute
have never known a brutal po- birthday. Thursday January 15,! When the pair returned to him another beating while
a
"The Comedians" with Stranger," and "In the Cool casions that Private Terry was were Attys. W. 0. Higgs, Memwith a program in the North their car and left him standing!lieutenant looked on and joked, as.
lice officer".
being illegally confined. butphis: Paul Kidd, Monroe. La.;
Taylor and Burton, "The Pawn- of the Day."
Mr. Holloman was also quot- Hall of the Auditorium at 8 in the rain, he said he got back""A few more trips downtown broker." "If He Hollers, Let Seeleg Lester and Richard ;that the colonel had not'and William K. Allison. Lexinged as saying that if a review p. m..
inside of his vehicle and start- and you will IR driving a Him Go," and "Up Tight," Wesson make their debuts as changed his order.
ton, Ky. Mr. Higgs is representRev. Mose Pleasure, pastor ed the motor.
'Plymouth like us instead of a plays the most challenging role producers and film collabora- He said that Col. Davis was ing the NAACP in the court
board is established under whatever name, we (Holloman and of Macedonia Baptist Church The two officers, he said, Cadillac.'
of his career. He is David tors with "Change of Mind." having Private Terry kept sepa-,martial at Millington, while
Police Chief Henry Lux) will will deliver the address. Rev. then came back to his car, To ward off a blow, he said Rowe, brilliant district attorney Both have written extensively rate from his three co-defen- Mr. Kidd and Mrs. Allison are
not be responsible for this city." Pleasure was Assistant Pastor made him get out, and with- he grabbed one officer's night- who, as a result of a brain for radio and television.
dents because he believed that employed by the Southern LeMrs. Maxine Smith, execu- to Dr. King a the Dexter Ave- out explaining what they were stick and was told by an Of-- Henry S. White, president of more racial incidents wouldiga! Action Movement (SLAM).
tive secretary of the NAACP nue Baptist Church in Mont- doing, gave his key to a Negro ficer Wakefield that he would
.
Sagittarius Productions, took arise, but that he could think' Congratulating Private Terry
said that the lack of coopera- gomery. The Leiloyne-Owen who came up, and allowed the kill him if he didn't turn it
on the extra role of executive of no reason for this assump- alter watching the day-long
tion of the police officials will Choir will sing.
man to drive away in his car. loose
pr.,:!eedings were Mrs. Maxine
producer because he felt Lion,
make the committee more de- The program is being spon- While riding down to the sta- When he did, Officer Clay-Change of Mind" was the Asked if he believed that A. Smith, executive secretary
termined to find the facts.
• sored by the Memphis Chapter,tion in the back of the squad pools continued beating him.
.
most important and timely Private Terry would attempt of he Memphis NAACP branch,
In a news conference at Le-'Southern Christian Leadershipicar, he said one officer wanted After getting to the station.
to flee from the base if releas- Leroy Clark, branch president,
script he had red in years.
UILU
Moyne-Owen College, Mr. Tur- Conference. Dr. King was as-Ito know how he could afford a he said he was booked for as
"Mow of Mind" offers pos- ed. Capt. Jones said that he and Mrs. Thomas Matthews, a
ner said the investigation will sassinated in Memphis ApriLCadillac on his salary.
sault and battery and held to
sibilities of tomorrow. It is the had no evidence to warrant board member of the Southern
cover charges of racial discrim- 4. 1968.
such a belief.
After arriving in the police the state for trial
film for today.
Christian Leadership ConferUnder questioning by U. S. ence.

Hearing On Brutality

eg

Man Gets 2 Beatings
With Traffic Charge

Brain Transplant Film
Comming To New Daisy

IRK Birthday
To Be- Observed told

Kappa Alptr psi
Founders
Here On Sunday

- -

The Memphis Alumni Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity will observe Founders'
Day next Sunday, Jan. 18, at
Second Congregational Church,
784 Walker ave., beginning at
5 p.m.
The guest speaker will be
Atty. Donald L. Hollowell,
regional director of the Equal.
Employment Opportunity Coln-1
mission in Atlanta.
Atty. Hollowell has received ,
the fraternity's Laurel Wreath
for "service to humanity."
and numerous other citations
for community and numanitarian endeavors.
A native of Wichita. Kans.,
he was graduated from Land
College in Jackson, Tenn., and'
received his law degree from
Loyola University in Chicago.
He is married to the former'
Louise Thornton, a professor of!
English at Morris Brown Col-,
lege in Atlanta.
Mr. Hollowell will be introduced to his Memphis audierce!
by William C. Hogg, a member of the local chapter.
Joseph Jordan is polemarch
for the chapter.

Barbers Will Moat
COMINt. TO MEMPHIS — Smokey Robinson and She Miracles will be among the musical groups appearing in the mid South Coliseum on Sunday, Jan. 25, at 7 p.m. under the
sponsorship of Radio Station WLOK and the Pore Cane

Concert of Los'Angeles, a black-owned group. ‘1,0 nuear ing will be Gladys ithight and the Pips, along with the
Originals. Tickets are $3.00, $4.00 and $5.00. FAreryone is
Invited.

The Master Barber chapter
No. 691 will hold its first meeting of the year on Sunday.
Jan. 18, starting at 4:30 p. m
at 634 Tate.
Herbert King, the vice president, would like for all mem, hers to be present

MARINE WINS FREEDOM — Marine Private Oscar W. Terry walks "rom r'erteral
Court aftei being ordered released from the
brig at the Millington Naval Air Station,
and flanking him here are Mrs. Maxine A.
Smith, executive secretary of the Memphis

NA 1('P branch and Leroy (lark, president
of the branch. The NAACP is wrevidirig le
gal assistance to three other black ma
rifles, charged with Private Terry, of star..
ing a riot at the base on lag July 39.

Newsboys: Hop In ISD Easter Bunny Contest! .nside
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in today't schenI publications;
suohisticittotic ea r the handling
oi art and design; and high
photography.
Man
quality
MONTGOME/0 — A score and among American iebOols dent Of Journalism Education' current books are showing reAssociation, and others of sinsi- sults of solid journalism in
Of "A" has been awarded the abroad.
professional
stature in
struction in headlining, copy
Hornet yearbook of Alabama Grades range from the lower lar
pUbileJtions.
and
journalism
p
o
t
the
to
letters
alphabet
writing, cutline composition,
State University, Montgomery,
Others insaeid.
hen
Patterson,
Alabama for 1969 by National special rank of At
S
N
is
Director
Bt ( Very
of stuSchool Yearbook Association clude A (Excellent),
head
ears
man'
for
lithographing yearbook
B. (Goad). Gild
of Memphis, a national serv-i Good), and
publications and journal- industry has also played a ma
cretificates go to A dent
bordered
publicollege
and
University,
school
for
ice
ist!' at floustion
jor educational role, he said,
and A-plus winners, silver-bardcations. The announcement of
and latter head of Missouri
he
t
lower
to
in improving the quality of
ered
certificates
Interscholasic Press Associa- student work as well as raising
the award means that the book
ones.
this
Mistion and member of the
is considered Excellent by
the technical quality of reproW. Click, a souri journalism faculty.
20-year-old service which rates Critics include J.
duction to a level undreamed
in
Collegiate
National
leader
publicastudent
more than 100
Patters3n commended the of even a decade ago. CollegeAdviser Association and head
tions annually.
plandiscussions,
schaol
trend of yearbook staffs and sponsored workshops have also
A series of
publishes Photolith of the nation's largest
NSYA
ning sessions and workshops Magazine, a pictorial helps publications workshop in Ohio: editors toward realization of played a major part. he said,
better student planning.
1 round out that AAMC agenda. magazine
publications Stephen Carlson, former presi- national and world conditions in
fo r
The Memphis firm of Arnold staffs, conducts a 'service for
& Associates Inc.. is host , school and college newspaper
January will be a busy staffs through the affiliated
month, according to the Conven- National Newspaper Service.
It has some 2500 gchool-coltion and Tourist Bureau of the
Memphis Area Chamber cif lege members all over the
;Commerce, especially since country and outside in Canada.
TENNESSEE PIT BAR-841
'Shelby County voters passed a
referendum in November to
legalize the sale of mixed
drinks.

Ala. State Yearbook Rates 'A'

Will Host
Black PR
Consultants

LOEB'S

The JanL:ary schedule of conventions, track shows and exhibitions includes:
— Jan. 1-3: Arthur Fulmer
(130)
— Jan. 4-10: International
D.A.P. Inc./
Harvester (50
subsidiary of Plough Inc. (75):
Block Drug Co. (VW; Germaine Monteil (35): Allied Mills
(55); Binswanger Glass (175)1 ,
Association of Supervision &
Curriculum & Development (25 1
and Downtowner Fashion Exhibitors (exhibit).
— Jan. 11•17: Cotton States
Humble Oil ii30): Southern,
Motor Carriers Rate Conferenc
(30): and American Association
of Minority Consultants (100).
— Jan. 18-24: Mid-South
Farm Equipment Association
(200); U.S. Department of Agriculture - Federal Crop insurance (70); Holiday Inns of
America (300); World Wide
Antiques (500).
Like some omen of his birthday, the rising
sun of Atlanta rises to cast starlike rays in
the form of a cross over the new grave site
Of Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr. His remains
were quietly moved from the South View

Cemetery before dawn January 13. The new
location is on Auburn Avenue near the
Ebenezer Baptist Church where he had ser‘ed sis pastor. The move is the first step toward a planned Memorial Center.

Coupons Redeemable
at all Loeb Drive-ins!
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— Jan. 25-31: American Society of Civil Engineers/Water
Resource Cotrferesee (706);
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe (50); and Lincoln American Life Insurance (125
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SEE
TOMMY "Big enough for a two-wheeler.
GRANT That's how big I want to be:'
NE_AL-HA -- TT- LOM
-.-g•IMMO.

By Diggs Datrooth
WASHINGTON — Look for a shift in the way the govrnment treats the Black Panthers from here on in. J. Edgar
loover's statistical report showing just how many oficers have
.een injured or shot during the conflicts is but a first in a
eries of utterances designed to neutralize the involvement of
uch respected figures as Whitney Young and Roy Wilkins.
"be suicidal course on which the police and Panthers seem
ent is considered to have reached a zenith for the time being.
'eelings still run high in some ghetto areas and attitudes have
eeu crystalived among policemen around the country. If the
'11I and the Justice Department can cool things down by
hetoric rather than ramrods, it will be all to the better. In
very quarter, it is the opinion of the boys on the sidelines
iat old man Weather did more than anything else in keeping
ie cities cool following the Chicago and Los Angeles shootout.
e assured that it will be some time before there will be
nother, it is believed.
HOT TYPOS: Make no mistake about it. the Nixon Admintration intends to pursue the spirit and law of the Philadeltia Plan on employment in the craft unions. For the first
me, the White House is tasting Brownie Points in the ghettos,
id it is not about to muff it: The Administration also intends
.) push this program in politically sensitive Dixie primarily
nause of the posture of the labor unions on the issue .. .
'though it isn't being said out loud, one of the'ehtef reasons
at there is controversy about the employment of Dean Rusk
the faculty of the University of Georgia is the fact that
s daughter is married to a black man — not only that, the
rnver Secretary of State was en hand and in the eyes of
eorgia, apparently approved it when he marched down the
Me with her. The approval by the Board of Regents did not
we the sanction of the peach state's governor.
PROCESSING DATA: The bid to Ralph Bunche for ABC's
Issues and Answers" was to have focused on the Middle
'est, but the play was given to civil rights and domestic isles. Which outtressed those whp claim that if your skin is
lack, regardless of your specialty, you finally have to stand
on the domestic civil rights issue . . . Horace Bohannon,
tlanta based aid of HEW, is a leading contender for the execuve directorship of the D. C. Human Relations Commission. He
me to meet with Mayor Walter Washington and could be hired
hen you read this ... When Curt Flood went into court to chatsnge organized baseball, he called upon one of the most brilliant
her lawyers in the country — Arthur Goldberg, former Sureme Court Justice and Ambassador to the United Nations.
oldberg, before entering government as Secretary of Labor,
as a successful union lawyer in a Chicago law firm that lauded the late Adlai Stevenson. Flood, traded to the Phalle'
-om the St. Louis Cardinals, intends to go all the way.
TRENDS; Julius Hobson, the one-man militant is being con-`
idered for the executiveship of the District's Neighborhood Leal Services. Hobson who lost his seat on the Board of Eduation, filed the historic suit which stirred the suburbs with
s integration ruling a few years ago . . . Federal Reserve
oard Governor Andrew Brimmer continues to enrage black
.i.sinessmen with his public announcements on their status.
'hey are contending that Andy is "undermining" their efforts
rid that he fails to understand the real problems of inner
ity businessmen. Andy has heard these charges before, and
e normally answers by smiling and saying, "I'm an econolist, not a sociologist." Yet, Andy is not in demand as a
peaker before black groups despite the extreme importance of
is position. His platforms are usually major white business
roups. and the Brothers in Business contend that Andy is
ring them a disservice.
AT 14TH AND U: The gutted buildings that still remind
rashingtonians of the ugly reaction to the slaying of Dr. Maria Luther King is being joined by merchants who are shutng their doors and fleeing the inner city. So great is the ex.us by small shopkeepers, residents of the inner city are Midig it harder and harder to shop for small items in walking
istance. Robberies and muggings tend to clear the streets by
iightfall and there seems to be no end in sight. Much of the
crime stems from'the escalating traffic in dope a problem
ehich is plaguing all big cities. The great problem is that
?once Departments here and elsewhere do little toward curbrig the Issue. Arrests always include pushers and junkies, but
seldom the man upstairs who is controlling the racket. Hoards
if narcotics are being smuggled into this country regularly,
and agents have been linable — or have been reluctant to
,top it. Much of these drugs are funnelled to the ghetto arcsc
where blacks In their frustration and bitterness are an eagy
irey.
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She'll never need
Wonder Bread more than
right now.

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

The time to grow bigger and stronger is
during the "Wonder Years"—ages one through twelve-when a child rdches
of her adult height. So help
your child by serving Wonder Enriched Bread. Each slice

supplies vitamins, minerals, carbohydrates
and protein. Delicious Wonder Bread!

(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is on• of the outstondingoutomobil• salesmen
in 4111 Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chev.
role. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstanding selection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
He can be of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No. I
Buy on America's No. I Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
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DEFENDER

Greyhound Tour Program
Begins With Mardi Gras

KNIGHTS BEFORE CHRISTMAS — Before
Christmas Day arried, an enormous
of crouag, toys, food, and other ilefs to
make the holiday a happy one were distributed to the poor of all races at the headquarters of the Mallory Knights Charitable
Organioation, and here the Knights are seen
passing out dems at their headquarters at
-

280 Hens& at. The Knights have made their
organization a year-round welfare organiza•
tion, and they depend on the public for funds
to help the needy. Those who wish to help
may do so by mailing checks to the above
may do so by mailing checks and money
orders to the above address. Donations are
• ax deductible.

Three Star In Drama

CLEVELAND, Ohio — 'Grey- group rates for hotel rooms.
hound is launching its 1970
Depending on location, Martour program with escorted di Gras tours will start for New
Mardi Gras tours departing Orleans Feb. 3-'7. Coaches will
from 26 major eastern United arrive on Feb. 7 and depart
States cities.
from New Orleans Feb. 11.
According to Greyhound its Here's a complete list of MarMardi Gras '70 escorted vaca- di Gras tour origin cities:
New
tion is completely "prepackag York City, Newark,
Philadeled."
phia, Washington, D.C., and
Based on four nights stay in Richmond and Roanoke, Va.
the Crescent City, the tour indudes round-trip transportation! Pittsburgh; Cleveland, Cinfrom starting point to New Or- 1 cinnati, Columbus, Akron and
'leans, accommodations at one ,Toledo, Ohio; Detroit; Chicago;
of five selected hotels, profes- 1St. Louis; Louisville, and Nashsional driver-escort, door to ville.
door hotel service and gratui- Miami, Atlanta, Birmingham.
St. Petersburg, Tampa, Tallaties for baggage handling.
Special added features af the hassee, Orlando, Daytona Beach:
Mardi Gras holiday are a 21
/
2 and Jacksonville.
hour Mississippi River steam- Travelers planning to take a i•
boat cruise, attendance at the Mardi Gras vacation are cau-i
famous Krewe of Alpheus ball tioned to make their reserva- li
and ample free time for per- lions early. Hotels and transonal sightseeing.
sportation c o mpanies a r e
' Prices start at $129.75 plus usually completely book ed
transportation. Single, twin and weeks in advance of Mardi
triple accommodations
a r e Gras.
available.
For additional information
Greyhound added that air and and reservations, contact your
car travelers can join the Mar-!nearby Greyhound representadi Gras vacation in New Or- tive or your favorite travel
leans and still benefit from low agent.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Garrett of
Ellington Street, a junior
mathematics major, played the
part of Mayor Henry R. E. Lee
in the play "Day of Absence."
act comedies, botfl by Liouglas He has received varsity letThree Memphis student; fin- ac
for his participation in both
ished their fall term at Lake Turner Ward, "Day of Absence- ters
football and baseball since enForest College, Ill., by partici- and "Happy Ending". E a c h '
tering Lake Forest.
pating in two plays produced play dealt with a contemporary
women from
by the college's newly farmed problem viewed from a Black Two sophomore
_Memphis also appeared in
black theater group, Blackout. standpoint.
s3n 0f4"Day of Absence", Miss Irene
The group presented two one- Preston K. Glrrett,
Tall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Tall of 1592 Sunset, and
Miss Jimetta Johnson, daughter of Mrs. Mary Alice Johnson
of 1570 Britton Street. Miss
Tall is a French major, while
Miss Johnson is majoring in '
psychology.
We specialize in a money raising plan
All three students are graduates of Douglas high school.
for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
The formation of Blackout is
our delicious candy, handsome profit.
the first time that a group of
black actors has formed to pro- i
duce major plays as part of
the total dramatic effort on the
campus. The Ward plays were
the group's first productions.
but others are expected later in
the year.
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Lee Armstrong
4-11P.M.

Chris Turner
12-4P.M.

Back to
Soul
Back WDIA Power

On Lake Forest Campus
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SAVE NOW! Rolm brand
muslin sheets

QUALITY
STAMPS
"'BIG REASON

QUALITY

QUALITY STAMP
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FLAT OR
TWIN FITTED
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thermal blanket! electric blanket • toss pillows
47
250 s:••
With This Coupon

▪ WOOLCO BEDDING DEPT.
•
- Luxurious 500/o polyester 50% rayon
11.,• blankets with "regulated" air cells
• for year round comfort.72x90" sizes
O with 5" nylon bindings. Pink, blue,
II
gold,avocado, white lime, flame or

✓
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▪ WOOLCO DOMESTiCS
ll
m
DEPT.
With This Coupon
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With This Coupon
m am
WOOLCO BEDDING DEPT. 1
la m
A great buy for this twin size electric
Elm Decorator styled toss pillows in a large
blanket. Features single control plus •111 grouping of beautiful floral patterns.
two year guarantee! Assorted colors. .
g II All filled with durable Kapok. Enhance
1 IN Twin size only.
•in every room in your house at this low
Comp. at 10.97
in IN
II
III in price! Comp. at 970, Good with this
Good with this coupon -only
in IN
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thru Jan. 1 7INIMEMill•MMOINIORNMilli •OMMEMONIMINEM••

•
•
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WOOLCO SUPER COUPON

sgrESIG STAR
There's More
For You
At BIG STAR
Where You're
Always
Among
Friends

WOOLCO SUPER COUPON

save 1.91 now
knee socks
3 pr. $1

With This Coupon

With Ths Coupon
Girls' socks, slightly irregular. A wide assortment
of sizes to choose from. Latest fashion colors.
Comp. at 970
WOOLCO HOSIERY DEPT.
Coupon good thru Jan. 17.

0
•

EASTGATE

Our finest seamless stretch panty hose stretches to fit
smoothly and comfortably in 8 fashionable shades.
Comp. at 1.47 pr.
WOOLCO HOSIERY DEPT.

•

Ellilini•11110.111110MPOPM•lrnia

1108 Park An.

•
save 500 -our finest :
•
stretch panty hose :
•
•
•
110
•
•
•
•
•
•
Good with this coupon only thru Jan. 17
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SOUT1IGATE

GATEWAY

1833 So. Third St.

3230 Jackson An,

STORE HOURS: 10 A.M. til 9:30 P.M. DAILY, CLOSED SUNDAYS
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ANNUAL DOLL CONTEST — Presented by the Baptist
Training Union recently at Greater Mt. Itoriah Baptist
Church was the annual Doll Contest, and the child whose
sponsor raised the highest amount of money was crowned
queen. Wearing her crown in center is Delores B. Mosley,

-14.1"

left
whose sponsors were Mr. and Mrs. Dero Mosley. From
Lester,
are Cheryl E. Henry. Phyllis M. Jones, Allison M.
and
Delores Mosley, Sharon R. Johnson, Antionette Watts
Shelia Johnson.

!speaker was Evangelist Gertrude McMullen, a member of k
Zion Temple Church of God in
Christ.
Devotion was given by Philemon Turner, a member of
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church.
The program was an appreciation for the pastor.
Mrs. Maedell Guy was chairclasses to provide der" progression which allows
man, Mrs. Willie Reid co- Training
disadvantaged persons with each trainee to progress as far
The senior choir of New Beth- chairman. Mrs. IVIattie Herring, 250
skills needed by Memphis em- as he is able.
el Baptist Church at 2215 Stov- church secretary, and Mrs. AlIn addition, the cluster apployers have been approved for
all presented a consecration berta Miller. reporter.
funds, ac- proach permits the inclusion of
federal
with
financing
is
choir
Nevi's
Ruth
program at the church. last Miss
cording to State Employment related occupations not necesSunday afternoon, and t h e I president
Security commissioner Mrs. sarily identified in the same
job group. For example, an auLeo R. Burson.
upholstering course
offcredtomobile
The training will be
as part of a
taught
be
might
,'at the Memphis Skill Center at
mechanic occupavehicle
in-motor
1591 Washington St. and is
Itional cluster, Mrs. Burson
'tended to alleviate manpower
,pointed out.
occupationseveral
in
shortages
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
at fields, Mrs. Burson said. The Five occupational "clusters"
Place Your Order Now
52-week classes will be conduct- - clerical occupations, producupholed by the Memphis City School tion machine operations,
For Individuals And Groups
System under contract with the stering, commercial food servState Department of Education. ice, and welding occupations
CALL. WRITE or WIRE
Starting dates are to be an- will be included in the training
project for the disadvantaged
TAILORS
CUSTOM
nounced.
Memphis area, Mrs. Burson
in
To provide flexibility for the
,training, the classes will util- said.
The State Employment SecurINC.
ize an occupational "cluster"
office at 1295 Poplar Ave.
ity
!approach, Mrs. Burson report3,4 7-9320
248 Vance Ave.
Youth Opportunity Cened. She explained that "clust- and the
N. Cleveland St. will
43
at
ter
asCrerphiso Tomerree
educationof
ers" are grouping
and refer appliscreen
recruit,
ally or industrially related ocPYOUR tereesny Mauls What Yee Ask For Asoi
to the training classes.
Croatia Whist Yoe Mak or
cupations at about the same cants
will pay no fees. Inskill level or in a "skill lad- Trainees
stead, they may be eligible for
living allowances while they attend classes. Employment Security offices will help the enrollees find jobs at the end of
their training, Mrs. Burson reported.

New Training Program
To Help 250 Persons

Consecration
Program Held
At New Bethel

hair Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

DHS

••,•• iv Or fir•
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HELPING THE NEEDY is part of the program of the
Memphis Interdenominational Fellowship, founded by Mrs.
Nettie B. Rogers. and here they are seen delivering enough
groceries for a mother of nine and her three grandchildren
at 1211 N. Manassas st. Mrs. Rogers, standing third from
right, was accompanied by the Rev. E. C. Tippett, board

member, Miss Thelma Nelms, corresponding secretary,
Mrs. Stella Baker, advisor, and Gaither Franklin Tidwell,
director of the Young People's Department. Mrs. Maggie
Reed and the children live in a two-room house. (Withers
Photo)

dance clinics, luncheons a n d
the social graces were handled
by members of the Petersburg
, Chapter of Epicureans. Parents
entertained at a number of social affairs.
Members of the Petersburg
Chapter are: Mmes. Susie G.
Darden, president; Catherine
V. Bland, vice president, Emily
M. Turner, recording secreRenea Reese, daughter of Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. James Jackson, tary; Verena T. Moore, corEsther T. Reese, Petersburg, I Petersburg, Escirt: Bernard responding secretary; FredricEscort: Michael Morse; Miss Walk
ka Vaughan. treasurer; AntioBeverly Lynne Daughert y, Assisting as ushers and host- nette B. Boone, cotillion chairdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob- esses were ten sub-debs who man; Miss Eloise Baysmore,
ert C. Daugherty, Petersburg, are being groomed as prospec- Mmes. Katherine Bennet t,
Escort: Larry J. Smith; Miss tive debutantes for the next co- Blanche Bridge, Grace DaughBenita 'Annie Hill, daughter of tillion.
erty, Emma Griffin, Glenyce
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin J. Hill, These highly recommended Leiws, Lillian Lovett, Laureta
Jr.. Petersburg, Escor t: H. young ladies were involved in Matthews, Jean Rogers, Edna
Michael Wilson; Miss Velma a variety of activities preced- Valentine, Johnnye White and
Elizabeth Stewart, granddaugh- ing the cotillion. Charm'clinics, Ola Whitlow.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCoy, Petersburg, Escort: Jerome Randolph.

Fourteen Young Ladies
In Debutante Cotillion
PETERSBURG, Va. — The
Petersburg Chapter of National
Epicureans, Inc., presented the
Fifth Debutante Cotillion at the
Beaux Twenty Social Club.
Grand Marshall William M.
Bennett formally opened t h e
Cotillion after whieh recognition
of the debutantes of the previous year was made.

Fourteen young ladies were
presented red roses by their
mothers. The fathers escorted
their daughters through a flower decked arch and each young Also Miss Valerie Denise
lady took her position in the Mitchell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Mitchell, Petersformation of an "E."
„
burg, Escort: Larry Walker;
After being formally welcom- Miss Sheila Jane McLeod, ForBaptist
ed to society, the debutantes daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilwaltzed with their fathers. The liam C. McLeod, Ettrick, Esnext dance was the cotillion fi- cort: Rodney A. Parham; Miss Consideration of Memphis as The nine-year-old Convention
gures with escorts, at the end Denise Michelle Escoffery, a possible site for the national has operated with temporary
at
of which, the debutantes of the daughter of Mrs. Mavis Cupid headquarters of the Progressive headquarters
Cincinnati
previous year, dressed in black and Dr. Aubrey Escoffery, Et- National Baptist Convention then Cleveland, Ohio. Rev. S.S.
and those of the current year, trick, Escort: Bruce Fleming; will be given during the Mid- Hodges, of Cleveland, became
dressed in white, formed a r- Miss Emma Jean Davis, daugh- Winter Session of the Conven- the Convention's first full-time
beautiful GRAND MARCH.
at executive secretary on January
ter of'Sgt. and Mrs. James Wil- tion here January 20-22
Parents and invited guests hams, Ettrick, Escort: Philip Greater
Baptist 1.
Whitestone
joined the participants to dance Simmons; and Miss Paulette Church, 917 South Wellington
The Convention will open with
for the remainder of the even- Anethia Jackson, daughter of Street.
a Pre-Convention musical on
ing.
Tuesday, January 20, at the
Miss Michell Denise Vaughan
Church. Official opening will be
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robon Wednesday morning at 10:00.
L. Vaughn, Elizabeth,
ert
Raymond
City N.C., Escort:
Dr. E. R. Searcy of Atlanta,
C. Williams; Miss Wyllette,
President
of the Convention,
The Mt. Gilliam Baptist Yvonne Davis, daughter of;
stated that in addition to conChurch, 1029 Raymond St. will Mr. and Mrs. William L. Davis,
sideration of headquarters, two
hold installation services for its Jr., Petersburgh, Escort James.,
other committee reports will reauxiliaries Sunday, Jan. 18 at Fields; Miss Kathy Juanita!
ceive
onsideration at this
3 p.m.
Bell, daughter of Mrs. Alfredj
meeting: the Unified Budget
Mrs. Mary E. Johnson, pro- Bell, Ettrick, Escort: 0 t i sl Two Memphiabns were among'Aaron G. Henry, a druggist at,Committee, and the Convention
gram chairman announces that Brown; Miss Yvonne Olivia five persons from throughout Clarksdale, Miss., was honored !Structure Committee.
the pastor, the Rev. J. D. Jam- Matthews, daughter of Mrs. the United States who were for "10 years of outstanding
erson will be in charge of in- Shelton Matthews, Ettrick, Es- honored last Sunday when the service as president of the Mis- Rev. W. C. Holmes, pastor of
cort: Thomas E. Penn.
stalling the officers.
national office of the National sissippi State Conference " of Beulah Baptist Church, is chairman of arrangernents. I-Se a dMiss Kristy Lynne Richie, Association for the Advance- the NAACP.
The guest church with be the
quarters of the Convention durFriendship Baptist with t h e daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Wil- ment of Colored People held its
Rev. W. G. Suggs and choir at- liam T. Richie, Ettrick, Escort: annual Fellowship Banquet in The other two honorees were ing this session will be at the
tending. The public is invited. Linwood Gerald; Miss Vanessa the grand ballroom of the New James Frazier, first prize win- Sheraton-Peabody Hotel.
—•— — — —
ner in the International CanYork Hilton.
telli Conductors' Competition at 111111111111111111111111111MMOVIIINIMMIONNialka
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, exe- Milan, Italy, and Miss Tracey
cutive secretary of the Mem- Coleman, black airline stewphis branch of the NAACP, and ardess and heroine in the hiSquire Jesse H. Turner, form- jacking of a Trans World Airer president of the branch and lines plane to Rome from the
vice chairman of the national United States by Marine vetboard of directors of t h e eran of Vietnam, who was a
— Have an operation
NAACP, were honored for "out- native of Italy.
standing leadership in M e m- Mrs. Smith and Mr. Turner
— Bite a dog
flew to New York City to acphis."
Mid-Southerner, cept the awards
Ano the h

Mt. Gilliam Set
For Installation

Mernphi Possible Site

Convention

Local NAACP Officials
Honored At Banquet

Buy U.S.
Bonds

If You

— Get married

— Have a baby
— Get divorced
— Find gold
— Get hurt
— Recover from illness
— Inherit a fortune
— Lose your shirt
— Have a party
— Attend a Convention
— Are in a wreck
— Take a trip
— Are honored

d1111111111111111111111111111111h
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NOW $24.00
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DEPENDABLE EMPLOYEES — Trained by Delta Educadon Corporation under a program set up by Memphis Jobs,
Inc., these five women have established excellent work records at the Nylon Net Company. Seen here at their once-

JOINT BIRTHDAY PARTY — Jose and Denise Norment,
Students at Westwood High School celebrated their birthdays
during the recent holidays. More than 40 guests attended the
party, given by their parents Mr. and Mrs. George Norment
of 42 Ballhaven. The lovely home was decorated with Christi

a-week training session are, from left, Miss Augusta Ann
Lee, Mrs. Delores Liggins, Miss Olivia Collier, Mrs. Dorothy
Harvey and Mrs. Carol Sample. (Withers Photo)

'big man. Captain John Shinall
who was injured most of last I
I season and Louis Herndon
will'
make the Tigers run.

Five Women Establish See Tie In SWAC
Enviable Job Records Among 4 Quintets

At Alcorn where the champions lost Julian Keye and
Willie Norwood and coach Bob
Hopkins, the star is brighter
HOUSTON — Preseason pre- lost
personnel from
their
Christmas 1969 was a much She says she W3S out of work dictions by the Southwestern
1968-69 teams and that includes as ever with seven returning
happier day for five women, for a long time. "But Mr. Wood- Athletic
Conference
basket- Alcorn which won the title out- lettermen from the team that
who were out of work in 1968. son stayed on the case until I ball
swept t he conference with a
coaches indicate the loop right.
When the year-end holiday was placed." she explained.
will end in a four way tie for Grambling, out of the races 14-0 mark. Samuel Sing and
rolled around recently, they Mrs. Delores Liggins of 1389
first place. If the past four for two years, is returning ii Charles Watkins are senior
were considered among the best Standridge, works in the Twistyears is the yardstick, that lettermen including all confer- back court met. Levi Wyatt,
employees at the Nylon Net ing Department, where s he
6-7, Larry Robinson and Jim
could
very well be true.
ence Emanuel Cannon who
Company.
'makes twine for the nets.
Flemming, both 6-6, and Floyd
A poll of the conference average
9 .1
points per
Referred to Delta education , Formerly of Meridian, Miss., coaches revealed that Alcorn, game. Arkansas returns seven Mason, 6-5, are juniors. Wilshe
said
she
of
was
work
out
Corporation by the Tennessee'
Arkansas which is currently lettermen. All conference Mel-' lie Tooks, a 6-3forward
Department of Employment Se- for a year before finally get- ranked 20th among the na- vin Bonner who was third i& outstanding new man and is
curity, they are being trained! ting a regular job.
tion's small colleges, Gramb- rebounds with 15.2 per game' threating to replace Norwood
in the
through a program set up by All of the five women have ling and Jackson State could and Larry Duckworth,
an ArMemphis Jobs, Inc., set up by established excellent work rec- end the regular season tied.
kansas
All
Star
for
Henderson
Texas Southern, with a new
the Memphis Area Chamber of ords since going to work at That's n o t unusual since
State is listed as a transfer
coatsh and less two outstanding
Commerce, which allows small Nylon Net, and report to work the conference has ended in
Coach Paul Covington of players who did not return, was
firms like Nylon Net to partici- with rn.)re regularity than most ties for three of the
past four Jackson State also returns sev- the fifth place choice with
of
the
firm's
other
employees,
pate in the training program
years.
en lettermen. All SWAC Cornell Herbert Hart the outstanding
under Department of Labor according to one company of- The prediction
is based upon Warner who averaged 19.4 personality. Hart led the conficial.
contracts. Nylon Net manufacthe fact that hardly anybody points and 14.4 rebounds is the ference in scoring with a 24.7
tures and ships fishing equip- Miss Augusta Lee of 2345
Shasta
has
been
at
the
c
o
mment to all parts of the nation.
"It's beautiful," is how Mrs. pany for five and a half I
Dorothy Harvey of 885 Mason months. Although a graduate
St. describes her job at the firm of Manassas High School, she
located on the bluff overlooking still searched for work for a
Riverside Drive at the Missis- year before finding something
permanent.
sippi River.
Now she runs an amita maMrs. Harvey recalled that she chine, which makes fish net or
had been out of work for a webbing.
whole year before she was hir- Miss Olivia Collier of 969 Lee
ed for her present job as a net ave. runs a winder braider, and
machine operator.
her machine makes braid of
Mrs. Carol Sample, of 689 various sizes.
Produced By ...
Scott, who graduated from Les- She is a graduate of Douglas
ter High School, class of 1964, High School, but she had n o t
is high in her praise for Delta found her diploma sufficient
Education
counselor Roland background for a job during the
Woodson for placing on the job months she had been looking
as a netting machine operator. for work.
All five women work the 3
p.m. to 11 p.m. shift at Nylon
Net and appear once a week
for the training sessions at Delta Education Corporation.

AL CHYMIA TEMPLE
PRESENTS 28th ANNUAL
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Carload
Savings!
Haul your own and save!
Gypsum Wallboard542M
4/2"r4'3111'
Rooting-235 16.S5.49 se.
15 yr. bond
1
2"14111 $2.89
CD Pl verood--/
411 Mountain
. . 52.49
Mahogany
11
/
4.* Corrugated
Metal Roofing $7.11 sq.
Inierior Pre-hung
Door Units
$17.11
I" Pre-hung Storm
Door
$16.111
Paint—Candy Ship*
Label
$1.29 gel.
Giese: Ceiling
'Ruch
Tile %..
Vinyl Floor
Coveting ...17. se. ft.
3-Pc. IA Set ....$47.1141
Pre-cut Studs
33e
eiSt%" Oliebeeril ..S2.11
12" Primed Holbd.
5171M
SisRee
r11"—YF--10% 12'
14' & 14' 117.110M W. It

HYMAN
SUILIPIRS SUPPLY
laillateeed
rer-4311
100
tip Pliddi
12 V.-- Plena O.Alt.
Gr.
N Pied

LOOK HAIR
PREPARATIONS
Ai your local Cosmetic
—Counter—
There IS a Look Hair
Preparation
For Every Hair New!

LOOK HAIR
PREPARATIONDIVISION of
HAYNES & SON
P.O. Box 1124
Carbondale, Illinlos

NEW YORK — Servicemen
in Vietnam are enjoying a real
treat this month. They are being entertained by Miss G. 0.
Smith, "Miss Black America,
1969."
Accompanying the reigning
beauty was Moses Dillard and
the "Tex-TOwn Display."
She left New York on Jan. 2
for Travis Air Force in San
Francisco where she boarded a
military aircraft for Vietnam.
The gorgeous Miss Smith will
be a special guest at the New
Pittsburgh Courier's Annual
Awards Dinner at Chatham
Center on Sunday, April 19, at
6:30 p.m.
The 1969 list of the 10 Best
Dressed Women selected from
the Pittsburgh area, will also
be introduced.

This Advertisement is neither an
offer to sell nor a solicitation of
an offer to buy any of those
Securities; the Offering Is made
only by the

PROSPECTUS
65,000 SHARES
M-T MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, Inc.
COMMON STOCK
No Par Value
Price $5.00

spectacular
GET YOUR TICKETS TODAY!!
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BREAD
BROWN Heissez
N SERVE
ROLLS atofibowir, 274
Kb*

U.S.D.A. HEAVY CHOICE

BEEF
ROAST

FLOUR

CENTER CUT
LB. :

la 19
"in- 25„

PLAIN OR SELF RISING

•

DUBON FORK HOOK

CENTER CUT

. PORK
: CHOPS

10 LB. BAG

GOLD MEDAL

LB.

93
34,
c

FANCY
LIMAS
SOFTEX

TISSUE

LB.

HOGUE & KNOTT

DUBON

PURE PORK
si 39
SAUSAGE 318. Bag I

MIXED
VEG.

POLY BAG

4

ROLLS

2O oz.
POLY BAG

c

19 c

SIMPLOT

LB.

HAMBURGER
4 LB. PKG. OR MORE

130.

BRING THE
FAMILY

59

SHOESTRING
POTATOES
20 oz.POLY BAG

DUNCAN HINES

SATURDAY NOOK
AND MATOIRIS •
EXCEPT SAT & auk
WO.........52.05
Upper MR
All Nig*,
Set. &Sea.
Ateeleee ,
•
• S240
' WIN
Uppe.'U.r.....1J .

COMET
CLEANSER

CAKE

2/29t • Aux

i

1378 H LYWOOD
3511 PARR

John W. McGoldrick

1518 LAMAR
THE MID-SOUTH COLISEUM

33C
.

3/990

ii

Per Share

.f°pies of the Prospectus may be
Obtained from the Underwriter
who Is a registered Dealer In
Securities In this State

.

17''a oz.

REG.SIZE

SOOPM.

He Nigh PerSonloonc•

PRESENTED IN THE SHOWCASi
OF THE MID-SOUTH...
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2.110-1

To Residents of T•nrsessee Only

327-7958 766 Highland,
Memphis, Tennessee
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2.30-I P.M.
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FRESH GROUND

• PrIrkey, P.5.4

• S•PAS•y.

Hogu• k Knott suparmarxv for
maximum fteshness-

% PORK
LOIN

11
Big Shows
* Ther•day.

1

FRESH,PORK

Mid-South Coliseum Box Office and Cerfierei Ticket Office at Goldsmith's. Tickets not purchased in advance
and for current performance, on sole at Mid-South
Coliseum Ticket Office Only.

Again This Year Al
Chymia Temple Will
Invite All The Underprivileged Children And
Shut-Ins In The Mid-South
Area As Our Guests.

,

CUT UP
FRYERS

3-RING

* **

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD BUNS ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis
Batd.n.dMreur:reidsdbayl y°473your big

GOVERNMENT INSPECTED GRADE A

INTERNATIONAL

Beauty Off
To Vietnam

mas and birthday delights. Both, Jose, 16 and Denise. 15,
(center holding cake) were born in December. The menu
consisted of tuna salad, egg nog, fruit punch and a variety
of cakes.

3384 N. THOMAS

4321 SUMMER,.
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Contehtence
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The Conspiracy Myth
.The Lemburg Center for the
Study of Violence at Brandeis University has relessed its findings on
racial violence. The Center scored
as "press myth" the notion that
racial violence in the nation had
evolved into a conspiracy of guerrilra warfare against the police.
The report was based on studies
of newspaper clippings and telephone interviews with police officials in Cleveland; Gary, Ind.; Peoria, Ill.; York, Pa.; and Seattle, as
the result of incidents in those
cities last summer.
The overwhelming number of
disorders surveyed failed to display
conclusive evidence of a new type
of racial violence based on conspiracy and guerrilla tactics. The researe4sers asserted that they found
diseresancies on the amount of
sniztag between reports published
shogiy after the incidents and
latir-summations.
Iatese discrepancies included a
downward revision of early sniping
figgres, particularly where the follovagg items were concerned: number- -or snipers involved, number of

shots fired, and the number of policemen involved as targets.
The researchers concluded that
"the press — at both the local and
national level — was inclined toward imprecise, distorted, inaccurate reporting. In some instances,
the press reveaeled a tendency to
needlessly sensationalize the news."
However, newspapers were not
the only sources that propagated
the conspiracy myth. Some misguided and misinformed members of
Congress insisted that a plot had
been hatched on a national scale to
create chaos and disorder among
the masses as a first stage toward
a full-fledged revolution, masterminded by Communists.
Not only the Brandeis University studies, but also the inquiries
pursued by various state and national commissions uncovered not a
single instance of conspiracy or
evidence that could be construed as
such. The people in power know
better, but they want to use the
conspiracy argument as a means of
giving license to brute force for
crushing the poor people 'ho rebel
against poverty and racism.

••••••••••••

Racial Tensions Ebbing
-Tti-a provocative analysis of the
'fore in ferment in our presentdarlociety, Fletcher Knebel, noted
aufroi, holds out the hope that the
peak of racial confrontation has
passgd.
_Writing in the current issue of
Look Magazine, Knebel says he
"sensed a feeling — perhaps hope
is a better word — that the peak of
racial confrontation has passed and
that perhaps things will not, after
all, get worse before they get better."
In the "Mood of America."
which is the title of the articles,
thg author gives the reason for his
fedittig as emanating from the fact
that, finally, "white Americans are
beginning to meet thousands of
black Americans on stations of economic parity.
... With some marked
exceptions. these blacks, including
many beautiful girls, try harder
and re warmer, more helpful and
cheerful than their white counter-

SHRINKING IMAGE

THE BIG PARADE

Dr. Onabanio Says
Black Power Is
Not Black Magic
By LOUIS MARTIN
Dr. S. 0. Onabanjo, my learned Nigerian friend,
has had some ively correspondence with a black student leader at an Ivy League college. Here is his answer to a letter from the student which he received on
New Year's Eve: .
"Your suggestion that I shut my
'big mouth' and go home to Africa delights me. Now I know that I have
stepped on your big toe. That was precisely my intention. I hope it hurts.
"You are angry because I called
you a phony revolutionary. If you were
a true revolutionary, you would not be
so anxious to hold press conferences
and reveal to everyone what you were
doing and what you plan to do. By your
threats you invite your own destruction. Sometimes I think you want only notoriety and
the kind of applause that Americans give sports
heroes and entertainers.
"You are angry because I said you have a black
face and a yellow heart. You claim you want black
power but I fear you want only black magic. You
want to wave a wand and decimate your enemies in
an instant revolution. Shakespeare said that the
world was a stage and you have taken him literally.
You ae an actor playing the role of a revolutionary.

Though there was rioting in a
nuitiker of small communities this
parriummer, there were no sustained, vastly destructive upheavals: of the kind that began with the
Hylem riots in the summer of 1964
angl increased in number and intefiaity each year thereafter.

parts."
Knebel says that there's another reason for black zest among
the educated. The average thinking
white man, the author argues, "is I wonder.
plagued by a score of worries; hy"You are angry because I said you feared white
drogen bombs, pollution, drugs, folks perhaps just as much as Uncle Tom. Their presalienation and so on through the ence makes you uncomfortable. You say that you
list of modern agonies. The black know they hold you in contempt. You vow you will
not be humiliated any longer. Is running away from
man has little time yet for such
ancillary problems. He is single- white society the only way to overcome this humiliamindedly committed to a crusade tion? Your answer is black power.
to improve the economic and social
"What is black power? However you define it,
status of blacks, and this mission
you
know in your heart and head that it requires orgives him a unity of spirit and purpose. Black power now. He'll worry ganized and constructive effort, energy, work, sweat
and intelligence on the part of the masses of black
about the bomb or apathy later."
people. Nobody is going to give you black power. Nor
Knebel's interpretation of the is it some commodity sitting on a shelf that you can
black man's psychological state of grab and take it away like a thief in the night. Black
mind is correct in many instances, power is not black magic and you get angry when I
he is incorrect when he describes suggest that you don't understand the difference.
the black man in the image of an
incurable zestful optimist w h o
"Now you want me to shut up and go back to
looks on the future with more than
Africa. Well, I am willing to make a deal on this with
his white brother.
you and any of your friends. As soon as you recall
some of your merchant missionaries, your exploiting
experts and your conniving adventurers who are trying to milk my continent under the guise of helping
us, I will consider your suggestion. Indeed, my continent is now acting as host to some of your own black
revolutionary actors who are apparently reluctant to
armed truce.
come
home to America to die for their cause. They
Since 1968 there has been greatare,
of
course, asking you to die for the cause via
er concern about such national istrans-Atlantic telephone.
sues as the Presidential election,
the increase in sensitivity about the
"Finally, while I confess I did wish to make you
war in Vietnam and the intensified angry, my heart belongs to you.
You are young and, in
college campus uprisings. All of some respects, beautiful. You are
free of many of the
these events in which the blacks inhibitions and fears of your
father. My garrulous adwere involved drained their emo- vice is given simply
because I have faith in the postions to the point where there was sibility that you can really
become a truly free man.
nothing left to stir anger over You must forgive me if I fear
the possibility also of
other irritating causes.
your becoming a fool.

:However, officials believe that
teisions between the races have not
diminished. In some cities, such as

Dttmit, militant whites and blacks
ameared to be observing an uneasy

Riots usually are the consequences of accumulated grievances.
Such uprisings tend to follow a kind
of a cycle that may repeat itself as
unmet complaints begin to pile up.
While no spectacular racial out-break occurred this summer, no one
can predict what the mood and economic conditions of the black muses will be in 1970.

White,BlackRegistration

"On the campus you wear your hair like a banyan
tree, dress like a scarecrow, spout foul language, demend good grades wtihout studying and try to -frightBy Benjamin E. Mays
en the officials and everyone in sight. To proclaim
The ballot will not solve all of the
your manhood, you beat your chest like King Kong
problems but it will make life
Negroes'
and hope like hell you will attract the sex-starved
a little easier for him and the burden a
white broads who want an exotic spree.
little lighter. Black people are a long
long way from achieving economic se"You continually talk about your great African
curity, political equalheritage but you really don't care. You show no inity, and social justice.
terest in what is happening in Africa today. RhoIt is a fact, however,
desia went down the drain before your very eyes and
that he is better off
you said not a mumbling word. The Union of South
in many areas than he
Africa is dominating black Africa more and more and
iv a s because more
you could care less.
blacks are voting. If
Atlanta is better than
"You are angry because„ I said you dream of livother cities in Georing prosperously on a black island in this affluent
gia and most cities of
society in such a manner that you will not be forced
South, it is due in
the
to compete with whites. You seem afraid to get out
measure to
large
a
of the ghetto and you are trying to create a new
kept good
have
Negroes
votes.
black
the
ghetto in your university. Suddenly, to you integrafor
thirty
Atlanta
in
office
in
tion has become irrelevant. Are you afraid of a fu- mayors
result
the
is
mayor-elect
the
ture that might require each individual, irrespective years and
votes.
of his race, to be judged on his own individual merit? of the black

Urban Rioting
Because there has been no majorlratbreak of destruction in large
cifiee-eince April, 1968, Justice Department officials believe that the
era of large-scale urban rioting of
the kind experienced in Los Angeles,. Detroit and Newark in recelit years has come to a close.

••••••
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MY VIEW

"Since I have been black three times longer than
you have, I feel that there are some booby traps along
your way with which I am familiar. I feel an obligation to point them to you. You chaps have a phrase
I like, 'nitty gritty.' I think it means reality. It is
reality I want you to look at and not be afraid. That
is why I want you to forget black magic and concentrate on real black power. Beat wishes for the New
Year."

In registering and voting Negroes
have done well in the South but not well
enough. There are 3,248,000 Negroes
registered in the 11 states of the Old
Confederacy, 136,000 of these registered
since the summer of 1968. According to
the Voter Education Project News,
Black registration in the South climbed
to almost 31i. million during 1969, an
off-election year. As good as this is, it
is not good enough. Let us examine the
fgures presented in the V.E.P. News of
December 4, 1969.
Negroes being down as they are,
there should be at least 90 percent of
adult Blacks in the South registered and
voting. And yet we trail the whites. In
the 11 southern states of the Old Confederacy, there are 20,096,735 white
adults of voting age population and
16,169,000 or 80.4 percent are register-

the same eleven states, there are
d.
5,016,100 Negroes of voting age popllotion and only 3,248.000 or 64.8 perceTt
are registered. If the voting strength
Negroes were brought up to the level .i)1
whites, 800,000 more Negroes would be
registered in the South. Only in Texas is
the percentage of Negro registratipp
considerably higher than that of whites=
73.1 percent Negro and 61.8 percent
whites. In Tennessee almost even-92:-1
percent of the adult Negroes are regis:
tered and 92.0 percent whites.
It is surprising to find that percentage wise, the North and South (7arolinas trail behind other southern states:
In North Carolina the Negro voting 404
population is 550.9213 but the Negro
registration stands at 296,000 or on&
53.7 perient of those qualified to regi;$.ter. South Carolina is only nine-teat
percent better off than North CarolirifE
In Alabama 94.6 percent of white adulk;)
qualified to vote are rekistered whereas
only 61.3 percent of black qualified
adults are registered. In Mississippi the
percentage is 89.8 for the whites atal
66.5 for the blacks. In Louisiana
white percent of registered voters is
87.1, Negroes 60.8.
It is a terrible fact but as I have
said many times before and as Frederick
Douglass said before I was born, the marr
on top never shares his power with tM
man at the bottom without being coerc:
ed. Douglass said it -this way: "Power
concedes nothing"!!
When the Negro gets voting power
politicians will seek his votes and N.
groes will get more and share more
when and where they do vote. We shoultt
never ston until every adult Negro lfaa
registered and vote.

A Point Of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
SWAN SONG
There ought to be a funeral on
Beale Street pretty soon. The
biggest funeral ever held in the
history of the Avenue where the
Blues were born. It ought to be
a funeral in the grand old style
of Beak Street's yesterdays . .
with a processional of walking
and riding mourners . . .with
brass bands . . .plumed black
and white horses . . .and men
and women dressed in uniforms
and in the latest styles. It
Sught to be a funeral .. .out of
because it would
this world
be Beale Street's own funeral.
Beale Street is dead, ready
to be buried. The "Avenue of
Indigo" has been dying 3 long
time. And now the crowbars
and hammers of demolition
crews remind one of the sound
of nails for a forthcoming coffin. Beale Street will soon be
only a dim memory in the back
of the heads of oldsters.
But the saddest aspect of the
whole thing is that there are so
Few true mourners here in

41•1••
•011t

Memphis, the home of Beale first black drugstore filled preStreet. It is paridoxical that so scriptions there.
Beale Street was the cc
few black people have even expressed an interest in what is of night life and fun and rel:grto become of one of the most tion for black men fr3m
famous thoroughfares in t h e rice paddies of Arkansas. Op.
world, a street that was built cane fields of Louisiana, t=.
cotton fields of Mississippi. =by black men and women.
cornfields of Tennessee. Beek
the
produced
The street that
Street was fun. Beale Strut
blues, the direct ancestor of was also tragedy . . .with 12jazz and today's soul music; lence and misery . . .and pow
The street that gave the world duced the blues that said. =f
Handy, the most famed of all I'm feeling tomorrow like41011
black composers. The street feel today. I'm gonna pack 7ei
that housed the Palace Theater grip and make my get awar
from which a significant numBeale Street, the work romi
ber of the nation's most suc- for such men as R. R. Ch
came
entertainers
cess black
Sr and Jr., George W. is,
.. .ranging from Ethel Waters, Robert Henry, 'Peas HWbeit,
to Ella Fitzgerald, Fats'Waller, Atty. B.K. Booth, ITr. L.B.
Duke Ellington, Rufus Thomas man, and too many more=o
and scores of others.
mention here, is falling beti.
Beale Street was the location the program of Urban Rene=
of the first black pr )fessional and in the process Ame/s3
offices in Memphis and t It e and the world is losing an me.
Mid-South. Black doctors first burying a heritage and writ=
practiced there Black lawyers finis to a terrific page in !Auk
first raised their voice there. history. Those who say 'MK'
Black ministers of the gospel stress black history more
soared to famed there. The first ought to remember that Beik
black banks opened there. The Street is history.

•
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AS 8 PICKETS APPEAR

One Miss. High School
Adds 180 Blacks To
360 WhitesSmoothly

• •
COLUMBIA, Miss. — While making sltuitrOt.'"
the furor over the Supreme! Only eight teenagers picketed
Court order f o r Mississippi outside of the school, that has
schools to desegregate on: over 590 students enrolled. The
the last day of 1969, caused picketers carried signs that
upheaval in most of the South,1 read, "Hello no, we won't go,
"Fight HEW," and "Give us
at least one southern school
back."
hefe in this little Mississippi our sciwols
town. made the transition so B. J. Oswalt, principal of
successful the principal Columbia High said the eight
of Columbia High school lahell- students, "don't seem to agree
ed the admittance of 180 black', with us."
students from nearby John J.' He further stated that they
Jefferson school, "a history-' had a right to picket if they
-- wanted to, but, "If they interrupt the school, or try to
hinder anyone they will be
picked up, and booked."
With the incorporation of the
180 students from near-by John
J. Jefferson school, (which.
previously all Negro) the
NASHVILLE — The deadline, enrollment
was
in Columbia is now
for employers to give employone-third black.
, ees their 1969 W-2 Forms, showAs the students g. herecl
„a
ing earnings, inemne tax withheld and SiCial Security infor- the acsembl- hall to h•-.-e re- ' LADIES HELP KNIGHTS -- The 156”
s :.1111(1
•
mation is Monday. February marks by the principal, they
the Mallory Knights Charitable Organioation was a success
"What
were
is
told
hap. that,
.2, 1970, James A. O'Hara, Disbecause such organizations as the Good Friends' :•;,ocial Club
ions BLACK AMERICA," 20-year-old Shirley Washington, trict Director of Internal Rev-, pening, will happen only, once,' responded to the
request for support, and a check for 150.00
teats the temperature of Nassau's crystal-clear water during l enue for Tennessee, said today, and you are a part of it.'
' is seen being presented to the Rev. D. E. Herring by Mrs.
a:four-day vacation in the Bahamas capital. The beauty
W-2's have to be filed with I "Now what are you going
James Williams in her home at 2015 Benford. Standing from
qgten accompanied a group of 125 members of the Bach income tax returns and those to do about it?" asked the
left are .1. 0. cradl-r. chairman; Mrs. Bessie Lancaster,
elan; Book Club of Detroit, Michigan. The Club, which is a
who had more than one job trim figured principal, with the
sibilal organization for single people, was formed in Janu- last year should make sure the. , greying crew cut.
ary, 1969, and already has over 2,000 members. During her ! attach all Forms W-2 when
The students listened as the
slay in Nassau she was a guest at the Prince George Hotel. i they file their returns.
student body presidents of both
schools were summoned to the l
•
j microphone, for brief talks. '
Tommy Barber, the president SAN CLAMENTE Calif. — al
Correctional Institution imof the previously all white
mediately so that, "He can rePresident
Nixon
has
person
1Columbia High School. told the
turn'to the vital work he. was
listening students that the ly ordered the release of Dr.
involved in.
Thomas
W.
Matthew,
head
of
children who were picketing
the
largest
"Of
one
Negro
selfDr..., Matthew, had pleiided
outside were, "either driphelp
organizations
in
the
counguilty
to the chir..;e saying
/
failing
and dczn't haye
outs. or
try, who has, been in jail since he 10d deliverately retrained
anything to lose anyway."
pleading guilty for evading from pai.-ing his iax:-;
,use
"If everybody could just see payment of his Federal income he had.
"dev'ated all his pereverybody else as a human' tax, since Nov. 10.
sonal resources to the organ zabeing," continued the young
tion he Was in-charge of."
Exercising
his
first
executive
student, "it might just turn
clemency order, Nixon order- He said he had not paid an:.
out all right."
ed Dr. Matthew released from taxes in 1963.
"Not only that," he con- the D nbur- Conneticut Feder
The \ a i )nal Economic
cluded. "It would be a big
MONTGOMERY, Ala cently killed by police h're in which HUD handfed across the surprise to everybody."
Archie Johnson, the young
— Richard Boone, the leader what they said was, an arson na_ion last year.
..4ent body peesident
As to blacks and low -or- Negro tti,
rttempi.
of a local civil rights group
Jefferson
at
also encouraged
average-income
inabiipersons
Police Chief D. H. Lackey
here known as the Alabama'
says.that his officers had sur- ty to qualify for mortgages, it the, students to, "go to school.'
Action Committee, has charg-I prised three Negro men in is pointed out that at the new and get your education."
ed that the police, "manufac- the act of setting fire to a -8.5 percent mortgage interest Principal Oswalt finally told
rate, to pay oft a $20,000 mort- the students to, "Just consider
tured," t h e c ricumstances building housing a radio station
gage
in 30 years, will cast a the day, as much like an open.
programming
its
directs
surrounding the shooting deaths that
total of $58,000 in principal and ing day in September as you
of two Negroes who were re- to the Negro community. He
could have in January."
said the three men had fled, interest,
2 limit
Crisco
3 lb. can
and were shot when they failed
to heed three warnings by the
•
police to halt.

Deadline Is Set
For W-2 Forms

7

IN.: ;he Res. Mr. Herring, Harry L. Strong, founder
and di.ector; Mrs. Damask Williams, president; Mrs. Estella Johnson, chaplain, and Mrs. Cora Franklin, assistant
business manager. Seated from left are Mrs. Ora Lee Durham, vice president; Mrs. Alberta Lee, sergeant-at-arms;
Mrs. Ida Walls, chairman of Entertainment Committee,..and
Mrs. [Attie Covington, business manager.

1
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Nixon Orders Release OfLeader In Tax Case

Rights Leader, Ex-111
Claims Cops Yelled 'Arson
After Shooting 2 Blacks

Growth
and
Reconstruction
Organization, (N E G
operates the largest private
de-toxiticati ai hospital for drug
addicts in New York, and runs
a transpoitan system in the
Watts area of Los Angeles to
help Negroes get j ibs in other
parts of the city.
President Nixon is said to
have felt that Dr. M itthew's
continued absence would
threaten the existance of many

activities of NEGRO.
Ronald Zieglar, Whitr'House
Press Secretary said however
that his release in .ne.t.way
indicated .hat the president
was goin 1. soft on hw— and
order.
He said that Dr. Matthesi had
made to Imay the penalty.
One of Mr. Nixon's' 'major
domestic goals is to eneltirage
massive volunteer programs
such as the one Dr. "Matthew
••
reads.
ft

OPEN 24
HOURS'
il
PAY
closed all day fanday....

Pi▪ckett Signs

Two other men in the car
were arrested. One was identified as Ronald Dorsey, 24. of
New York City.
Two sounded men managed
NEW YORK City — Wilson
Pickett. one of the nation's hot- to get into a waiting car,
test soul singers, signed a which was overtaken and stoplongterm contract with Atlantic ped five blocks from the scene
records last week that could of the alleged crime.
guarantee him as much as The two were pronounced,
$150,000 a year in royalty pay- dead on arrival at a Montments.
gomery hospital They have nott
Recently returned from a' yet been identified.

Veg. Shortening

WHY BE SICK WHEN
YOU CAN BE WELL!

$150,000 Pact

successful European t o u r, So while Negroes technically
Pickett inked the pact with have the right and due-process,
Jerry Wexler, Executive Vice channels via Housing Dept conPresident of the disc firm, who ciliation or suits through the
termed it one of the best con- courts to buy or rent any availtracts" that a record star ever' able property anywhere, officisigned.
al like Senator William Proxi-I
mire, Wisconsin_ Democrat,,
With Atlantic since 1964, the and Congressman Wright
former PrAtville, Ala., gospel Patman, Texas Democrat, are
singer is also a topflight simg- fearful that not enough houses
writer, having penned many will be built nor will blacks be
of his record hits that include able to get mortgage and cre"Funky Broadway", "Hey dit to buy housing.
Jude", "Stagger Lee" and In
A series of hearings by Sena-!
The Midnight Hour."
tor Proxmire's Senate Banking
Joining the Falcons vocal subcommittee are set to begin,
group in Detroit in '59, Pick- next Wednesday. Jan. 14. on
ett's exciting style quickly won bills to increase the amount
him new found fame. With of iow-cost credit—including .
the Falcons he wrote" I found housing—in poverty areas.
A Love" which became their As to protested violations of
biggest hit. And when he left the U. S. Housing laws, Samuel
them in '63 to do a single, his Simmons, black Assistant Secfirst song, "If You Need Me", retary at HUD, predicts that
won the raves of disc jockeys there will be many more complaints in 1970 than the 920
acmes the nation.

Dr. James M. Durston
The Southaven Chiropractor
1551 State Line Road
Southaven, Mill.
HOURS
Mon.-Wed.-Fri
9-12 2-8
Tues.-Thurs.
2-5 Only
Phone: 393-2399
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
I have been sickly for years with swelling in my
feet and legs. At times my joints would be so stiff
it was difficult to walk. I also had neck pains and
stiffness, and I awakenend every morning with
terrible headaches which progressively got worse as
the day wore on. All this not only made me extremely nervous, but I was having hallucinations...
I was seeing things that I knew were not there!
All during this time I had been going to several
doctors without results. Their shots and pills did
not help me one bit I was desperate. Finally, one
day I saw one of Dr. Durston's newspapers in
which my very condition was described. It also
offered free x-ray examination to save the poor
person some money. Right then and there I decided to 00 to Southaven.

Daisy Brand

3 limit

Hawaiian

Monday, January 12- 7:30 A.M.
to 3 P.M.

KIMBERLY - CLARK.
CORPORATION
Aa

Equal Opportunity Employer

250

SOUTH-1232 L SHL1.8.Y DRIVE (WHITEHAYM

Punch

Reg.

250
Big 29 oz. can

Sacramento halves

Pears

EAST-5014 POPLAR (,A1 MENOENHAW
•
MIDTOWN --162OliADISON

Westpac Frozen

3 limit

Syrup

790

lb

59'40'
24 oz.

Dill Spears

49.*

Krcift

,
18 oz.

Apple Jelly

29(0
S. 1) k

Duncan Hines
white,vellow. lemon,
devils food, or orange. 18,/2 oz.

29*

:Me 1

K./aft
1 000 Island pourable.,
Fryers
u p perr.
.
39
3:
5
Dressing 16 oz. 49:

Cake Mix 3 limit 3
/890 4
3 limit

24 oz.

Heinz Kosher

center cut boo•lass chuck

2 limit

Self Rising

5 lb. Bag

Fred Montesi

HEAVY
BEEF
Roaz2

20 oz.
Poly bag

Baby Green Limas 20*
Meal

Vermont Maid

290

3 lirnit

Mothers Best

U.S. NO.: CHOICE

leggedrut

24 oz.

A

Duncan Hines

11111

Biead Sandwich Loaf 19•1
Fred Montesi

yellow qtrs.
lb. 150

Pancake Mixes 45*.

Ham
Slices

Land 0' Lakes

Grade AA

Butter "4ct,?sre

center cut lb. 1.09

lb

79

Big Top

18oz.

"'resit

10 lb. dab

Luncheon Meat

Heinz

PORK
Chitterlings

1 2 or. can

Armour's Treet

FREE SPINE X-RAYS

Peanut Butter

liquid qt.

Dish Detergent 3 1.00

. Du on x
0
ms
Ilk, the newspaper stated. After studing the x-ray,
I was aiven my first chiropractic adjustment and I
immediately felt better. The next morning I
awakened without a headache. Now, after a
period of time, my swelling has left. My neck is
not stiff any more, my nerves are much better
and I have ouit seeing things that were not there.
I want to say thanks to the Lord for the
guidance of the Holy Spirit that directed me to Dr.
Durston, the "Southaven Chiropractor," and I wish
that all sick peoole would 90 to my chiropractor
for they, too, can obtain better health at lower
cost.
Mrs. Hattie Payne
310 Railroad Avenue
Hernando, Mississippi

.J

2 lb. box

-

DRAFTSMAN

521-0221 • Station 202

MEMPHIS' kAii.GE1.-;-ftloii STORES

3 limit 46 or. can

Veg. Oleo.
it

To apply call:

8 oz. pkg.

Cream Cheese

Fred Montesi

NEED SKILLED DESIGNER-DRAFTSMAN.
CONSIDERABLE EXPERIENCE IN MECHANICAL AND APPLICATION DESIGN
NECESSARY.
ENGINEERING DEGREE
NOT REQUIRED BUT MUST HAVE MORE
THAN HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA.

790

49*

pail 40

.

404.1.7a.

Fred Montesi
DETERGENTS

Big family size

Ketchup
mei

49*

26 oz

390

Pillsbury Cinnamon

Rolls

91/2 OZ .

1.1tfl

27*

FRED rgeruNTF

Giant Size
WITH COUPON & 5.00 addit. GROCERY PURCHASE

,

..„
Tide 251 09 ca.
Fab 251 49 oz..:

DETERGENTS
Fred Montesi 81 47

oz.
With coupon and 5.00 o ld.tienot purchase •ef..elinet-:
ir
, valo• of coupon rn•rehiandi•• I fresh 'silk pruducrs
end tobacco olso eircluded .n contellone• -.it',
Ira). rirsopon •sp.res noon Wednesday Jan 21st.owls
.'
, Anti freeze
putchss• not included in mow' re
:: dooption . ONE r.:OUP01- PER FAMILY PIN
WEILIVV:

.:::....:.::,:.x.:,..x.x.:.:.:.:.::::::•....;•:•;;•:•:•:•:•• ••:•:•••:•%:•:•••••:•;•:•:•:•:•:.:•:•:•:•:•• ••••

FRED MONTESI Country Stylg
2 lb. bog

Pure Pork

SAUSAGE
Fresh

89*

Ground

Short Rib of
Befchoi•

per lb. 411011r.
for boiling

HAMBURGER

7$.:

Slab BACON

THROUGH JANUARY 21, 1970
4 lb. pkg. or more

pet lb.

••
WI I

sliced per. lb. OS

57
lb.

•/Ia.

•

9

-•••• •hir•41111•1,ft._••••

4,0.p.mr..-4sumb,44.

4,11.1•44•4441,

•••41. MP

,
41.4,mor.
4.44.4.4.....~4160

4•4?••••

•••••• •••/

> -.411
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Society
Merry

4,4).
.
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•
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The Business Men and Women's Friendly Club behrits
annual Christmas party In the
dining room of the Universal
Life Insurance Company "'bn
Tuesday night, Dec. 30, a n d
secret pals were revealed - for
the year.
The highlight of the eveniic,.,
was the address given by.Edward L. Watson, manager,„of
the Memphis branch of Atlanta
Life Insurance Company.
He was introduced by Jackson Gales, vice president of the
club, who was responsible for
Mr. Watson going into the -insurance business.
Mr. Watson was lavish in his
praise to the club, and to mt.
Gales, who is known to- the
younger set at Atlanta Life as
"Pops."
The January meeting of the
club will be held in the home
of Mrs. Sammie Cross on Piedmont.
Mrs. Spencer Brooks is presi.
dent of the club and Mrs. D.W.
Bailey reporter.
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was here from New York City
,where he is associated with
Columbia University and liar
km Hospital. On the distaff;
Warliese (Mrs. Th.d.i
side .
*us) Horne feted the Flamin-!
_i go bride set at her hubby's
ammo..
— place, The Living Room Satur
day evening.
"
111:=NeeliS to defeat the
• partaking of the hospitality of The gals were delighted with
tilijiMystero, rather than the congenial pair were Hazel her private "January White
indi
Is who are caught and Glen Strickland, Jed and Sale" and carting home the
in MIL system. And one Jean Dreifus, the Jerrold bounty were Eleanor (M r s.
goes on Iselieviug that Moores, Tillie and Harold Wha- Gartner) Currie, those no iron
somehow this is the impor- lum, Reva and Fred Cook, the isheets, Chastene (Mrs. James)
tant Sling, to get rid of the
Marvin Ratifiers, Pat and Or-'Cowan, a blanket and Jea n
evil sy stem and not the in• ville Carey, Margaret Ann and (Mrs. Robert) Yarbrough, a
dividual who happens to
Dr. Oclis Strong, Peggy a n d set of colorful towels.
he misguided, who was Nelson Fowlkes, Dorothy and
Envying the winners but detaught wrong. The thing to Mori Greiner, Frances and
claring 'all's fair in love and
do is to get rid of the sys- Rev. Ben L. Hooks, Elsie and
Vera (Mrs. George)
tem and thereto% create a .Atty. Walter Bailey, Carolyn ;war' were
!Clark, Rio (Mrs. Henry) Jack•
moral balance within socie- Lynn and David Yellin. Gladys
•son, Jessie (Mrs. Willie) Presr. EdwardReed, a n ley, Wilma (Mrs. Leonard)
tY." Martin Luther King, Jr.
We're glad your TSD comes scads more,
Campbell, Bertha (Mrs. Raynit on Wednesday so we have, And the Shonees and Monmond) Dillard, Mary (M r s.
he opportunity to encourage lettes chose the holiday season
Howard) Robertson, Vera Ste,-ou to attend the Martin Luth-!to install their new officers for:venson, Fannie (Mrs. Dorsey)
ex Wag, Jr., Birthday Observ.!the year. They're a young, giftWest and guest Odestine (Mrs.
ance Thursday at 8 p.m, in the ed and black group of teen- James) Herndon.
North Hall of The Auditorium. agers who're quite civic mindAnd the Co-Ettes braved the
The Rev. Mose Pleasure, Jr.. ed.
pastor of Macedonia Baptist Installing the officers was the ice Sunday to attend their
Church will be the speaker. Rev. James Smith who was re- meeting with Marva Gossett
Rev. Pleasure was Dr. King's cently elected president of the'as hostess with her sister Gail
Assistant Pastor at the Dex- Longview Civic Club where;assisting her ,in receiving the
ter Avenue Baptist Church in 'most of the youths live. Man- teenage lovelies. They're the
daughters
of the George Gosts
Montgomery.
rice Reed, accepted the gavel
The Rev. James M. Lawson, of presidency, Joyce Packer, is
another close f fiend of Dr. Vice-President. and Emmitt They were busily planning a
The 35th Ward City Beautiful
King's is the speaker it the Miller is first Vice-President. bang-up time for Negro History
Week which will also include
Club honored Mrs. A.L. HiaFisk University observance of,
Secretaries of the youthful itheir Charity Ball which was
gins at a surprise birthday
Dr. King's birthday,
group are Carolyn Manner and!cancelled in deference to the
party on the eve of her 82nd
iloliaTY—Fare .. . Gwen and illortia Fisher, she's the immeStation
Radio
Golden.
Other guests are Mrs. Joan E.
ifive ministers being in jail durbirthday on Tuesday night, Dec.
FUND RAISING BANQUET — The Hyde Park-Hollywood
the Rev. S. "Billy" Kyles held diate past president. oops! we
WI.OK; and Miss Eunice Carruthers, owner of Unis of
ing the holidays.
at
banquet
30,
at the home of Mrs. Mange
raising
fund
a
presented
League
recently
Civic
open house during the holidays almost missed another secreMemphis Style Shop. Proceeds from the affair will be
speaker
Redmond of 307 Edsel st.
at the
on South Parkway, tary, Deborah Grundy. Jerry Wendy Corley, is the pert the Mahalia Jackson Chicken Hall, and the guest
used to renovate the League's building for community projwas Juvenile Court Judge Kenneth Turner, being welcomed
Mrs. Higgins, who lives at '55
East. Iheldentally, the Kyles NorveU, is chairman of mem- • little prexy and others endorsects.
League.
Byof
the
Charlotte
president
ing
ideas
were
left,
extreme
Myers,
here by C. B.
W. Trigg ave., has been known
were to have been dinner hosts,bership and Regina Wright is
as a devoted civic worker., in
to Dr. King on the eveniiig he 'chairman of the sunshine corn- num, Brenda Batts with greetWright, Pa- STOP SIGNS RAZED
ings rom e Houston
the city of Memphis and :rewas vsassinated.
woman Shirley Chisholm spoke lAndetta Brandon, Othella Ma. Steinberg, Rosalyn
mittee.
SHELBYVILLE, lii. — (UPI)
she visited Barbara Adams
Guest: oming an i going and Charlene Tinsley orated Mar- during the holidays, Barb was for the Memphis Co-Ettes; Fe- rie Sawyer, Cecelia Payn e, ris Brown, Michele Peacock, — All signs are go here until calls many of the important.
civic and social happenings in
—
Marie
tin Luther King. Jr.'s "The NeCongress-Iecia Moss, Willa Mathews,!Wanda Weathers, Rhonda Sanda Peace, Ethel
the town's 24 stop signs, des- the history of Memphis. He r
gro and the Constitution" and,here last June when
Sengstacke, Janice Walker and troyed by vandals, are replacfriends' and admirers span the
Juanita Clark, recited "The ,
Shackelford.
ed — and that wont' be for many social and economic
Theresa
Resolution of the Negro
quite a while.
strates of the city.
Youth."
Linda Hargraves and Carol
Maaayor James Finds said
Mrs. Myrtle Fisher and Mrs.
Thompson, advisors to t h e Wednesday night riders in cars The party doubled as an anCatherine Bowers are advisors
bulldozed t h e nual Christmas party for th'e
and trucks
group were also on hand.
o the group.
signs.
The sins club.
town's
stop
And the members of Alpha
To Be Young, Gifted and cannot be replaced until the
Among the members present
Kappa Alpha Sorority issued
the din- frozen grounds thaws, Finds were Mrs. Joseph P. Dobbs.
theme
of
;Hack
is
the
bids to their formal at the RIpresident; Mrs. Ida Robinson,
ner honoringZ Al Bell, Execu- said.
vermont with promises of fanMrs. Ernestine Buntyn, Mrs.
- —
tastic fun that became a realitive Vice-President of Stax Re- FIRST FOR CITY'
Noble Young, Mrs. M at y
ty when they all "Swung into
cording Company J.:nuary 31. Mrs. Dorothy I. Balliva, 43, • Mick*, Mrs. Bessie Clebthe Seventies."
in the Albert Pick Motel. Jer- Wednesday filed the fir st rooks, Mrs. Adelaide Randle,
A slough of bachelors returnry Wexler. Vice-President At. divorce suit in Chicago in 1970. Mrs. Martha Lee Watkins, Mrs.
ed home for the holidays to
She said she had not seen Addie Wright, Mrs. Lula While,
, lantic Recording Co. and the
squire the girls around town.
her husband. Patrick. since two Mrs. Beatrice Thornton, Mrs.
Jackson,
Director
Rev.
Jesse
111/ as.....
.
11/ all Dr. James Strickland was here
of SCLC's Operation Breadbas- days after they were married Vivian Washington and MrS.
CHICKEN SPECIAL
rorri his post at Florida Mal,
Lula Hill.
ket are among the speakers for II years ago
is
was Dr. William MeCray
the occasion.
`r,)m Grambling College, then
Edward Conyers was here from
• In ant Out of Town . . . Yola
he Windy City where he teach:
691 So. Parkway E
9
and Florzelle Moore were here
2405 So. Bellevue
1
with the city school system,
over the weekend from
943 So. 1rd • 293 E. McLemore
nd George Cox was here from
visiting their sister and
PRE-FINISHED
348 Vance Ave. at 4th
F. T. where he's pursuing doeMattie and WhitFri., Jan.16, Sat.,Jan 17,
oral studies.
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cording at Star.
Elisa and Joanne Walker and
heir pretty little Misty were
9S.) •\ 1,t more
here from Chicago visiting re- 1
348 Vance Me. at 4th
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INC.
I AtANALIA JACKSON I see State University visitin::
MAN
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fiancee
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Lindsey and
I
DONUT SHOP
1
her family. He's one of those.
.7. 1 Doz.
golfers who comes here for
82B. Broadway
14 raarl
1121 Meld.
150s N.
Dial 6314411
Dial 22b-3111
Dial 118-4518
Diol 327-4127
Iiiigulor Price
tournaments.
Fairreet
City,
Ark.
Illeawahla,
Ti..,
Gressids„
Memphis,Tenn.
And little Debbie Evans was
72nd Doz.
1
here from Chicago visiting her
1/2 Price
dad. Harold Evans and aunts
63E. McLemore
Minerva Jane Johnican a n d
3915 Vance Ave. at 4th
1. fitootCP2i.,Jan.16, Sat., Jan. 17.1 Sue (Mrs. P. L.) Buford and
le, WITH COUPON—
making all the pre-teen parties
Litierr 2 TO CUSTOMER
with her cousin Judy Burford.
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14 No. Main Street

(Downstairs)

527-3619
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WLOK Presents at the
MID-SOUTH
COLISEUM

SLICK BLACK
DOUBLE ACTION

/COLORS RAY HAIR BM

2DRESSES HAIR IIPIAU
AT YOUR DRUGGIST

dimmommink-r,
THURMAN

100% Human Hair
SHORTIE WIG
.....
.
510"
TAPERED WIG .............$12"
HAND MADE WI6......

the TAILOR

COMPLETE TAILORING
SERVICE NOW EMPLOYS
PAUL NELSON
94 So. Main
1, •

Year
End
Sale!

PH. 525-8698
a., • mastIr Charge

Ask for Paul.

4

In
4

7

One Night Only!!
Sunday Jan. 25th

7:00 PM

All Seats Reserved!!!

PURE
ali
CANE

CONCERTS

73 •
Sr

12
4

3-4-5 dollars

For ticket information & Reservations: call MID-SOUTH

COLISEUM BOX Office 274-7400- Goldsmith's ticket
office Poplar Tunes-Home of Blues-Record World
Records or Popeye Records,

Honor

EXPERT STYLING 3.50
BASK AMERICARD

LAY

ikAY

MASTER CHARGE
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Boycott Hurting
In Port Gibson
PORT GIBSON, Miss. —. elude the removal of the enThe.. old adage, "United we , tire police force in Port Gibson,
stand, divided we fall," is be- and the hiring of blacks in
ing tried, tested, and proven. banks %and stores, appointhere in this small Mississippi ment of Negroes to local public
town," as Negroes move into offices, and paving and street
their fourth year of conducting lightening in black neighbora boycott against white mer- hoods.
chant's, that is so effective, it
Davis contends
has rendered the most adverse Ex-Mayor
that the Negroes are asking for
blow- to the towns economy,
ever recorded in it's economic things that the city," can't do,:
and haven't got the money to
history.
Mere than a dozen white busi-,do."
nesses have folded since blacks' Robert Vaghan, a state legisbegan boycotting Port Gibson'lator who operates a feed mill
stores April 1. 1966. Others 1 and lumber business says the
tind..their business is off as boycott is, "100% effective "
much as 60 per cent. The Willie Hays, a laundry operatown's sale tax collections have tor says he had about 150 black
families back trading with
been,cut nearly in half.
Beleagured white merchants him, but-now, "I've still got
clothes from some who haven't
now are pressing a lawsuit
even
been back to pick them
seeking $3.5"million in damages
up."
from civil rights organizations
Many of the - white merinvolved in the boycott.
There is a Federal Law that chants lament that the boycott
larbids the boycotting of any leaders don't want the boycott
any business in this country. to end.
However, despite the anti-res- "They say they are going to
run things, and take things
MISS HAMILTON HIGH for 196940 is Debra Henry, statutraint-of-trade statutes, courts
over." says Bill Lumm, a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Henry of 1522 Merlin
esque
have ruled there is nothing
clothing store owner. "Nothing
ave., and a senior who was elected to the honor at one of
wrong in consumer groups
anybody suggests would do any
the most exciting campaigns in the history of the school.
promoting selective buying of
good."
She competed with seven other girls for the title.
i, ta
goods.
o far the chief concession
resulting from the Port Gibson
boycott has been the removal
of "white." and "colored:'
signs from the doors of public
restrooms.
Black gains made outside of.
thelioycott have been the, elec-,
tion' of four Negroes to county
offices, hiring of Negro policemen, and the admission of 20k
blacks to white schools.
Negotiations at ending the
boycott broke down three:
months ago.
It-Is reported that blacks herel
don't even bother to make usel
of their food stamps, to avoid'
dealing with white merchantsl
during the boycott.
The Port Gibson boycott is
one sif several boycotts still unsettled in Mississippi. Boycotts
ended in Fayette and Natchezthe next two towns-south of
Port Gibson on U. S. 61—after
whites agreed to give blacks
courtesy titles, and equal job
opportunities.
The boycott was waning a
y.eear ago, and white merchants here began to breathe,
easier, believing that it wasi
all over, but then a white po-'
licernan shot and killed a young
Negro named Roosevelt Jackson, while attempting to arrest
him, and the incident fanned
the boycott flames - once again.
A witness insisted that the
policetnan
had
h eld
the
young Negro's arms, and shot
him," jn cold blooded murder."
tors
Negro leader Charles Evers
immediately put aside his cam.
01
paign for Mayor of nearby
Fayette, and personally led new
demonstrations in support of
t 1
You'll wear Stacy -Adams Shoes
the boycott.
for years--knowing they're the
White merchants now contend
that t he boycott is stronger
finest vou can buy. Fine handthan ever. Former Mayor Ed
1",11
craftsmanship , _rich styling..
Davis says the demands made
luxurious leathers . ,. assure
by Negroes here are unreasonyou
instant and everlasting
able:and cannot be met by the
comfort--plus smart good looks
white merchants.
that'll carry you through many
Uniettled boycott demands in. seasons.

TO 1ELINQUENT
TAXPAYERS

You are advised that after February1,1970 additional penalties
and costs will be imposed in consequence of suits to be filed
for enforcement of the lien for taxes against land; until the
filing of such suits, taxes may be paid at my office.
RILEY C.

1968

GARNER,
COUNTY TRUSTEE

Classified
•

'tos

Experience in Metal Assemi,
line/liner% }firth School gi
prc,en eupervisorN
t'all 525-4052
for appointment

30/60 Day Charge-6 Month Revolving
Charge. ..
Bankamericard - Mastercharge
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U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

FRESH WATER -"FAMILY PAK"

BOSTON ROLL

CATFISH
STEAKS

or E-Z-Carve Rib Roast lb.

C.:1\

A Division of
Ca.. be.
SU N. Main 9t.
am al opportunity emPln2v,

89C

lb4.„ ,„,.

20

BANQUET
CREAM PIES

KROGER
SUGAR

9

2

5-lb. bag

4 1 -lb. 8-oz. loaves

with our coupon offer

tos

GRAPEFRUIT

94
9 6

49

5-lb. bag

20-lb. bag9

12

FRYING CHICKEN
BACON
CS
EATMORE OLEO

w,„

9,500
121 E:McKellar
4 rooms. 1 bath. frame 250 down

NO DISCRIMINATION
Long term, 8% Loans Available

ANYONE CAN BUY
See Any Broker

Name
Address
City

2 b'.

2 bchs

29c

BONUS COUPON

29C

75,

1 20
A

APPLES

10 for
COUPON

opSlo•
AN,

$5.00 purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
products and in addition to any other purchase requirements.
Good thru Tues., Jan 2n

limit one
""."
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TOP VALUE
STAMPS

Beasley-Jones-Ragland-Bias 'y Jones-Rag anti

lb 33

lb. 69C
5111.00

FRESH GREENS

I 99 Sill'TR +4 %IN ',Hit I- I

PZ3

Parts

FOR IXTIta TOP vaLUI STAMPS

100 EXTRA

1031.. Bradley
9.500
4 rofints, 1 bath, frame- 250 dowm

735 P.:Mallory
9,750
6 rorigns, 1 bath, brick- 500 down

Mixed

Style

"
\

.......
Beasley-Jon•s-Ragland
99 South Main Street
Memphis Tenn. 38103

for

Cut-up

Washington State Red or Golden Delicious

.984 Decatur
8,950
7 rooms. 1 bath, brick -150 dowm

TEMPLE
ORANGES

RED
POTATOES

TEXAS RUBY OR MARSH SEEDLESS

Collards. Tut nlp or Mustard

1468 Boxwood St.
9,500
4 moans 1 bath frame -250 down

SANDWICH'
BREAD 777

14-oz. pkg.

SWEET POTATOES

• Carneslis twine

FOR SALE BY
V.S. GOVERNMENT
• VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

FRESH PICNIC

SLICED

ECUMMINS
• RECON
A

You can't do as well
anywhere else!

Shelby County Realty Tax

Beasley ohnes-Ra land -Beasley -Jones -

PRODUCTION
FOREMAN

...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY...
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS! —
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$5.00
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Sports Horizon l

the victors over Kansas City f
and Oakland in the first twc
sears, and the New Yark Jet.
becoming the initial AFL winner
with their upset over BaltiK.C. TAKE'S SUPER
Chiefs secondary had the Min- more last year. The Chiefs
Me Kansas City Chiefleamay nesota receivers well covered pulled tthemselves iogether and
have -hacked
into the Super Kapp had three passes stolen gained some revenge with
Bowl alter losing twice tie the by the alert Willie Lamer, John- their upset over the Vikings
04444 Raiders, but the AFL ny Robinson, a n d 1.ninett Coach Hank Strum would have
Chain pions
cornpletely
liked nothing better than a win
out- Thomas.
played the Minnesota Vikings After Minnesota came back over Green Bay, however, 1:m
to .vzin the fourth and tinal 'Sup- with a third quarter touchdown sure the Chiefs will settle for
er Bowl last Sunday afternoon on Dave Osborne's four yard the beautiful trophy and $15,000
23-7 before over ao,oto fans iii jack-knife to make the score 16- paycheck.
New Orleans.
BIG SHOW
7 the Chiefs Lenny Dawson,
Bowl
w as
Super
The Chiefs took the game to carrying an additiOnal mental T h e
the champions of the the Na- load because his name being gigantic in every respect. The
uonal Football League from the mentioned in a nationwide Southern University band furnoutset with soccer style kicker gambling investigation, hooked ished the background for the
Jan Sterierud kicking three of up with end Otis Taylor on a recreation of the Battle of New
three field goal attempts and 47 yard piss to ice the game. Orleans. Trumpet stars Al
little Mike Garrett bouncing It was like homecoming for Hirt and Doc Severinson blendwho
played
c o I- ed in with the famed Lionel
ever from the five to give Taylor
Kansas City an unexpected 16-0 legiate ball 86 miles north of Hampton. 'Officials for the
New Orleans at Southern Uni- game were well paid with each
lead at halftime.
versity in Baton Rouge. Daw- receiving $1,500.
Minnesota was favored by
BLUES GET SKIPPER
two touchdowns with a front son completed 12 of 17 passes.
Academic Achievement trophy to Carmen
At a luncheon at Tim Mc Car- COACH JAKE GAITHER, great coach of the
Frank
Pitts,
who
broke
away
four which has terrorized opJones, a member of A&M's football team.
on a pair of big gainers on the ver's last week Memphis Blues Florida MN football team. .econd from
ponents all season long. How- end
The awards were presented recently at the
around plays, led the Chiefs general manager Will Carru- right, accepts a gift from Jim Mack, presivorr4lse Chiefs defense, led by in pass receiving and rushing. thers
Woolworth-sponsored Coaches and Players
announced that Johnny dent of B&C Associates, Inc. on behalf of
its hard charging quartet of
Breakfast before
Ftorida A&M-GramblAntonelli would pilot the Mem- the F. W. Woolworth Co. Aubrey C. Lewis,
Aaron Brown. Buck Buchanan, Next year the AFL will be'
Woolworth Executive Office Personnel Hen.
ling football game in the Orange Blossom
phis
Blues
in
the
Texas
League
Cusip--Culp, and Jerry Mays, known as the American Conferresentative, presents the annual Woolworth
tlaasic.
held the potent Vikings of- ence with the addition of NFL'in 1970 Antonelli was being re'warded
for
a
fine
job
as
fense in check. When the fierce Cleveland, Pittsburgh. a n d •
parti
rommoriow
wwwwwwi
line rushes weren't smearing Baltimore. So the Super Bowl is', time coach for last season's
Texas
League
champs.
quarterback Joe Kapp the history now with Green Bay
WI LL KEEP
Antonelli, who played for the
i Mem OAS Chicks, had been
CHILDREN
away from baseball for 19 years
for
!before last year. He will reWORKING MOTHERS
place Roy McMillan who left
the Mets organization to accept
a Moore
a toadying position in the,
l American League with Seattle.
i Antonelli was pleased with the
MEMPHIS -L. Stax' Executive 1969. Smith taught Physical
'Mets' decision and so were sev, a-al members of the Blues. The Vice President, Al Bell, an- Science and History at Carver
,4 year old Antonelli went to nounced today the appaintment High School in Lonpke, ArCAN YOU USE
John Smith, Stax' Statis'Catholic where played for Car- of
kansas.
ruthers. The Blues will open tician and Market Analyst, to
MORE
isprang training about March 15; the newly created position of Smith was graduated from
to
Assistant
Administrative
at St. Petersburg, Florida with
Kansas University at Lawrence;
other members of the Mets' the Executive Vice President. Kansas and received his Mk
Before coming to Stax in June ' in Physical Science from St.!
farm system.
LOCATIONS
MAry's University at San
./HERE FOLKS UKE YOU
Antonio, Texas.
GET PREFERENTIAL

Smith Appointed
Assistant To Bell

Tri-State Defender

Pi! BONANZA

Enter my name in

the..

Tri•State Defender
Easter Contest
Name
Address
Telephone No
Number Copies sold January 10

Prizes Given
At Meeting Of
Elemestosa

Mail coupon or give to Routeman

J
Fill out coupon
All carriers must turn in Customer List
No Base shall be less than 25 copies
Points will be awarded for weekly iFICI,7'?
Points for Prompt Payment
Contest begins with copies sold January 10
Contest ends with March 21 copies sold

PRIZES!!! PRIZES!!! PRES!!!
Tape Recorders!!!
Watches!

Walkie Talkie!!!

A large number of Greeks and , of Directors of Family Service.
their non-Greek guests are ex- ' He served 5 and a half years'
pected to attend Memphis Pan- as assistant United States AtHellenic Council's eighth annual torney far West Tennessee. He
-Greek of the Year- Awards was a recent recipient of the
Dinner, Friday January' 23, at L.M. Graves Memorial Health
7 P.M. in the Mahalia Jaokson Award and an outstanding HowExecutive Center, 705 South ard University Alumni Award.
He is married to the former
Parkway East.
BoliThe 1970 recipient will be se- Miss Evie L. Randolph of
teaches at
lected by a panel of non-Greek var, Tennessee, who
They are
judges from nominees submit- Hamilton High School.
the parents of two young sons.
ted by each graduate academic
'sorority and fraternity, based
,on outstanding service to their
.organizations and the commtrity.
Last year's co-recipients were
Mrs. Charle P. Roland, Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority and immediate past president of Memphis Pan-Hellenic Council and
the Rev. Ezekiel Bell, Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, pastor of The Eiemeste-,a Club met at
Parkway Gardens Presbyterian the home of Mrs. Pearlie Pugh
Church and immediate past recently. and presiding was the
president .of the Memphis president, Mrs. Alma Patton.
'Branch NAACP.
After a delicious menu was
The guest speaker for the oc- served, members played bridge
casion will be Judge C. Odell'and prizes were awarded.
'Horton of Division IV of the
Criminal Couns and former di- First prize of a bar block was
:rettor of Health Services of the won by Mrs. Marilee Scott
:City of Memphis. He is a na- Second prize a monkey pad,
tive of Bolivar, Temsessee, was won by Mrs. Patton, and
'graduate of Morehouse College third prize of a paper towel
and Howard University L a w holder, was Won by Mrs. Bee
School. who began law practice Allen.
here in 1957.
Other members present were
, His memberships include the Mesdames Katie McGuire, Ida
Senior Steward Board of Vt. Winfrey, Dorothy Ingram, Ida
"IsL:ah CME Churc h, an , Jackson, Thelma Pickett, Mar\ AACP Life Member and a ian Parker. Lola Mae Thomparmer member of the Board son and Elizabeth- Stokley.

1

PH. FA7-6033

Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!.

Buy Bonds

r—TI
LTITIAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 178 BEALE STREET JA 6-5300

. . . . . . .41 .41-1 041.4vs.1 0,1 10-41.1.1 0-1 1 m.
1
LEARN TO DRIVE

If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever

4

In Getting Driver License

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

4
4

40-40-40-••••••410.1041N0

OneYearService-No Extra Char
Including Parts, Labor and Service Call
Within 25 miles radius of Memphis city limits.

On All

gNu

Color Console TV's

We Do Our Own Service

FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 2$
MILES RADIUS OF MEMPHIS

17 RADIO
DISPATCHED TRUCKS
Limited Time Offer

NEW ZENITH COLOR
COMMANDER
Now one inolo

Vitt Coed rait,

brightness in
proper balance simultaneously
stay
perfectly in
—and they
balance as you adjust the rel.
or picture to match changing
light levels in the room.
There's .0 looger any loeimli /6
tura separate control,.
CO:0, I..L

erttA

WE DO
OUR
OWN SERVICE

Charming E.rly
Americus snilest
compact console in
genuine Maple V.41.01
and select hardwood
nelnk exclusive fa
ilocarefive Inlet aiwi

SPACE HOUSE CLEANING

trim s'-.r

All Types of Cleaning.

Spirits?.

1110 qcgky !!rfroinolEfiut

ALL NEW 1970

"WE CLEAN UP MORE HOMES
THAN BEULAH OR HAZEL"

274-4114

O.Z. EVERS

sayo bundle!,

The ASHY
Motel A4114111

Floor Cleaned & Waxed $5.00 up

CALL
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

SERVICE

"NO PLACE TO SMALL OR LARGE"

Transistors!!!!

Tirents.toaouts
SAMS IMIU-111111
cen sod and Bonded
Call before you are,
E ra r r mad
•
"WE KILL TO LIVE"

E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.

CASH'?
CITY FINANCEEENT

The duties of the new Administrative Assistant will bel
in all administrative functions
, of the company.

PEST
Ennesmos co.

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates

1111

EASTER
BUNNY
Pan-Hellenic Dinner_
CONTEST Is Set For Jan. 23
All Carriers Eligible

I

L

MOVING?

FINE-FURNITURE STYLED

SOUll-STATE CONSOLE STEREO
WITH FM/AM/STEREO FM Ft A010

"It's Lucky For Me"
3471 Poplar at Highland
1471 Florida at Parkway
4804 Nervy Rd., Millingtor
549 South Parkway East
661 Chelsea
4280 Macon Road
152 E. Shelby Drive
2219 Florida

1478 National
3152 Johnson
4701 Highway 51 South
2481 Dwight Road
2121 Young Avenu•
4571 Quince
5205 Highway 61 S.
1693 Lauderdale

4,
Ill

41
41, *

*
4

Ti.. SlifT

hardwood solids with Tape Input/Output lacks
plus provision for optional
extension speakers with $
optional adapter kit

1

tine Sono!

Gracefully glom portable TV In a 11.16
weight moldad two-tone color cabsnaL

A906W •THE BELLWOOD
Distirctive Contemporary styled cabinet in genuine oil finished Walnut veneers arid select

WELL LIGHTED
PARKING AT ALL
5 LOCATIONS

41'
411

&Pe
"
i
FOODS

Th• CHALLENGER • AX1Irla

Charcoal color and Off-Mum color.
Top Carry Handl& Monopole Antenna'

95

129"

BUY ON ACE APPLIANCE EASY PAY PLAN

appliance company

Phew.fee
t.

QUICK Delivery

Where Yon Always Receive

QUALITY STAMPS

ILI D STONES OPEN
DAY I AA. 70 C. ?A

SUMMER

WHITEHAVINI

2431 Swam.,
Ph... 324-44011

11111I Miry. hIS.
Phone 304-09111

SAWN ,

6. WNW

FRAYSER 1

LAmtAit

ea raj

/Ira lornwer

•,,. 111••••• O.",

Pholie 3S11.411111

LI. GATLIN IL

743-1374

POPLAlt

1

CUT Repler
PiNed 412.1641

